You'll be amazed by all there is to see!!!

Peter

Please know that our tour through the farm was most
inspiring. We live in Texas and have a small butterfly
garden, which I hope to expand in the coming months.

barbara

Just wanted to let you know that the visit to your Grand Cayman site was the highlight
of our trip. I wish I had an audio tape or better yet, a video on Toni's
extremely informative presentation.
Thank you again. Your kind gesture of saying good‐bye as we departed your
fabulous facility was sincerely appreciated.
Dick and Lorna

Thank you for making such a beautiful place and for all the knowledge that
you pass on. I have not stopped talking about it and share my experience with
everyone that will listen!

Theresa

We recently visited your farm on our island tour. We thoroughly enjoyed
not only the beauty of the butterflies but also all the information
provided.

Irv

We enjoyed our visit with our parents & grandparents. The butterfly's came right over and sat on
our fingers.

Wyatt & Alyson

I thought you have a very beautiful and informitive web site. keep up the good work.

Tammy Levy

I look forward to seeing your online giftshop.

Sandra Hadley

Gloria Cortez

Gloria Cortez

We were at the Butterfly farm in St. Martin earlier this month. We have always wanted to stop
there, but we always seem to think the beaches are more important. We had a marvelous
experience. We actually spent 2 days visiting the farm. It is a remarkable place. Our grandson
loves butterflies, so I took about 50 pictures to share with him. I also bought him one of the cases
with butterflies in it. He keeps asking us when he can go to the Butterfly farm. I also had the
incredible experience of having a Blue Morpho on my finger with it's wings wide open. It was a
newly born beauty. I would recommend the farm to anyone.

We were at the Butterfly farm in St. Martin earlier this month. We have always wanted to stop
there, but we always seem to think the beaches are more important. We had a marvelous
experience. We actually spent 2 days visiting the farm. It is a remarkable place. Our grandson
loves butterflies, so I took about 50 pictures to share with him. I also bought him one of the cases
with butterflies in it. He keeps asking us when he can go to the Butterfly farm. I also had the
incredible experience of having a Blue Morpho on my finger with it's wings wide open. It was a
newly born beauty. I would recommend the farm to anyone.

Have a wonderful site Love the gallery photos.

Sandy H

We had a great visit to the Butterfly Farm on St. Maarten. Looking to make our gardent butterfly
friendly. My daughter Janene is a student teacher in Laguna Beach, CA and just finished teaching
her second grade class about butterflys. This included watching them hatch. They just released 16
butterflys on Friday May 26, 2006. John and Judy
John and Judy
Chrisp

I am looking forward to visitng the butterfly farm at St Marten in October

Mae Igo

i loved going tlo the farm. I've been there twice in aruba . I learned alot and I am trying to get
Monarch butterflies to my yard. I have bought three butterfly bushes and I have some milkweed in
my yard and i am hoping very hard. thankyou again for all your help.

dorothy letourneau

I am excited to start my butterfly garden

Melissa Olson

Loved the butterfly farm! We plan on planting to help grow butterflies!

Michael Olson

Had a very enjoyable day at the Butterfly Farm on our cruise to the Caribbean. Would recommend
a visit to anyone.

Pam

Cannot wait to visit your Butterfly Farm when we visit St. Martin

Kim

Lovely place to visit. :sigh

Michael

Enjoyed our experience at the farm. The guide was excellent and the butterflies and moths
brilliant. Keep up the good work!

Mark Reasor

Great site, told me everything I needed to know to get started in butterfly gardening. Thanks!

Kara

The new website looks great! So much information and beautifully designed!

Erin

We so enjoyed our first visit to a butterfly farm while visiting Aruba. The guide(s) were so
knowledgeable. Would like to see more of a variety of butterflies in the Photo Gallery.
Great web site, will try to visit often to see what is new.

Sam Wallendal

We so enjoyed our first visit to a butterfly farm while visiting Aruba. The guide(s) were so
knowledgeable. Would like to see more of a variety of butterflies in the Photo Gallery.
Great web site, will try to visit often to see what is new.

Sam Wallendal

Jo White

I visited the St. Martin Butterfly farm, but did not have enough time at the farm It was really
terrific I have always loved butterflies and moths.

Elizabeth Lira

Very attractive site. Can't wait for the Gift shop to re open.

Dave Gness

My mom and I visited The St. Maarten Butterfly Farm as an excursion on our Royal Caribbean
Cruise, just last week. We absolutely enjoyed our tour and were amazed by the butterflies. Thank
you for a wonderful time!

Stacy Geiger

Your website is very informative, I can't wait to visit next month!

Kathleen A
Kennedy

Mary Coffey

We visited the Butterfly Farm on St. Maarten about a month ago. Willie was our guide. Very
comical and informative. Our visit was a shore excursion from Royal Carribean. Just now had a
chance to visit the website. Thanks for a great time. Recommend it to all, young and old. We had
visited the butterfly farm at Calaway Gardens, in Georgia, USA. Your farm is much more intimate.
Enjoyed it very much. Thanks for the work that you are doing and we hope to apply your
knowledge to our back yard here in North Carolina.

Our visit was great!

Dee Arcoraci

great site

kanina dixon

Elizabeth Diaz

I was at the Farm in February of this year. I remember a gentlemen by the name of Willie asking us
if we had seen butterflies around our area. I live in Fla. and happened to be one of the lucky ones
that had seen them, however I haven't seen them in a while. Until today! As I was sitting in my
patio, I started thinking of the Butterfly Farm and how strange that I hadn't seen any butterflies
around the yard in a while. All of a sudden, 3 yellow butterflies and one orange striped, flew by
right in front of me! It was a magical experience! To be thinking of the butterfly farm and have
them suddenly appear! It took my breath away! Thank you for making your farm so memorable
as to attract them when simply the thought of you Butterfly Farm comes to mind!

TARRIFIC SITE!

Ivan

such a wonderful site makes me happy

karen wallace

Trip to the Butterfly Farm was wonderful.
Hope to come again soon.

Barbara L. Miller

love your site

Susan Benedict

What a beautiful site. thank you

Felicia

The talk given by Mary was very good. Helped with viewing the butterflies.

Glendon Moffett

Susanna Bruno

Love your website! We just did a toor at your Farm through Carnival this past week. Wd like to buy
some T shirts and more butterfly items but didn't see them on your web and prices!
Hope to hear from you.
Susanna Bruno

Did you know that I have birthday on Aruba's flag day? Nice page

Arik Magnus Raz

We thoroughly enjoyed our visit to your butterfly farm last Autumn (2005)

Audrey Heath

we loved our visit today. can't wait to come back. our tour guide deedee was awesome!

barbara parrish

Thank you for a wonderful tour. We lost our 19 year daughter in early May and you helped me to
think of her as a beautiful butterfly who lived a short but happy life. I was visiting Aruba with the
ACCP conference and loved your island. I am going to check the plants to grow in my garden her in
UK.
Jean Slaughter

I visited The Butterfly Farm on a shore excursion with Princess Cruises. It is awesome! The gardens
are beautiful and our guide was very spirited and knowledgable. The trip to the farm was by far
one of my favorites during the cruise. Both my new husband and I were wowed by how friendly
the butterflies were. One even landed on my arm and stayed for a while! Thank you!
Katie

Lovely farm, very knowlegeable about butterflies

Heather

I love the Butterfly Farm
I can't wait to go back to Aruba and see it again

Elenia Aguayo

wow!!! i was on a cruise last week and we went to your farm!!! it was fantastic you guys have an
awesome place there and i hope all continues to go well!!!

Victoria

Love the site! I LOVE LOVE LOVE butterfiles and think your stuff here is awesome!

Jennifer Gann

Make Me A Winner !!

Bonnie Laurie

I've been raising monarch butterflies in Wisconsin, USA for four years now. Thanks for your site.

Deana

Can't wait to visit.

Brittney Rankin

I love your site!! It is sooooo comforting!

Linda Gates

My little girl absolutely loves your site!! Her class raised (I hope thats the right term) from the
caterpillar stage all the way to butterflies and she was soooooo amazed by the process. Thank you
for bringing so much joy to so many people, especially children!

Jack W Mishler

beautiful

AM Marchand

Hi, this is Zoe, I am 8 yrs old. I really like your site... its cool. My favorite flying animal is the
butterfly; they're really cool. I saw a monarch butterfly in my yard once. My brother has some
caterpillars. One is in a cocoon, if its a butterfly I am really happy. I love your website!

Zoe

I have learned alot at this site.

Deborah Blackburn

We visited the St. Maartin Butterfly Farm mid‐May 2006 on a Royal Carribbean excursion. It was
amazing! I hate yard work, but if it will bring me some butterflies, I'm willing to give it a shot!
I'd love to be able to buy more merchandise online as we didn't have enough time to spend at the
farm. We're hoping to visit some of the other farms in the future.
Jaime Burlock

Beautiful jewelry :roll

Richard Deyarmond

Photo Gallery is very nice!!!

Steve

Wonderful butterfly farm! I really enjoyed the tour and learned a lot! I teach kindergarten (5 and
6 years old) in Texas and plan to show my students pictures and video from my visit!

Christie Taylor

this was great

nicole taylor

this was great

nicole taylor

We had a very good time and your guide was very informed. We visited there in April of 06.
Thank You very much

Wayne

good

Nelta Roeder

Awesome site

Lisa Kalafus

The Butterfly Gardening Guide is the Best. I also love the photos and all the info on this site. It's a
world in it's own. Thank You.

Ernie Topran

Just what I was looking for!!!
Thanks

Sandi Hunt

Our favorite place to visit while on a Caribbean cruise and we have cruised 18 times with Royal
Caribbean.

Doug Milone

Kimberly Hickey

Thank you!

World Of Products
On

Nice site

Richard Hicks

Gardening is great

David Bertolo

Great site

Barbara Andersen

I am totally new to the concept of a butterfly garden but I am really excited about it~ I did not
realize they are dwindling in numbers so it makes me even more anxious to create a "safe Haven"
for these beautiful creatures!

shirley

Julie Friddle

We will be visiting Grand Cayman next week and hopefully will get to visit the butterfly farm.
Looks very beautiful and peaceful.

Angela L. Michelli

0

Susan Navidad

Tara Hughes

I was at the butterfly farm last Wed. in St. Maartin. It was a very informative and interesting visit. I
plan to use your site with my 7th grade life science students in the upcoming year. Thanks for all
you do.

Donna

My parents visited the Grand Caymen farm back in march and loved it. I just got to see some
pictures from their trip and I had to check this place out! I can't wait until I can come down and see
it all for myself.

Amber Entrekin

I loved visiting your guardens. Unfortunately my bus had to leave much too soon. The puictures I
took were the pictures my friends went back to most. Next time I will change my iteniery so that I
can stay lon

Matt Paulin

Our visit last week was wonderful! Seeing my daughter's face when a butterfly landed on her was
priceles.....

Kenneth Roosth

We were recently in St. Martin and decided to visit the Butterfly Farm. What a treat! Thank you
for all the information and fun!
Natalie Z.
Natalie Zeiler

nice site

Sandy Okstad

this was probably my favorite place in aruba! such peace and serenity and beauty. thank you so
very much for sharing with me!

sharon

butterlies flutter by

Sarah Hirsch

great site

Joanne Schultz

Recently visted the farm and enjoyed the whole experiene. We have some beautiful Butterflys in
our yard in Miami and want to do more.

Freddie Robinson

My husband and I just returned from our cruise and we thoroughly enjoyed our tour of the
Butterfly Farm in St. Maartin. He will be busy, in the near future, building one on the lanai here in
our home. We live in Southwest Florida in a small town called Port Charlotte. I look forward to
many years of raising, enjoying, and learning more about butterflies! Thank you.
Susan Kickbush

The buterflys and caterpillars were my son's favorite. The rain kept us from getting to see many
of them because they wouldn't open their wings.

Tara Strong

:p

Marsy

We really enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm ‐ Spencer wasn't as keen as me to the visit but was
really surprised and really enjoyed it. Our tour guide was great and we found it really informative.
I've always loved butterflies and have visited several farm and houses in Britain but I have never
been given so much information as the guide gave us in Aruba. You're doing a wonderful job.
Katherine Griffiths Katherine and Spencer Wyant

had a great time at the farm. The lecture was quite interesting

eugene wallich

had a great time at the farm. The lecture was quite interesting

eugene wallich

Diane Gallagher

Thank you for the informative tour in
St Maarten. After arriving home in
Florida I purchased milkweed plants.
We brought the caterpillers in and today
we set our first butterfly free!!!
Thanks again.

really pretty site!

Barbara Wright

My husband and I had a great time at the butterfly farm in Aruba. Thank you for the great
information.

Katrina Youngs

The tour was too short! I could have spent hours there, or at least another 30 minutes.
Freindly owner/guide. I appreciate your efforts and would encourage others to visit.

Terry Lone

I visited your farm at Auaruba. and i was blownbake by all the types of butterfly's that were there.
Now that i'am home i want to start my own.

walter

Loved our visit there
plan to start a garden as soon as possible
thanks for the great info

Yale Dampier

Thank you for the wonderful information.

Julia Thompson

Lots of great info and very intriguing!

Karla Grimes

Your butterfly farm is one of the best places to visit in St. Martin.

Steven Kaye

>>>>............

Brigette McGarrah

Wonderfull site, helped me with my garden and my son with his school science project.
We were at the farm in St. Martin at Christmas time and had a Wonderfull experience and are
looking forward to returning in the future.

Stephenie Bowman

nice site

Phillip Cunningham

heinrich

Joan Oliver

very good!
nowadays this kinda site really few, but this one is the best!
no only info of milkweed given, and lotsta photo too!
but unfortunately don't hav much info about trophic butterfly...
i'ma huge fans of birdwing butterfly, hope that in future you guys will add more of this family.
anyway, thanks for ya info, it's a cool site though.
sign heinrich.

My daughter (age and I just got back from Aruba. We spent 3.5 hours the first visit and the day
after we whiled away for another 2 hours only because we had to catch our flight back :cry We
were so fascinated and mesmerized by the garden. As a teacher, I was equally impressed by the
staff and the educational tour that they provide. They were always available whenever we had
questions. Our favorite guide was :? ( a lovely gentleman with a french accent.) His enthusiasm
was addicting and we thank him for his input about our favorite butterflies, the Blue Great Eggfly
and the :? butterfly that resembles a leaf. Thank you and keep inspiring all of those who come to
visit!

GREAT SITE

SANDRSA MCGHEE

NONE

Patty Niedert

im speechless it w.as beautiful :eek

Sophia Oliver

Great looking site

Richard Hicks

Great to be coming to your Country.

Debbie

'Just returned from a Carribean cruise and the Butterfly Farm was a definite highlight.
'Very relaxing, educational and entertaining.

Philip Blakley

'Just returned from a Carribean cruise and the Butterfly Farm was a definite highlight.
'Very relaxing, educational and entertaining.

Philip Blakley

enjoy butterflies and your site

marty bernstein

Fun site

Susan Benedict

Butterflies are so cool! I hope that more butterfly attracting flowers are found!

Sisi Yu

Enjoyed my visit to the Butterfly Farm. Wish I could remember all that the tour told us.
Pat

Pat VanDeCapelle

Trace Lowe

Our visit was too short with so much to see. But the while we were there was enjoyable. We are
planning our garden as I send this e‐mail.
Thanks alot, James

James & Linda

I would have given higher, but some the info presented on your tour (which I took twice in Aruba
with two different persons presenting ‐ also listened in to another tour ahead of me) is somewhat
vauge or just plain wrong for some of the species represented...

Mark Lasko

I am not a ball‐buster, but have often seen enough displays where I prefer a little expertise with
the correct answers when I ask... :sigh
Your staff was reasonably educated and knowledgeable for the material presented. I will keep in
touch with your General Manager and try to help her in some of the SE Asian host plant
acquisitions for some rarer species which can be reared in Aruba.
Good, very good site!

Maria

Very peaceful and relaxing place. Had a nice guide‐ quite informative. Excellent place to take
pictures...no rush.

Wendy Kradolfer

Hi! I am from Trinidad and Tobago and I was there at the butterfly farm on June 18 2006........It was
spectacular!!!!!!

Risha Pragg

we will be cruising on royal caribbean and plan on visiting your butterfly world..we cant wait . see
you then,,Bill and Lucy Oconnor

lucy oconnor

Nice site, good design!

Morfei

Karen Gonyea

I was very happy with the tour and with Marco's knowledge and presentation. He just seem to
enjoy his work. I learnt quite a bit on the tour. Keep up the good work.

richard m. clements

Nice visit. I especially enjoyed the butterflys. I remember as a child that "they were everywhere".

Charles Sims

hope to visit your farm in sept!

Tricia Arrington

Best site for me!

Angel

We were very happy to see the butterflies. Thank you ! Mary

Mary E. Hall

My daughter and I had the enjoyable experience of visiting your wonderful butterfly sanctuary last
week July 5, 2006.
Our visit was informative and beautiful. It was one of our highlights to the beautiful island of St.
Maarten.
Audrey Finn
We only wish we had been able to stay longer, but our chariot awaited and our tour continued to
Marigot for shopping and then back to our cruise ship.
Audrey and Kendall Finn ‐ NJ

I am a long time visitor of the Butterfly Farm and love it. Thanks and keep up the good work!!

Jean J. Rosenbluth

We greatly enjoyed the Butterfly Farm.
It was the perfect place to visit with our 6 year old daughter. Fun and educational at the same
time. Thanks for the tour and the information. We'll try to do our little part here in the States.

Sharon

Rose, our tour guide in Aruba 7/06, was wonderful. She had all the information about all the
spicies and was enthusiastic about the subject. We have been to other farms (florida) but did not
have the same positive experience Rose gave us in Aruba.

Christine Scanlan

My little girl could live on your site!

Linda Gates

I would love to bring my daughter to your farm!! We live in Missouri and have been to the one in
Branson and St Louis and she still is wanting more!

Jack W Mishler

Loved the tour and all the information. I was so motivated by the tour that I am going to create
our own butterfly garden!

Anita Venter

I love your site and butterflies! Keep up the good work!

Gianna LaPin

great site

ALISON FERRIS

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba last week (7/2/06) and had the best time. Anne was our
tour guide and she made the trip to the farm the best ever. She was very funny and quite
knowledgable. I learned more about the life cycle of the butterfly in the 25 minutes that I spent
with her than I have in my lifetime.
Dawn Garrison
The farm was great! i am currently developing the pictures I took there and they are the best out
of all that I took while in Aruba!
Thanks for having a place where the butterflies can flourish! I have some plants that are hosts for
butterflies (we are in NY, so we are hoping for some Monarchs!). I plan on getting some more of
YAY!!!

Shelly Wright

We visited the farm as part of an excursion on our honeymoon cruise....loved it.

Kevin and Joanne
Pat

We just visited from the Royal Carribean Cruise Ship and we loved every minute of it. What a
beautiful place and everyone was so friendly. My daughter collects butterflys and we had to see it ‐
what a treat!!!
Thankk
Ruthann Takacs

Just returned from my first visit to Aruba and the butterfly farm. What a tremendous time I had
learning more about butterflies and seeing the beauty they had to offer. Anna was our very
informative guide. My pictures are great. I printed them last night and enjoyed the time all over
again. Thanx for a great experience!
Cathy Harner

It was a refreshing step back to nature for us on July 4, 2006.
You have made great contributions in furthering natural repreduction means for butterflies and
moths.
Alexander Balaban You harbor a terrific host farm for these nature's/God's delicate creatures.
Greetings from New Jersey, USA!

My wife and I enjoyed the butterfly farm. As a teacher I will share my experience to my fellow
teachers and provide them with your websit URL.

Robert Liddle

We really enjoyed our tour at The Butterfly Farm in Grand Cayman. Our tour guide was friendly
and knowledgeable when answering our questions. I would recommend this tour for anyone who
loves butterflies.
Donna & Mark
Clavelo

Make Me A Winner!!

Bonnie Laurie

marg

HI THERE from a wooly front~~~~back garden in TOPEKA KS.
NEED INFOR on how to atact butterflys to my butter fly box as well as how to care for it. yes it july
,hot and humid‐‐even so i am in the mested of resettling two gardens. any help on making the
welcome to futerbys and caterpillers would be welcome. also seeking true clover mix and like
thec.r.p. sent out in their rcklamation packit. would a Adler Tree a usfull tree or is a BUR OAK, OR
SASFEASS BETTER??? HAVE 2 cats who delight in watching the gardens thew the windows
Yours with lite blessing be and a day full of fluterbys and off spring
i very much want to inculed moths and the hornworm catapiller and puddly MARG

Beautiful! :p

Nicole

I took my 4 year old grand‐daughter twice while we were in Cayman, we both loved it!

Jan Warren

very interesting tour especially to us who knew very little about butterflies

Rene Ignacia

We visited twice last week on our vacation and it was AMAZING! Better than the one at the Bronx
Zoo which probably has infinitely more funding...

Mike & Denise
Cobucc

Would of been higher had gift shop been open. Summer time is perfect for butterflies

Terry Klein

Hello,
I visited your butterfly farm last week when I was on the island for a vacation with my sister. I
loved your farm. I have never seen such beautiful and colorful butterflies.
Thank you for a wonderful experience.
Stephanie

Beautiful products

Richard Deyarmond

Thank you for such an amazing time at the Aruba Butterfly Farm. We just came back from Aruba
and one of our highlights was the Butterfly Farm. It was truly beautiful ‐ the garden itself and all
the amazing butterflies. We have been to a few butterfly farms (incl. Bronx Zoo) and by far the
Aruba Butterfly Farm was the best! Rose, our guide was extremly informative, as well as
personable. A true pleasure ‐ we will be back!
Stern Family

beautiful site

Heather Murphy

My husband and I really enjoyed the butterfly farm and have many wonderful pictures to share
with our families and friends

Cara Caruano

We have a group of seniors heading your way and we noticed that your gift shop was under
construction ‐ has this been completed yet? Thanks for your help.

Lorraine Carroll

Jennifer Barr

Love butterflies; candles; and love

Kimberly Hadley

Thanx for the contest

Patty Boutin

nice site pretty also

carman most

What a pretty website!

Naomi Matlock

Visited the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin and it was awesome, even after hurricane damage. Learned
so much from the visit and the website about bringing butterflies to my garden. My favorite aunt
always wore a butterfly pin on her shoulder, and we just lost her, so we will for sure visit the farm
in Grand Cayman this fall when we are there.
Linda Tobin

aweosme thanks!

Nicole Toth

Hi,
We spent the last day on St. Maarten at your Butterfly Farm and LOVED IT!

Chris Brindle

Thank you for your personal tour,
Chris Brindle and Kelle Ballou‐Maher

We are looking forward to our visit there on the 3rd of August.

Paula Owens

GREAT SITE

ALISON FERRIS

Very informative and entertaining. The butterflies were quite beautiful and interesting to learn
more about. The tour guide was also extremely knowledgeable about the farm. I would definitely
visit again.

Jane F

jeff lemke

We recently visited the Butterfly farm in Aruba it was truly beautiful and the surroundings were
lovely.
Thanks for a great tour were gonna try and attrack as many butterfiles as we can back in England. ‐
Took some lovely photos too.
Vicky & Jason

Mr. & Mrs. Michael
D

I do wish we had more time to spend with you all. Enjoyed the tour. We came in on the cruise ship,
Carribean Princess, the end of May. Enjoyed your accent too.
Oh well we are just old country folk from North Carolina & some say we have an accent also.
Anyway had a real good time & maybe we'll meet again sometime. Hope this hurricane season is
good to you, take care.

My husband and I were at your St. Maarten Farm in February of 2004 and we enjoyed it very
much. I have also bought some of your jewelry from your gift shop and i was very pleased

Christine M.
Gregoir

Very informative, thanks! We look forward to visiting in September!

Dawn Bishop

interesting site

Sandy Okstad

Julie Friddle

My daughter and I just visited your Butterfly Farm in Aruba on Sunday, July 23rd. We had a
wonderful time! I've checked out the plants to attract and feed butterflies and I have a few in my
perennial garden already. I'm going to add a few more using your list as a guide. Thank you!

Cheryl Mondorf

My daughter and I just visited your Butterfly Farm in Aruba on Sunday, July 23rd. We had a
wonderful time! I've checked out the plants to attract and feed butterflies and I have a few in my
perennial garden already. I'm going to add a few more using your list as a guide. Thank you!

Cheryl Mondorf

I wish you had a little more info on the price/admissions

Lisa Doyle

We visited the butterfly farm in Grand Cayman, twice in the same week; what an awesome place!

Jan

karen from oshawa, ontario,canada
It's a great day!!!!

karen Forrest

we have been to the aruba farm twice and we loved it both times. we learned alot both times.. the
i have bought some of the butterflies in the picture frames and
employees are so very helpfull
have hung them on my dinning room walls, they are just beautiful!! they make such an addition to
my house. dorothy
dorothy letourneau

Great site

Barbara Andersen

WE visited your great garden last week and thoughly enjoyed the butterflies and plants. You have
helped us understand how to get butterflies into our garden. Thank you for the information.
:p

Stacy Goff

Visited the farm on Aruba today. Absolutely wonderful experience.
Thanks for the great information and the wonderful opportunity to photograph the precious little
creatures.

Jeff Parsons

Pretty site

Phillip Cunningham

Great website, coming to visit St. Maarten in October, 2006 would love to visit your place

Denise Christine
Alu

my daughter loves butterflies so this is a great website for her

Sarah Hirsch

Looking forward to visit

natasha boukaram

I visited your buterfly farm on St. Martin in June. It was a wonderful place to experience. I look
forward to planting a butterfly garden of my own soon. :p

Veda Ryan

I was St. Maarten Island and had a great time. Thank you to the workers there I was very much so
welcomed.

Natalija

thanks

sabina edwards

We'll be visiting in November. Can't WAIT!

Jo Ann Bryant

looks like fun

Douglas Muchler

Had a wonderful experience. The butterflies were amazing. The tour guide very informational.
Enjoyed everything. Thanks for such an exciting morning.

Debbie White

gandhimathi
manikand

Nous avons apprécié la visite en français avec Christian.

Diane Cloutier

you site is very nice ;=)

Kristina

We visited the Butterfly Farm during our vacation in Aruba and LOVED IT!

Joann & Bill Heppt

The butterfly farm is beautiful.

simon golec

Monique Martis

I like the butterfly farm because it teach's me how to handel butterfly's like : You must never touch
a butterfly because you take of the powder that is on it's body to protect him or her.
I learned that the different kinds of caterpillars live on different kinds of plants.
The caterpillar that spend almost a year to be a butterfly live only one week and that is the Moth.
All the rest of the garden was wonderfull but it is to much to write, But I would love to tell you in
person

:p
Monique
Thank you for having this sweepstakes. I really appreciate it.

Patty Boutin

Great items available make great gifts

Richard Deyarmond

daniel rich

Daniel Rich

Hi, thank you for the beautiful website how unique

www.momof5boyz.scent‐team.com
Wanita Gilliam

Nice colors

pamela

I discouverd the Butterfly Farm on St. Maarten to late for visiting, but now I have the change to
visit the Farm on Aruba beacause we are going to spend our holiday on this island nest year. I have
great expectacience

Linda Snijder

cool contest

Jennifer Barr

Marilyn Swick

We enjoyed our visit to the farm very much. We took a lot of pictures and learned a lot from our
guide. In the spring we plan to plant the right kind of folage to attract butterflies in our area. We
live in US in the central state of Missouri. Thanks again for a nice tour.

Lyn Catudal

My little girl loves your site!

Linda Gates

THANK YOU FOR THE WONDERFUL SITE! I LOVE YOUR GIFT SHOP AND PHOTO GALLERY!

Jack W Mishler

mother of 6 foster children would love to win your contest

sarah oneal

Hi. My husband and I visitedthe Butterfly Farm back in November of 2005 as a shore tour while on
a Royal Caribbean cruise. We had a wonderful time at the Farm and took some beautiful photos. I
even had a blue butterfly land on the bottom of my shorts.

Linda Tremley

We hope to get back there again one day and are thinking of putting some butterfly friendly
flowers in our garden in Connecticut.
Thanks again for a great time.

i love Butterflies!!!!!

Angela Spalding

Terri P.
see Wings of Wonder at the Tulsa Zoo

Terri Preston

love your site

Susan Benedict

I had such a pleasant browsing experience!

Kathleen Gereg

Keep up the good work, The butterflies were beautiful.

Michele

Keep up the good work, The butterflies were beautiful.

Michele

Can't wait to visit!

Katy Wessel

looks great, can't wait to visit.

syndi ellison

My family and I recently enjoyed our visit to The Butterfly Farm St Maarten so much, we went for a
second visit before flying home. Everything there is peaceful and interesting. The Butterflies are
beautiful ‐ thanks for a lovely visit

Beryl Murray

beautiful site

Sandy Okstad

You have a cool website.

Barbara Nolan

Geweldige ervaring en zeer leerzame uitleg.
Bedankt.

Harry en Yvonne
Snij

Very interesting. Love the shop!

Patrice

My first trip to a butterfly farm was a magical experience! I couldn't wait to return home from
my cruise to start garden preparations to welcome butterflies and to help them thrive. P.S. Our
tour guide in St. Martens was ABFAB!!!

Kathy Campagnoli

We really enjoyed‐‐ we took our grandchildren and they coudn' stop talkin about this trip‐‐need
more time‐‐thanks for your work.

Mike Kelso

We visited your butterfly farm last week and had a very enjoyable visit. Our tour guide taught us
many things about butterflies that we didn't know. Thank you again.

RoseMary

We had a great time last week visiting in Aruba!!!

Karen Miller

krysten voss

hehe love the name

Stephen Saunders

wonderful website

linda chaput

Can't wait to visit again!

Kim Gurski

We last visited 2 years ago but look forward to seeing it this time(august) I have great pictures and
want more...absolutely wonderful setting!! d

Dorothy DeWalt

diane clavette

Loved our experience at the farm. My kids thought it was the best time they had on our vacation.

jackie

Julie Friddle

Just returned yesterday from Aruba and couldn't wait to check the Butterfly Farm website. Carlos,
our tour guide was excellent, with his knowledge and personality. Can't wait to visit again.

Carol & Wayne
Miller

Great visit in Aruba! Loved it!

Joy Pierrard

We had a good time visiting the butterfly farm we learned more than we thought we would it was
very informative. It was a nice way to spend some time.

robyn g

:p I love love butterflies, i actually have five tattos of them

michelle

Michael & Tammy
Will

Karen, it was such a pleasure to meet you at Grand Case BC last week. I thoroughly enjoyed our
talk. I'm sorry we didn't see u at The B‐Farm but Tammy was taken under the weather Friday.
Since we are definitely coming back next year w/ the kids I look fwd to then. Perhaps our 8 yr old's
will have fun!Please feel free to contact us any time at the above E‐mail! I am also Mike7 at TTOL.
A bientot!

What a great time! I was amazed at all the different types of butterflies and moths. They were so
beautiful. I can't wait to start planting some flowers in my garden to attract them!

Eleni Tzovolos

I enjoyed my visit to the Butterfly Farm. It was entertaining as well as educational.

Kate

My husband & I thoroughly enjoyed the butterfly farm. We visited more than once during our stay
in Aruba the week of August 6th, 2006. I just love butterfly's, I even have a room in my home just
decorated in butterfly crafts. We can't wait to visit Aruba again and when we do, we will definitely
be visiting the butterfly farm again.
Gina

For The Love Of Pete, Make Me A Winner !!

Bonnie Laurie

Love your website, very cute!!! Hello from CANADA, eh

Charlene

had a great time, saw many butterfly's i had never seen before

David Tobey

:p

Vicki Murray

I loved our visit to the Butterfly Farm in Aruba! It was so cool and informative. Thank‐you very
much!
CH
Carol Hartwick

My 4 year old daughter Florence asked me to say "The Butterflys were lovely, I enjoyed it very
much! Everything was lovely, they nearly jumped on my head!"

Stewart Smith

Nice Site! Beautiful Butterflies!

Christina Turner

Since my first visit last year to the Butterfly Farm in Aruba I have become hooked!! Thank you for a
chance to take great pictures and to be surrounded by such a beautiful and amazing part of nature!
See you next year,
Nicole
Nicole Venezia

Love the butterflies.

Barbara Andersen

Loved the site, cant wait to visit!!!

Mary Edmondson

Love the web site, can't wait till October when I will get to come visit and take many of my own
photographs.

Jim Callahan

My daughter loved the farm and still continues to talk about it all the time.

Deby Turner

I'm not sure what I'm voting on.

Mary Calhoun

c hartmann

Thanks for the opportunity and for your site, your farm and your information. I love butterflies.....I
am thinking about planting milkweed next spring ‐ is it against the law to grow?
Rhonda
Rhonda Bowden

LOVE YOUR SITE.

SANDRA MCGHEE

This is my first year trying to host butterflies in my backyard...mainly Monarchs. We have had quite
alot of caterpillars. Boy can they eat! Hoping to learn more and attract other species!

Sherry Turner

So serene!

Nancy Kelley

Love your site and I have told all my friends

rhonda barron

I'm hoping to again visit your Butterfly Farm there is Aruba someday. I was last there in 2002!

Lisette Miller

We went to the farm in Aruba and had a great time. Your staff is very knowledgable!

Vic Mac

I was in Grand Cayman a few years ago for my birthday. I have always loved butterflies, and made
this spot a must on my agenda while there. I absolutely loved the experience, as well as the
jewelry!!!

Kristin Koltick

Loved being able to come back regularly during our holiday and finding out more about the tropical
moths and butterflies. I shall now use the info from your web site to do some studies wih my cubs
and scouts. many thanks

julia powell

Thank you for having this contest. I really appreciate it.

Patty Boutin

hi

gandhimathi
manikand

Good site, nice design!

Max

We really enjoyed our tour.

Sharon OLson

Many time visitor to the Butterfly Farm. It's one of our must‐do activities when visiting SXM. See
you again next year!

Henry Shaw

I am fascinated by butterflies, and I truly enjoyed seeing the many species you have (particularly
the blue species). Even my fiancee, who is not a butterfly enthusiast by any means, had a great
time!

Becky Brotzman

Recently visited your farm while on a cruise. Fantastic. I am all excited about planting in our
backyard so we can have beautiful butterflies also. Looking forward to next visit to St. Martin so
we can visit you again. Thanks for so much information.

Sheryl Cline

I'm a Photographer and Butterfly's are my favorite thing to capture in the camera

Ronda Kelley

Mae Igo

thank you

Susan Benedict

Karen Gonyea

We loved our visit to the butterfly farm and will definitely return on our next trip to St Maarten.
Please enter us for the prize drawing. On our next trip I plan on purchasing one of the butterfly
frames.
Helen and
Raymond Va

Good place to purchase unique gifts

Richard Deyarmond

thank you

Dana Draeger

I enjoyed our trip to The Butterfly Farm back in May, although the weather was rainy and so, of
course, there weren't many butterflies out at the time. The tour guide was great and very
informative.

Ivetta Campbell

My family and I had the wonderful experience of visiting the farm during our stay in the Cayman
Islands last August. What a beautiful experience, indeed. We loved it and learned quite a bit about
them.
Many thanks and kudos to you all!!
Miriam Camino

Keep up the good work! I enjoyed the site and learned some new things.

Kert

lisa siegenthaler

Went to the farm in St. Martin. This was the second butterfly farm I've been to. Very nice and
learned more about them.

cruizegal

Anne Hanby

I love the site and so does my daughter!

Camille Jones

OH, what a beautiful site! :p

Linda Gates

Your site makes me happy!

Jack W Mishler

I throughly enjoyed the farm and the tour guide. I loved the variety of the butterflies, and that you
actually raise them from egg form to the butterfly stage.

Trudy Miller

We had a wonderful time in your butterfly farm. It was an eye opening experiance. We plan on
planting plants soon to help butterflies in our area. Thank you for all the information.

Olivia Williams

excellent site

Irvin Walser

Hello people! In my opinion, it is a great site.

Bussnews

Mary was extremely helpful and informative!!!

Michael Schons

Looking forward to the return of your shop!

Deborah Rosen

hi

andrea kushner

this is a great place to visit for some slow island action!!!, very interesting, keeping you wanting
more info well after your goen home.

lauren morris

I have been to the Butterfly Farm in Aruba four times and I am still amazed by its beauty!
To the staff: Thank you for being so kind not only to butterflies but also to us visitors. I hope
you enjoyed the photos of the butterflies and hummingbird moth from Massachusetts.

Cheryl Medeiros

See you again soon!
Cheryl

Very informational. Thanks!

Mr. Swinsburg

We visited the Butterfly Farm in May. It was a wonderful experience. Look forward to our next
trip .

Gloria Cortez

we love butterflies

Sarah Hirsch

We really enjoyed our visit in November of 2005. We were on a tour from a Carnival Cruise ship in
St Maarten.

Mike Landgraf

I love butterflies, you have so many wonderful things

Janice Johnston

A few days ago we visited the Butterfly Farm
and enjoyed it very much.
We were on the Carnival Triumph cruise.

Dean & Phyllis Bart

I just wanted to let you know that coming to your Butterfly Farm was an awesome experience on
our St Marten trip! I have some wonderful pics from there that I will be sharing with you soon!
Thanks for your hospitality and for the opportunity to wander around on our own to take photos.

KELLY GARWOOD

I've always been fascinated with butterflies and saw an article about butterfly farming while home
in Pennsylvania this September. In doing some online research, I stumbled on your website.
Thanks for the tips on what flowers attract butterflies. My current butterfly garden will be
expanding for sure!!
Pam Kelly

Nelta Roeder Morrison, IL

Nelta Roeder

I loved the farm the first time and will will visit again the week of Oct 7th, 2006. It is a place that
you can visit over and over again and never get tired of it. I bought a butterfly encased in a plastic
cube and erveryne comments on the beauty of the colors.

Nancy Vido

We would like to thank the staff in St Marten for a great experience and the great items we
purchased...we will forward some of the pictures shortly...thanks again, Josh and Olivia Williams

Joshua Williams

Great site... Look forward to seeing this farm.

Lou Limoges

Thanks for using two of my photos on your site. We had a great visit and constantly recommend it
as a must see. Will be visiting the Aruba farm on Oct 9th via the Coral Princess. Thanks again.

Wes Thomas

:p

Julie Friddle

dominique Orgoglio

We visited The Butterfly Farm in August of 06. It was a very informative and enjoyable tour. We
rated the tour as the best we have been on during the entire trip!
Steve & Kim
Steve Green

good site

Valencia Stay

My kids love it too!!!

Denise Glines

thanks for all the good reading

kim mcfarling

i love butterfly's and your website is wonderful.

linda chaput

Beau ful site

Sandy Okstad

Hi, I was on your farm on the 20th with Carnival cruise line. And I had a very nice time and got
some good picture's.I'm from Pa. and some day I would like to have a butterfly farm here,but I
don't think the weather wounld be good for the butterfly's.So are tour guide is from usa to? Well
anyway I had a nice time thank you. Bob
robert kunkle

Great site would recommend to any one who asked me!

Ben Fosnick

Planning on visiting your farm between Oct 29, 2006 and Nov 10, 2006.

Carlos Hall

I just returned to my home in California USA. I loved your farm.

Ruth Read

My husband, daughter and I visited your butterfly farm last week and were really impressed with
the work you are doing. The butterflies were gorgeous and I want to thank you for having the
farm. It's a wonderful concept! Keep up the good work!
Kay Goforth

G'day from Australia, nice site

Phillip Cunningham

a GREAT SITE. I DO LOVE THOSE
BUTTERFLIES.

SANDRA MCGHEE

Sure enjoyed my visit there last winter. Hope to do it again sometime.

Nola Beck

I loved visiting to your farm!!!!!!!

mary digenova

I had a great experience at the Bu erfly Farm, I can't wait to come back and visit next year!

Nicole

gandhimathi
manikand

Looking forward to visiting you.

Neil Arnold

Great site!!

Michelle Moorman

Hi! Well, I have visited twice The Butterfly Farm in Aruba and I've had very good experiences. I've
learned a lot about butterflies and caterpillars. I liked more this year's visit, because we were only
two and the young man was able to answer all our questions. Also, I took great pictures, I will send
some later. I live in Venezuela, so I'm used to see butterflies every day. Thanks a lot!!! :p
Sofia!

Superb pictures!

Lisette

Have to love nature eh, i think its awesome to be able to just come in and see everything or just sit
there. Cant wait to go again!

shekinah ruston

great site

Susan Benedict

Thanks for having this contest. i really appreciate it.

Patty Boutin

I really liked your butterfly gardening section! Danika

Danika Cooley

NONE

CHRISTINE

We were there at the farm back In 2001 December during the christmas time on board the Ocean
Princess. We were there just last week and saw the big differenes from the first time lots of
butterflies and more plant life was very good . thanks again. Will try and send some pictures we
took last week.
Bill and Mary Ann
Co

loved the farm

grant richardson

Have a wonderful day!

Sarye Lizakowski

I had a wonderful time at your farm while on a recent cruise. I loved learning about all the plants
the different butterflies are attaracted to. I will be adding some to my gardens very soon!
Thank you for the wonderful time!
Amanda Jorgensen

very interesting site

Lorraine
Noseworthy

thanks

Dale Louderback

thanks

Dale Louderback

I can't wait to visit your butterfly farm! I have heard such good things about it. :p

Cindy Leach

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba when we were there on vacation on October 5, 2006. Very
nice, very pretty and we liked it very much. The only thing that was missing was the music; when
we went to another butterfly farm before there was soft, classical oriental music playing in the
background.
Sharon Eichenberg

I really like your site. I'll be back.

Bonnie Pagliaro

I hope everything is back up and available soon....

Kay Debnar

I visited the Butterfly Farm on Sept. 21st and was like a kid again. I have never seen so much
beauty in one place. The work you all do is so great so hats of to you all. Thank you for a beautiful
place for us to come and veiw the wonder of the world.

Kayce Richardson

Your site is under construction, but I'd like to see this farm when I come down to Island in a couple
days.

Juliette Marler

I love the butterfly farm in Aruba...it was a lovely experience and just a short walk from The Mill
Resort. I visited almost every morning.

Kathy

We were there at the farm back In 2001 December during the christmas time on board the Ocean
Princess. We were there just last week and saw the big differenes from the first time lots of
butterflies and more plant life was very good . thanks again. Will try and send some pictures we
took last week.
Bill and Mary Ann
Co

We had a wonderful visit to your garden. The butterfly's were beautiful and we enjoyed the
opportunity to photograph some of them. We never considered what was involved in attracting
butterflys and we will include some of the plants and tips you gave us in our garden next spring.
Thanks
Kevin Cox

A real butterfly haven. Good job

Sandy Okstad

We enoyed our visit to you, the information about butterflys was excellent and it was lovely to be
able to wander round seeing all the different speciesnull

Llinda Wilson

kim leffers

I enjoyed my visit to the Aruba Butterfly Farm. The tour was very informative. So much I did not
know about the wonderous world of the butterfly.
I would love to see more pictures on the web site.
I also tried to view additional acrylic wall hangings that were in the gift shop the page was not
available. You had t‐shirts at the store that I hoped to see in the store. I do screen printing,
embroidery, and printing on mediums from vinal to foamcoar board. Very fine art to sell in your
gift shop.
There were exhibits in the lobby which I would have enjoyed seeing on the web site, too.
thank you

Will definitely visit next time we take a cruise.

Kay Lucas

Good Photos

Dan

Becky Lynn Postel

Richard and Kay
Murr

We just returned home from our cruise and enjoyed our visit to your farm so much that I had to
write and say "thank you".
It was Kays birthday and she wanted to tour your facility more than anything else on Cayman.
We left with a newfound appreciation of one of natures most beutiful gifts.
We'll be back again.
Keep up the good work.

I visited the one on Aruba on Oct 3rd. Was very imperssed. I hadn' studied anything about
butterflies in 43 years! Our guide Rosa I think was her name is wonderful. Thanks for the
experiance.

Tom Fretz

love the gift shop

Jo White

HI! this site is great!! : )

Neil

Very interesting and exciting, like nothing I've ever seen before. Definetely will go back.

christy dionne

Our grandson really enjoyed his visit to your butterfly farm. Your natural and inviting setting
attracted many butterflies and it was wonderful to watch him as he looked closely at them and
explored the beautiful surroundings of the farm.
Thank you for a very enjoyable experience.
We will be sure to visit again.
Arnold McCormick

Your site is absolutely awesome!!

Linda Gates

Your site makes me so very happy! I just feel like I can fly every time I come here :p

Susan Ford

My little girl has your site in her favorites so she can come here and look around. She is always
wanting to come to your farm. We have been to the small ones in Branson and in St Louis but have
never had the pleasure of coming to yours. :sigh

Jack W Mishler

Beautiful and colorful pieces of art

Richard Deyarmond

Hi Everybody!
My favorite part of the farm (besides the butterfiles of course) is the tour guide Andrew. He is
incredibly informative about butterfiles and conservation while enthusiastially sharing his
knowledge with others.
Julie Lefaive
The blue swallowtail was one of my favorite butterflies. I thought I saw it with blue polka dots
rather than a large patch of blue on black that I've seen in online pictures. Am I naming the
butterfly correctly or is there another name for it? Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks for the beautiful & peaceful experience! I love Aruba.
Please send me the name of host plants for my area...So I can start my butterfly gardening..I live in
MOBILE ALABAMA
Thanks in advance and will be looking forward in hearing from you soon..
andrea
andrea

Awesome site! I love butterflies

Lollepopz

I love your website!! I can't wait to share it with one of my 11th grade students who is absolutely
fascinated with butterflies. My dear friend Sam Watts is currently in St. Thomas with Tony & Lori
as they continue to build the newest butterfly farm. I'm eagerly awaiting pix from his trip. Keep us
the great work that you do on behalf of nature's most beautiful creatures!
Olwyn Beth Beatty

Julie Friddle

Thankyou for a wonderful visit, a very enjoyable few hours most informative.
A nice memory to look back on during the long cold winter here in the UK.

linda poizat

Very Nice! Love the uniqueness your shop offers compared to shops on the net today!!

Dusti Cummings

I wished we could have spent longer! The Royal Carib. tour only allowed us to have barely an hour
and it wasn't nearly enough. I would the gift shop be cleaner looking and have calendars not so
bent out of shape but the humidity likely doesn't help with that. The gardens and butterflies were
WONDERFUL. Thanks so much for such a memorable trip.
Alida Nattress

Very serene and beautiful. I could have spent the entire day in the gardens.

Sharon Steiger

Well worth the tour cost, bring your camera, including your telephoto lens. Very well maintained,
very clean, well run, the guide is very informative. You are allowed back in for free if you want to
return during your stay.

Bill and Virginia Mu

We went on a cruise excursion to your butterfly farm. Well worth a visit for young and old.

Nadine Ridge

please enter me in your contest.

Angie Sanchez

Very interesting and informative. gives a better view of the wonders of nature.

Dave Roberts

Pat Hannan

My husband and I went to Grand Cayman for our honeymoon and went to the butterfly farm one
afternoon. It turned out to be one of my favorite places on the island. The staff at the farm were
so gracious and knowledgeable! I loved that they gave us a pass and allowed us to come back as
often as we liked during our stay for just the cost of admission of our first visit. We truly enjoyed
being there first thing in the morning and seeing the hatcheries openend.
Sherry Wei
THANK YOU FOR A WONDERFUL VISIT!

Thank you for a lovely morning spent at the Farm during our recent holiday in Aruba

Peter and Lynne
Bril

We visited the farm in Aruba last week and we had a delightful visit. Our guide was especially
informative and made the experience that much more entertaining with her wit and charm. I did
not write her name down but it was either Anna or Donna.

Chris Alba

Tonya Shank

I went to the butterfly farm in St. Martin during my cruise in Sept. It was AWESOME!! I had a great
time there and took lots of pictures

Sandy Snyder

Visited the Grand Cayman Butterfly Farm in 2005 on my cruise.

Tim Price

Great attraction. Great website.

heather bjork

add more contests

Pamela Shaw

I have never been to a place as visually wonderful as your butterfly farm...wish I could have spent
more time there.

Patricia Sutton

the visit to your butterfly farm was delightful and educational. Your guides are well informed and
very cordial. Thank you

dotty verch

Donna Panella

My mom insisted we make a stop at The Butterfly Farm in St. Martin. She had been raising
Monarchs this fall, and wanted to see more exotic butterflies. My husband and I thought it would
be neat, but we had no idea how intrigued we would be. We could have stayed there
longer....What a beautiful setup. We enjoyed the tour, as it was very educational. Will definitely
Charlotte Johnson go back again.

very good i love it there

nekayah wright

We are back in the states now after visiting you last week. People can't believe the pictures I took
at your farm. I explained, you had to be there. Thank your for your time and knowledge on the
Butterflies.
Tiffany C
McGroarty

We enjoyed it.
McGroarty Family

Looks very good to me

Richard Hicks

hi from australia

Phillip Cunningham

Enjoyed the tour, wish we had had a little more time for the gift shop.

W. Steve Burgess

I enjoyed visiting the butterfly farm

kari bivona

very nice site

Patty Boutin

Really interesting. I didn't realise there were so many varities.

Jim Tomlinson

Wonderful Site!

Barbara Andersen

Gandhimathi
Manikand

I would l love to see more photos of the actual Butterfly farm in St Martin. I have a group of
people cruising in 2007 and would like to have them stop to see it.

Brenda Elliott

thinking about a visit for a group of 12 in december send any info to
Dustin Arndt
1112 russell st sw
Preston MN 55965
Dustin Arndt

Looking forward to coming in a couple of weeks.

Pat Bertrand

Look forward to coming back to Aruba to visit you again.

Diana Stroschine

Your farm compares favorably to the Key West Butterfly Farm

Michael Harvey

My visit to The Butterfly Farm in Aruba was one of the highlights of my recent trip to the island.

John Haedo

Hope I win !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Linda Leone

Great experience! Loved the butterflies!

Larry Stanley

Kim Kendall

11/9/06 My husband and I visited your Cayman Island butterfly farm this past Sunday 11/5/06,
which was our last day of our vacation. What a great way to spend a few hours before our flight.
You have a wonderful site, beautiful gardens (inside & outside), terrific staff & guide and of course
amazing buterflies. We have a butterfly farm locally, which we think is nice, BUT they do not have
as many species flying about as you do. Yours (as all) butterflies are wonderful creatures. Thanks
so much for sharing yours.
An extra thank you to your CI butterfly manager who took time to talk about the local species we
saw in the outdoor gardens. We enjoyed her obvious passion for these winged creatures.
Thanks!
Kim & Reg
loved our visit last year

Alan Crawford

:p Thank you!

Mary Beth Isaac

i visited the butterfly farm during a recent trip to grand cayman. i have been to the island before,
but never to the betterfly farm. boy, was i missing out. it is beautiful, peaceful and our guide was
very knowledgable. highly recommend a visit.

catherine jahn

We visited the Butterfly Farm Nov. 8, 2006 and had a wonderful time, Thank you for the
educational tour. We will be definetely start our Butterfly Garden this summer, seeing how easy it
is plus the knowledge that butterflies can detect their favourite plant up to 8 miles is quite
amazing. We will be back, with our kids next time. For now they will enjoy the educational and
picturesque website . Keep up the wonderful work
lillia

Recently visited the farm! I cannot begin to say how informative our visit was!! I am very
interested in creating a butterfly environment at my new home. Thank you so much for all the
information and the wonderful visit to your farm! Tami

Tami Joyner

Nice tour very enjoyable & informative.

Robert & Carol
Fitch

Nelta Roeder

November 23 2006.

Karen& Jean‐
Michel P

We last visited 1995. It was great then, now several cyclones later, still coming back and going
strong. What a great facility. Our tour guide/proprietor just a GREAT guy.GOOD LUCK for the
future THANK YOU
Karen & Jean‐Michel.

What a beautiful site!!

Linda Gates

Such a happy site!! :p

Susan Ford

I just can't stay away!

Jack W Mishler

WE HAD A GREAT TIME AT THE FASRM. WE ARE FROM CALIFORNIA AND IT WAS OUR FIRST SHORE
EXCURSION FROM THE CRUISE SHIP. MY HUSBAND TOOK SO MANY BEAUTIFUL PICTURES AND I'M
LEARNING HOW TO RAISE BUTTERFLYS IN MY OWN BACKYARD. THANKS FOR A WONDERFUL DAY.
HELEN AND ROB DRAKE
HELEN DRAKE

Really enjoyed your butterfly farm when we vistied. We have started a small butterfly house in
Danville Va and are using some of the ideas we saw at your farm.

Henry J. Beck

Ummm, if your gift shop is under construction, how do I redeem the GC if I win?

Connie Williamson

We really enjoyed the tour of your farm, the guide was very friendly and informative.

Maria Hughes

My Husband and I thoroughtly enjoyed your butterfly farm. (even more than we thought we
would). Al got some great pitures of the "Blue"Butterfly!
Carol Loosvelt]

Carol Loosvelt

VICKIE
QUACKENBOS

Cruising in Jan. Going to Aruba. Would like to see the Farm. Have trouble getting into some of the
'island' transportation and walk a little slower than some so wanted to see the cost of the farm and
will consider getting our own transportation to bring us instead of the ships excurision. Please let
me know the cost.
Thanks!

Very nice website. Great articles and photo gallery

Mylene

I visited your butterfly farm while on a cruise in September. It was one of the highlights of my trip. I
wish I had an enclosed area in my back yard in Dallas, I'd lay back in a hammock sipping ice tea,
enjoying the butterflies fluttering around me. A score of 5 is not good enough, I'll give ya a 10 and a
"yee haw" from Texas, hope to see ya again!!!!!
Christine Smith

Delightful farm and website!

Jill Broeker

AWESOME ‐ Toured the Butterfly Farm Nov 9th. ADREINA (sp?) is inspiring. Would have like to had
her talk on tape ‐ she is obviously dedicated to her work and I will never forget her or her
introduction to the farm. A documentary should be made with her for school children. Butterflies
have always fascinated me and now I boast of the work you are doing. Keep it up. Best regards,
Jan Rich Lakewood, WA
Jan Rich

I was recently at your Butterfly Farm in St Martin. I could have spent my whole vacation there. Our
time was to limited (tour) so I only took pictures and did not have a chance to really listen to the
lecture. Wonderful place. I love butterflies and do photography on the side. Would like to know
where there are butterfly farms in Florida. Thank you for the opportunity to experience this
wonderful place.
Cheryl Manley

Donna Montagnino

Visited during our cruise Nov. 12; Loved it!

Kay Vibbert

We visited your Cayman Island location. Joanna was our guide and she was just wonderful. She is
knowledgeable, has a sense of humor and most importantly she is passionate about her work.
Can't wait to visit your other sites. Thanks!

Leif Rubinstein

Great website

Brent McKinney

Beautiful site

Sandy Okstad

Great site!!

Tonya Shank

What an adorable site!!

Melody Etheredge

Make Me A Winner and Make My Day!

Bonnie Laurie

we thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the farm. I am English,living in New Jersey, and I enjoyed the
sense of humour of the tour guide. Thank you

vivianne roth

[I]I loved this place![/I] It was great, I have loved butterflies since I was a little girl and I was so
excited to share them with our little boy. What a great place and a great way to teach people how
to help the declining population!

Kara A Clark

Love the new sight!

Amy McMasters

We visited the farm in St. Maarten during our cruise stop. What an amazing place. The tour guide
was very informative and the atmosphere....breathtaking. I could have stayed all day, just taking it
all in. Thanks!

pam sabith

Amazing, the most butterflies I have ever seen. Thank you for what you do!!!!!!!!!!!!

Barbara
MacFarland

My family and I enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm in Grand Cayman earlier this month. Our
guide was very knowledgeable and gave us good information. If we ever get back to Grand
Cayman, we will visit the Butterfly Farm again!

Loren Brake

Enjoyed our visit, it was wonderful.

Amy Holmes

Loved the whole experience!! Will return soon

Kate Carson

We visited The Butterfly Farm August 2006. It was great!

Lawrence Manzare

gord calder

Keep up the great work, its a pleasure to visit the Farm each year.

judy nelson

I loved every minute and can't wait to revisit.

Jennifer Iorio

We visited the farm in Aruba 2005. We had a wonderful experience and would recommend going.

Renee Mayeux

Candy McFarland

Always enjoy your e‐mail about the Farm, might see you again next year going on another cruise
stopping there again.

Beth Arnold

We've been visiting the Butterfly Farm in Aruba since it opened. And since it's across the street
from where we stay, we take advantage of the permitted return of the ticket price, and visit daily.
We love the place! And not just due to the beautiful butterflies. The staff, many who have been
there for years, are all great ‐ very friendly and knowledgeable, making the visit more enjoyable.
Cheryl

Visited the farm in St. Maarten and am looking to the one in St. Thomas

Leana Gibson

It's like a trip down memory lane!
We so enjoyed our visit to the farm in Dec. 2004!
Thanks for sending the newsletter.

Margaret Reinke

We haven't been to the Sint Maarten Butterfly Farm in several years but we hope to visit again
either in December of this year or February of 2007. We enjoy it very much and have
recommended it to several of our friends.
Mary Trolio
Mary Trolio

See you in Feb. Cecil Knapp

Cecil Knapp

I was really impressed with the Butterfly Farm and hope to come back onday!

Alice Miller

Wonderful site

Richard Hicks

Loved the SXM site and hope to visit again soon.

Sheila Haynes

We loved all the beautiful butterflies you have there. We just wished the gardens were larger and
took longer to walk through. Thank you for sharing.

Marguerite and
Alan

what a nice site!!

mal kaplan

great sight glad your back will see you in Feb 2007 :p

Henry Colby

Great visit in 2004. We will be back in June 2007. Great site

William Hughey

Hope all is well in Grand Cayman now. We know what damage storms can cause. We moved from
New Orleans due to hurricane Katrina.

Rick and Debbie
Vall

It was a very intresting expeirence and i would love to do it again.

Brandi Marts

I visited you in St. Martin while on a Christmas cruise in 2004. Have always wanted to go back to St.
Thomas ( 1999) and when I do I'll be sure and visit your new locaton. Any plans to open a farm in
Jamaica? Wish I was on the island now.

Kathryn Miller

thanks for the info. we will be in St. Thomas in late December, will it be open?

Gene Zainfeld

I visit nearly every day of "week 10" in Aruba.
It's my favorite spot on the island.

Carl Reuter

Your farm was beautiful and my guide was the highlight of my visit!!

Angie Sanchez

Amy Marinelli

Amy Marinelli

Thank you so much for the newsletter! My last visit to the Farm was February in St. Marteen.
Every time I see a Monarch, a Julia or a Cloudless Sulphur in the back yard, I always think of Willie
and the Farm! Congratulations on your new project in St. Thomas. I'll definitely look for it next
February!
Elizabeth Diaz

I was at the farm a couple of years ago. They had just finished restoring everything from the most
recent hurricane that had destroyed it and it was amazing.
Never before have I had such an up close and personal interaction with our beautiful winged
angels and I look forward to the day when I can return.
Valerie Clark

We visited your farm while in Aruba. We love the sight, the next best thing to being there. Thanks

Michael Johnson

Dianne
Qualkenbush

Enjoyed the Farm in March 2006 ‐ brought butiful pictures home to share. Hope to visit new site
some time. Thanks for a great time.

Peggy Seymour

I enjoy visiting your site. I enjoyed my visit to the farm on Aruba.

Tom Fretz

Thak You for the beautiful website

Gilliam

Can't wait to vist Aruba again and come see the butterflies soon. I am ordering milkweed seeds
today!

Barbara Parrish

Looking forward to returning to the Aruba Farm this upcoming February!

Bob Wilcox

My family greatly enjoyed out visit and look forward to returning!

Tammy Downham

We loved the Butterfly Farm in St Marten.

Jerry Newsome

Our visit on Nov. 26th was very instructive.

Maury Biggs

We had a great time!!! Lots to see and learn. We would definitely recommend.

Domanico

Hi, you might want to e‐mail your message to milkweed@voicenet.com who has started a Pa
Butterfly Preserve and you might be interested to contact the Lepidopterist Society to link with (I
am a member) DaleClark@DallasButterflies.comBest Wishes Teddie
teddie ciavola
carbo

We enjoyed our visit and I got great pictures to use as background on my computer! I have huge
butterfly bushes and Asclepias in my garden so I'm blessed with butterflies all summer. I would
like to increase the variety of species. Any other suggestions would be appreciated. We live in
North Carolina.
Thomas Sena

Your pictures on the website bring back very special memories of my visit to the Butterfly Farm in
Aruba.

Kathy

Your pictures on the website bring back very special memories of my visit to the Butterfly Farm in
Aruba.

Kathy

We had a good time, very educational.

Laurie Duquette

merry christmas

chaput

My husband and I visited the Butterfly Farm last week and truly enjoyed every minute of it. The
Farm is one of those places where one could just sit for hours and enjoy watching the butterflies.
Keep up the good work!
John & Joanne
Caneve

nice job on the new web site!!

sue kessling

The guide on our trip (December 3 or 4) was excellent. She said she had been doing it for 5 years
and was an exceptional crowd‐handler.

Terese Boardman

I enjoyed the Cayman farm butterflies. Beautiful, delightful guides, educational, and a variety from
day‐to‐day.

loki efaw

we were there during a cruise with royal caribbean & we THROUGHLY enjoyed it... just wish the
visit could of been longer... we have every intention of turning our yard/garden into a *butterfly
haven*... i want to thank you SOOOOO much for the wonder visit... i know how hard it is to fight to
keep such a beautiful animal around... we fight to keep the horses here on our beach... again,
thank you!!!!!!!!!
Nila Johnson

The experience was great; enjoyed all.
The guide was extremely knowledgeable.
Made us want to come home and add plant flowers to atract butterflys.

pat smoot

Good Information

Mary F Rice

We had a great time at the butterfly farm

Robert A. Bramer

I will be at the Butterfly Farm at 12 of Februar
2007. Im habby to see all this wonderful Butterflys and take some grate Pictures.
In Switzerland we have not many Butterflys
See you
Oetiker

What a beautiful place. Enjoyed being there during Nov 2006. Will definately be back for another
visit. Our guides knowledge of all things 'butterfly' was amazing. Keep up the great work.

Hilary French

Really enjoyed my too short tour. The butterflies are beautiful. Good luck with the next hurricane,
it would be a shame to loose them.

Helen Horning

My husband and I visited on Dec. 1 while on Barbados. Wonderful!!

Elizabeth Kilkenny

Really enjoyed your tour last week. Be back again.

BOB

I just realized that we were on St. Martin, not Barbados. DUH!!! The crazy Brit owner who gave our
tour was priceless...fabulous!! We'll be back.

Elizabeth

Thank you for alot of info on Butterflies. I plan to take part in helping the butterflies. Get me some
Milkweed plants and see if I can alure more butterflies to my place. Once again Thankl you for a
most enjoyable time at you Butterfly Farm
Rita Michelle
Rita England

We visited your farm on 22nd November and had a very nice and competent girl as guide.
Best wishes!

Marina Bartsch

I loved Adrienne as your tour guide. The farm was educational and beautiful (Ths shop was nice
too). I was there in the Cayman in October. Loved Adrienne's Butterfly rings with the wings. Came
back just last week this December with some friends but Adrienne wasn't there. (I'm going to try
and order a ring on line with the butterfly wing.) Keep up the good work... I love butterflies!!!!!
Kendra Becker

scott amos

We thoroughly enjoyed the butterfly farm. The bracelet I bought for my wife there is absolutely
gorgeous!

Paul F. Rowe

I've always been fascinated by butterflies, so when my son told me about your farm, I arranged to
visit while I was on St. Maarten.
My guide was very knowledgeable and interesting. Since my son lives there on the island, I will be
returning to see your farm when I visit again.
Janet Mansfield

nice site

eze ndigbo

loved your photos

MARY ANN
BUNNELL

It would have been nice if our ship had arrived in time for us to have a more leisurely visit and to
see the butterflies in flight

Pamela Laycock

Great Site

Karen Gonyea

I, my friend who lives in Cayman, and my 3 year old daughter had a wonderful time. The
gentleman who gave us the tour was great!! We learned a lot and saw beautiful sights. Thanks!!

Jenny McDaniel

lovely!

Emma Bogdanich

great

Nelta Roeder

Great Stuff & Info

Richard Deyarmond

Your site gets better everytime I visit!

Linda Gates

Wonderful site.....just fascinating!

Susan Ford

I wish I could visit in person but for now I'll just have to imagine! Thanks for a great site!!

Jack W Mishler

EXCELLENT FARM. I LOVED IT.

Diane Thoman

Enjoyed our visit, we were on the Crown Princess cruising the Islands and thought St Martin one of
the most lovely of the islands we visited.
The Butterflies were fantastic and the guide(Willi!) very good. We Have seen some of these
butterflies at Preston Park Stockton ‐0n‐Tees,where our daughter & family live.
D.&.B.Smith

We are lookiung forward to visiting the farm during our next trip to Grand Cayman (4/29 ‐ 5/

Ken Pelletier

I had a wonderful stay, Thank You !!

Bonnie Laurie

A wonderul experience

John Rose

We visited your garden in the Grand Caymans on 12/18/06 and thought it was beautiful!Thank you.

Joseph and Susan
Lay

It was wonderful! Was there on Tuesday, Dec 19th, 2006. The weather was beautiful, and the
butterflies were so wonderful, intriqueing, and colorful! I would recommend this to anyone who
loves nature, and/or butterflies!

Devin Wragg

A Wonderful Experience!
An absolute must see if you go to the Cayman Islands! Beautiful butterflies! Both my daughter and
I love your facility and will gladly return for another visit when we book another cruise to the
western carrivean sometime near the fall/winter of 2007
John Wragg
LOVED IT! :p

I've always been facinated by butterflies and being able to see so many of them at one time up
close was awe‐inspiring. Thanks!

Wendy Tonnous

The tour was great!

Natalie Norton

The butterfly farm was the highlight of our trip to St. Maarten and our daughter Rebecca made a
wonderful new friend in Beverly, who was a fantastic guide.

The Grays

I collect butterfly figurines, china, pictures, crystal, etc. I have many pieces of jewelry and clothing
with butterflies. I enjoyed the butterfly farm. It was nice. I was like a kid in a candy shop.
I expected more butterflies, but it was nice.
Janie Cleghorn

This is a great service for the entire world if you are interested in seeing live butterflies.

Ron Richael

I would have liked to have had 30 minutes longer to browse but it was a wonderful excursion from
the ship. Would recommend

JoAnn

Thanks for the Chance to win!

McLendon

Great site!

Shank

We visited the Butterfly Farm in December of 2006, as a shore excursion on a Celebrity cruise. We
were so impressed with the lush environment and multitude of beautiful butterflies. Keep up the
valuable work you do.

Jeena Huntzinger

visited aruba butterfly house.
beautiful

fred & viv bauder

angelo diliberto

I visited St. Maarten during a recent tour, and I thought the farm and butterflies were gorgeous.
The guide was very interesting and a lot of fun. I highly recommend visiting, and would rate this as
one of the highlights of my whole trip.

Tracia

Me and my dad visited the butterfly farm in Aruba, My dad did the tour and filmed it, he enjoyed
it very much. got some great shots of the butterflys eating fruit etc. great info from the tour guide
marcass, with some great knowledge. Im sure we will re visit the Butterfly farm ths year. :p

cazey

I meant to put 5 stars! sorry

cazey

I am a member of the Peace River Butterfly Society in SW Floirda. Was given the site from a
member. I have lots of monarchs and gulf frits here. Lots of caterpillars, adults, etc. I planted lots
of milk thistle, corky stem passion vine, lantana, sunflowers, scorpion tails, pentas, blue mist
flower, and so on...........I love the little guys!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Joan M. Sessions

Marsha Torello

Hi, I was able to tour your butterfly garden last February, 2006 while on a curise. Your garden was
my first pick of destinations to go to while on vacation. I was very impressed with the knowledge
you were able to share with us about the butterflys. I have been interested in our flying friends
since my oldest daughters' second grade teacher turned us on to finding the monach cattapillar
when she was in the second grade at Sparlingville Elementary School in Kimball, Michigan 48074.
Her second grade teacher was Mrs. Price and she would send away for catapillars if we were not
successful in finding them in the wild. From the middle of August until the first frost we were
always looking and watching for the butterfly chrycillis'. I even started a butterfly garden in my
back yard to bring them in even more. I have wild milk weed growing right long with the butterfly
bush and let the dill grow wild with the flowers so others can also find hosts to enjoy for such a
short time of summer that we enjoy here in Michigan. So far this winter we have had mostly rain
nice site

Boutin

I really enjoyed my trip to the butterfly farm. I love the island of St. Maarten.

Sharon Gorman

hi,
yesterday i went to the butterflyfarm and i liked it a lot. so beautiful

sara

Most interesting and learned a lot about butterfiles that I didn't know prior to my visit.

Patricia Smith

My kids loved the visit.

David Grode

I love the butterflies, I'm nicknamed butterfly so it means alot to me and I also took my son to one
where he got to release a butterfly.

ANITA CUE

the tour guide made the life from beginning to adult butterflies most interesting and simple
enough for the novice.
If I should ever return to St Maartin, the farm would be on my list of things to see!!
Shirley Weissenfluh thanks

very impressed by the knowledge of guide, and enjoyed the garden twice, going to start our own
butterfly garden here in Northeast Pa

donna & tobias
jacob

I had a wonderful time. I came with a tour from a cruise ship. I only wish i had more time there.

Adriane Salerno

I look forward to visiting during y time on the isalnd.

Clevette Colclough

Good info for the use of butterflies

Richard Deyarmond

Pretty garden and wonderful guide Lilian!

Lilia

excellent place. Keep up the good work!

Michael Yadron

We loved the butterfly farm. Look forward to seeing it again this year.

Larry C. Patterson

I enjoyed my visit. It was just too short. Thanks for sharing your web site.

Wanda Shelley

Catherine Wilson
fro

5‐star for sure! SENSATIONAL!
Joanna guided us through the Farm and the butterfly 'morphing' with samples, demonstrations,
and amazing information...she was a treasure! She was able to arouse the sense of childlike
wonderment that maybe some of us hadn't used in a long, long time.....delightful. See you Joanna
for another visit: same time, next year.
cpw in Canada, 'eh

:p

Roxann Clark

This was my second trip to Aruba and I wanted to make sure I got to the Butterfly Farm on this trip.
I was NOT disappointed We spent quite a bit of time in the gardens just mesmorized by the
buuterflies. Can't wait to bring my grandchildren to visit the butterflies on their trip/

Deborah McMahon

Terry Wirkus

Hi!
I visited you folks last Wenesday. Pete conducted our tour and did a very nice job.
I must admit that when I had to give up a planned excursion to Orient Beach to accompany my two
nephews and my sister I was utterly devastated! But I was pleasantly surprised that I found your
operation very interesting. Thanks much! The best of luck to you all. When I return to St. Martin
I'll visit you again.
Terry

Enjoyed our visit, very relaxing and informative

Dean Darling

Very interesting! Unfortunately, the pictures I had taken didn't develop, so I only have my
memories.
Visited in Aug, 2006.
Kathy Capps

We had a wonderful time here. The flowers and the butterflies were stunning! The staff, very
friendly and knowledgable! Thanks!

Jeff & Amanda
Maxam

Visited Jan.11,2007
On tour from Carnival Valor.
Wish we could have stayed longer.

Norman Gates

Visited Jan.11,2007
On tour from Carnival Valor.
Wish we could have stayed longer.

Norman Gates

Love butterflies! This site is awesome!

Gann

Very Educational, Beautiful, Fun for the Kids and Adults Alike. The Best St. Martin Has To Offer!!!

Jennifer Gahan

We visited the butterfly farm in Grand Cayman and enjoyed it.

Rodney Hebert

We will be visiting 2‐10‐07 week of. How can we find you? Would love to visit
Shar

shar

Really enjoyed the visit. Thanks!

Ron Whitley

Love your new website. see you in Aruba in March!

Nancy Brown

we loved the butterfly farm and took some nice photos. I will come back.

Rose Donner

Tammy Fast

My Mother‐in‐law and I really enjoyed our shore excersion to your place! I took several pictures
with my new camera, even one of the "blue" butterfly spread wings in my hand! Unfortunately
my camera decided to erase them all! It was a gift and was the display and had been having a few
problems up until then anyway, but that evening in my room when I went to look at the pictures
again it said "unrecognized file format" and they were all gone! My Mother‐in‐law said "we will
just have to do it again!" Thanks for your time explaining the camoflage butterflies use and for
suggesting frying the tomato worms, think we will pass on that advice but I am checking your site
to see what plants we can grow in our area to help the butterflies!

What a wonderful tour we had.

Tisdale

My friend, Trudy Patrick and I visited your farm on th e 12th of January and were extremely
impressed. Our guide (from Paris) was great and we learned a lot from him. Of course the stars of
the show were the beautiful butterflies. You have a real gem of an exhibit.

Lois Stevens

Great tour

Ron Radloff

We visited your great facility twice in December 2006. For a photographer, the sheer numbers of
butterflies, coupled with flowering plants present unlimited opportunities to photograph a
difficult subject. Thanks and keep up the your good work!
Vince Matulewich
Vince Matulewich www.flickr.com/photos/envirolawman/

Joan Hebert

Hi.
Before going on my eastern caribbean cruise I checked out the excursions and the Butterfly Farm in
St. Martin was a must see.
I was very impressed with the passion, information and butterfly farm itself. I am from Canada and
have as yet not seen the butterfly farm in Niagaria Falls. I have already passed your site and my
memories on to my friends.
I was at your farm with my grandson and have also given your site to my other three grandkids for
their research and interest.
We do have milk weed and parsley and will certainly plant fennel in the spring to help the wee
ones.
Thanks for being there for us.

Joan Hebert

Hi.
Before going on my eastern caribbean cruise I checked out the excursions and the Butterfly Farm in
St. Martin was a must see.
I was very impressed with the passion, information and butterfly farm itself. I am from Canada and
have as yet not seen the butterfly farm in Niagaria Falls. I have already passed your site and my
memories on to my friends.
I was at your farm with my grandson and have also given your site to my other three grandkids for
their research and interest.
We do have milk weed and parsley and will certainly plant fennel in the spring to help the wee
ones.
Thanks for being there for us.

Reida Lipton

The guide was extremely
knowledgeable and made
the tour interesting and
enjoyable. I don't remember
her name but she was
pregnant at the time.

thanks for running the contest...like your site

Elizabeth Downing

A little too busy

Mead

I truly enjoyed visiting your butterfly farm on January 15th. I will be using your site to start my
own butterfly garden to help the butterflies in my area thrive.
Liina Ladon
Liina Ladon

Orientandome para cuando vaya a Aruba

Belinda

The tour was thoroughly enjoyed and was promoted by the Princess Cruise lines staff.

Ray Krimple

How wonderful to have visited The Butterfly Farm for the second time in one year!

Kathy Rimlinger

The Butterfly Farm is a very special place where not only the butterflies have smiles on their faces
but also every member of the staff is just fabulous and welcomes everyone with a smile and
friendly greeting. A place not to miss on your vacation and time spent on the wonderful island of
St. Maarten. A must for everyone!
Our Grandson has "The Butterfly Farm" number one on his wish list and the only Christmas gift he
requested this year!
Thank you for adding to a wonderful Christmas holiday and time spent on the beautiful island of St.
I had the pleasure of visiting the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin with my husband, son, and my
husband's parents. It was most enjoyable and informative, and we are looking forward to spring
when we can put some of the things we learned to use at our own home!
Thank you so much for all the wonderful information! Your farm is beautiful!!

Mardie Amery
Mardie Amery

We had a spectacular visit at the butterfly farm! We got there at 9am and were able to see
butterflies emerge into the world. It's a beautiful place and we can't wait to get back to St.
Maarten!

Talia

We really enjoyed our daily, but brief, visits for some great photo opportunities during out stay in
Aruba. Thanks...

Steve and Jane
Jones

If you had a 10 that wouldn't be enough. The hieght of our 8 day cruise. Thank you.

Joseph King

I am from Ontario, Canada and recently visited your butterfly farm while on a cruise. The island is
beautiful and I thoroughly enjoyed your butterfly farm. I love and admire the butterfly and intend
to add more plants in my garden in the spring to attract the butterflys.

Debra Bertrand

my daughter & i both really enjoyed visiting the farm on grand caymen. the host was wonderful
and very informative. what a beautiful little sanctuary!

carolyn kelly

Loved the farm. If I am ever in the area again I will be back. I was very happy with our guide she
was so full of information.
Sincere Thanks,
Fran Seltzer
Fran Seltzer

More beautiful than I thought it could be. Thank You

Scott Mannix

visited while on a cruise in December 2006. Enjoyed all of the unique butterflies and all of the
useful information. I am hoping to incorporate some of the plants for my area in my garden this
spring.

Laurie Shoup

Great fantastic site.

Richard Hicks

It was very interesting and educational and your help with the jeep getting out of the lagoon was
very much appreciated when we arrived back at the hotel we advised the other customers at the
hotel to come and visit you and learn about the wonderful world of Butterflies Thank you
Glen and Mary‐
Ann Sa

Claudia Mcgee

Enjoyed your habitat as well as the tour. Gained more knowledge on providing food for and
attracting butterflies.

Donald F.
Wiegmann

Thank you for teaching me about how to help establish a "farm" at home to promote and turn
around the decline of the local butterfly population! The tour was very informative ‐ and I look
forward to spring planting, summer watching and educating my daughter and grandchildren to
make this a wider and more meaningful enterprise!
Thank you... we will be back!
Wendy Poole

Thank you for being an enjoyable part of our trip to the Cayman Islands.

Richelle Mazzur

We especially appreciated the educational tours. We have visited other Butterfly Farms where
there were only self‐guided tours.

Marilyn and
Kenneth

Thank you for a wonderful afternoon. We could have spent all afternoon with you. Our
tour was too short. Keep up the good work.
Dick & Wanda Wickersham ‐‐ Ohio‐USA
Richard
Wickersham

Thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm. Your enthusism is infectious. Have just moved
house and looking forward to see what is in the garden and then adding plants to attract the
butterflies.

Stella Adam

My husband and I enjoyed our visit to your Butterfly Farm. It was a fun excursion from our cruise.

Erma Cota

My wife and I visited your farm recently while on a cruise. We really enjoyed it and would have
stayed much longer if the tour had allowed it. The natural setting was great and you were really
knowledgeable bout your subject. We are building a home in the mountains and have decided to
include a butterfly garden after visitig your farm.
Donald Knicely

thankyou!

Anne Marie
Bennett

My Aunt and I visited the farm in the New Year and both enjoyed the talk by the tour guide. She is
90 and was staying with me from England

Pamela Wallbank

We were so impressed by your facility that we started our own butterfly garden here in Florida

Robert Woodruff

nice site!

hayley

This is an oasis in the built up resort area. An excellent idea!

Joe Cotter

Lovely items, especially the Blue Morphs

Leonard

Oh Em Gee...Butterflies are soooo cool. I wish I was a butterfly. They are pretty and cool.

Alex McIntosh

we rnjoyed our visit to thr butter fly farm very much. it was our fifth visit and we spent about 2
hours there today it is ten degrees out side wish i was back at the farm keep up the good work
hope to see you next year

arthur lemery

Like the Chrysalis jewelry

Richard Deyarmond

I wanted to spend more time there. We loved it. Very informative.

Mr. & Mrs. Vernon
Hu

We were at your farm on 11‐31‐07. I like the informational that I got and the wife like the garden
and the gift shop. We have a small back yard in Minesota with a 2000 gallon pond with Jappan koi
that I made and lost of lilly flower bed around the house and pond. We do get some butterflys
stopping by but they dont stay round long. I hope with some of the thing that I lernd from you
That I can help to inproove the popula on a li le more
Joseph Balduyck

Thoroughly enjoyed my visit, it was like being in a magical fairy tale inside the lush garden
environment with the butterflies floating all around. when I left, I felt like I had experienced
something truly special. Thank you for the great time, your staff is very knowledgeable and
entertaining, they showed a real zeal for the butterflies.
Sharon LeVans

We just arrived home from our cruise and the visit to your butterfly farm was one of the
highlites....it was just beautiful and our guide was soooo enthusiatic about her job...thank you for
all we learned...can't wait to share my great photo's with my garden club next week...keep up the
great work you do..
Larry & Carole Rasp

We visited from the Carnival Cruise Ship Legend last Tuesday. We enjoyed the tour very much and
got lovely pictures to share with our friends back home in Florida.

Jim & Carolyn
Morris

It is beautiful and informative. Too bad we all can't have the beauty of the butterfly around all
year. A stress reliever.
Thanks and keep up the good work
Robert and Kim
Bloem

Great information on plants to use around the house

Debbie

We had a great time at the Butterfly Farm during our honeymoon. The tour guide was very
informative and entertaining.

Josh and Sara
Richar

This was a wonderful experience. My wife and I had a great time and are looking forward to
planting some butterfly friendly plants in our yard very soon!
Thank you!
Dave Williams

We visited the Aruba Garden while on a cruise. The guide was so knowledgable. We not only
learned alot but just walking around the garden with all the butterflies flying about was
enchanting. I am going to plant for the buterrflies.

Petti Allen

Just there last week (1/31/007), just a fantastic learning experience!

David Evans

HELLO,
I LOVED YOUR WEBSITE. MY FAVORITE ANIMAL IN ALL THE WORLD IS THE BUTTERFLY. JUST CAN'T
GET ENOUGH OF THEM. CAN YOU PLEASE SEND ME ANY MORE INFO. THAT YOU HAVE ON THEM.
I AM A NOVICE BUTTERFLY WATCHER AND WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THEM BEFORE I GO TO
MEXICO
THIS YEAR FOR VACATION.
VICTOR VILLARREAL

Robert & Margaret
Br

Thankyou very much for the excellent tour you provided as part of our visit to St. Martin aboard
the Caribbean Princess. We would appreciate some tips on attracting some butterflies to our
existing garden. We live in the Atlantic Canada region (Nova Scotia ‐ just north of Maine).
Thankyou!
Bob & Ann Brown

One of my favorite spots on my cruise vacation

Mary Anne Ruane

The farm was very peaceful, beautiful and educational. I love that once you pay you can return. I
have been there twice already with my four year old son. He loves it. I just wish I could get a
picture of the beautiful blue one. Thank you, and your friendly helpful staff.

Christine Rainnie

Great tour ‐ Just wish I'd brought my camera ‐The look of amazement on my husband's face as that
butterfly sat on his finger & sipped fruit punch was priceless. I really had to talk him into taking this
tour but afterward he was telling everyone on the ship about it. The tour he didn't want to take
turned out to be one of the highlights of our cruise.
Pat

Visiting the farm was a wonderful experience and the highlight of my trip to StMaarten. I am
planning some appropriate plantings at my estate here in Oklahoma. Thank you.

Richard Scott

Kath and Barry
Tompk

Thankyou for a very interesting visit to The Butterfly Farm , while on holiday cruising the caribbean,
we shall treasure the memories and enjoy showing family and friends also gandsons the lovely
photographs we have taken.
We shall be trying very hard to attract a lot more butterflys into our garden this spring.
Thankyou once again for such a memorable visit,
Kind regards Kath and Barry Tompkins

We visited the Butterfly Farm as part of our cruise in January with the Royal Caribbean lines. It was
wonderful and John was so knowledgeable and helpful! It was the highlight of our trip!

Judy Dean

First visit to a butterfly farm. Very Educational.

Tonya Frehner

Alan and Cheryl

My wife and I were preparing to go on a cruise that included Grand Cayman. Before we set out on
the cruise we wanted to find an excursion on the island that we wouldn't be disappointed in. We
asked our travel agent for suggestions. She mentioned that people who had gone to the butterfly
farm seemed to be especially pleased with their experience, and so we decided to sign up for the
excursion. The Butterfly Gardens were great!, but the thing that really made the excursion a
memorable experience was the presentation that our guide gave before we toured the gardens.
When we go back to Grand Cayman, the Butterfly Farm will definitely be one the places that we
will return to.

I am so glad that I chose to visit your farm. It was an enriching experience, and I learned some
things that I can use in my own garden. Thank you

Frances DeBruyn

we'll be there the week of 3/24 thru 3/31

Yvonne Schutz

We visited The Butterfly Farm earlier this month in Grand Cayman. We enjoyed seeing all the
beautiful butterflies and the blooming plants were a pleasure.

Pam Bales

Recently visited your Gardens. It was an enjoyable and nformative time. Thank you.

cynthia Lyon

The visit from our cruise ship (Carnival Triumph) to the St Martin Butterfly Farm was entertaining,
interesting, enjoyable and far too short.

Donald Allen

We are recommending to the children and their parents who are members of our Library, that they
visit your website to learn more about hosting and helping butterfly populatons, even here in cold
Ontario Canada.
Thank you for you hospitality and your efforts .

Too bad there is not a category higher than 5. This experience was wonderful!!

Mike & Sherry
Hunter

On a recent visit to St. Martin we had the pleasure of visiting The Farm and enjoying Willy's
presentation. We had previously visited other Butterfly Farms and not learned as much as we did
there. Thank you.

Doris Whitson

Most interesting in that the cocoons/pupae are imported to Grand Cayman. Visit was partially
marred when my wife lost her camera, but eventually, about 3 hours later, it was found on the
coach.

Leo Wildi

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba last week, Feb. 14, 2007, and just loved it! Our guide was
quite informative, and readily answered questions!

Trish Hirshfield

LOVED our visit! We'll be sure to stop again next time we are on the island!

Kevin, Becky, and
No

I found the gentleman who gave the lecture most informative.

Thomas Cavanaugh

We all enjoyed a hort stay at the farm in St Maarteen, Tarina our granddaughter loves butterflies
at 11 years of age would have taken a few home with her, we all enjoyed it. Hope to see you
soon in St Thomas .
Tarina, Wayne and
Be

You have beautiful lucite displays

John Tyler

i dey here ooooooooooooooooo

Nwanne give way

We had a great time, learned alot and plan on doing our part to help the butterfly population. The
tour guide was great.

Jeffrey Berquist

We loved the visit and the palaver of the guide, although we didn't believe much of what he said
about his kids. We're going to work with out landscaper for butterfly drawing plants.

Peder and Betty
Berd

Thanks to Catherine from Canada who gave us an enthusiastic and sensitive guide around the
farm.It was magic!My grandchildren loved it. it was especially exiting to see the newly hatched
atlanta moth.

Joan Rawlins

Please enter me into your contest

Richard Hicks

great sitr

Brain

Joyous Lenten Season!!

Melvina Jordan

Had a wonderful visit while on a cruise...a beautiful, peaceful place. To be among the butterflys
was a marvelous experience

Judy

The butterflies were beautiful and your set‐up for showing them magnificent.

Bob & Marcia
Altabet

Did not know that Butterfly farms even existed till we read the article on the ship. Took a chance
on the tour and it was one of the highlights of our Cruise. If we are ever in your neck of the woods
again, will look forward to another visit. Thanks. Bob

Bob Parent

We had a marvelous time! Micheala learned a lot and is excited about attracting butterflies to our
backyard. She "caught" 3 different butterflies on her finger and was thrilled! It was a wonderful
trip, we were glad we added it to our cruise. We will be back
Joe and Barbara
Roch

Thanks for your contest giveaway.

Tamara Leonard

We learned a lot about butterflies. Thank you for the excellent information and tour.

Bonnie Rush

very nice1

Boutin

One of the highlights of our trip. I've returned to your site to obtain the list of plants that can grow
in our area to foster our own butterfly garden.
Thank You!
Kathy Anderson

Frédéric MARTIN

Melvina Jordan‐ Have a giid day!

Melvina Jordan

We really enjoyed visiting the farm in St. Martin.

Elissa Etchingham

You are great!

Melvina Jordan

had a wonderful time, w are going to start our butterfly garden in April

Emily Silvino

had a great time at the aruba farm keep up the good work

michael szalai

Nice job on your garden. Excellent guide!!

Timothy Henderson

Thoroughly enjoyed our visit in March 2005. Will call again next time we are on the island.

Chris Burrows

We loved seeing the beauftiful butterflies and sharing the owner's passion for them during our visit
to St. Maarten! We can't wait to plant our own butterfly garden in the spring.

The Huttons

Enjoyed the butterflys and the info on the tour. Will try to plant proper NA species to attract them.
Particularly enjoyed seeming an Atlas moth.

Lyle Whitham

We had a great time

Jasmine

really enjoyed our visit to your farm, very interesting and informative

tim enos

Awesome place! Unfortunately we could only visit it once.

Hanna Rönty

My second visit.....enjoyed it as much as the first four years ago. The guide,whose name has
escaped me is very entertaining.

Susan Whittmore

I really enjoyed our trip to the farm. The guide was funny and very informaitve.
I will visit again the next time I visit St. Maarten.

Tim Ruth

I stop at the Aruba BFF most mornings on my walk from CDM Ambassador. I enjoy a tour every
year and try to make it there at least one late afternoon to photograph when the bugs are quieter
and the light is different. I enjoy talking to Sharon and the staff and Tony and Lori when they're
here. BFF is my favorite place on the island.
Carl Reuter

WONDERFUL place to visit!

Kathy Ellet

Lots of good info

Richard Deyarmond

What a wonderful place....keep up the great work
If you ever come to south Texas, visit our NABA butterfly garden...or come to our yearly Butterfly
Festival in Mission.

Lynn Bieber

What a thrill to be so close to those lovely, elusive creatures! I've come onto the website to find
out what plants I can plant to bring more butterflies to our garden here in Vancouver, Canada.
Thanks for a unique and fascinating afternoon, and thanks also for the valuable work you are doing.
Susan
Susan Davis

I absolutely enjoyed myself, took some amazing photos, and am looking very forward to a return
visit. It was a truely beautiful experience. Thank you.

sherrianne hillman

My husband and I enjoyed the butterflies. He got some good pictures which we will submit.
Others in our party were sorry to have missed the excursion to the Butterfly Farm.

Lynn Keelan

We visited your butterfly farm in Feb.2007 and enjoyed every minute of it. I hope I et a chance to
go back again

Diana Radkay

There wasn't any other excursion for us when we saw that there was a chance to visit The Butterfly
Farm in St. Martin's. It was the BEST

Mark & Robin
Hawes

Thanks for a great time, can't wait to try myself back home.

Kevin Smarik

My husband & I so enjoyed our tour guide from the Netherlands. He definitely had a passion for
what he was doing. It was more than just a job for him. His butterfly presentation was superb!
Thanks for making our visit so much fun.

Joan Burk‐Miller

Excellent tour. Guide very cheerful and most informative.

Robert Jessop

Brye

We were on a Princess cruise excursion and it was a wonderful way to spend time on the island.
You now have a new butterfly enthusiast..I ordered milkweed plants for our garden.

Virginia Haase

Visit on our Carnival Glory cruise that was March 3rd to the 10th. Love the farm and hopefully I
will be able to come back soon to see more of the butterflys. My mother is a butterfly manaic and
she loved the pictures that we took. Great job
Pamela \"Pam\"
Green

I enjoyed your tour and my children LOVED it!

Bruce Collins

We enjoyed our visit. Wish we could have stayed longer. We live in Austin, Texas. Please let us
know what type of plants we need to find.
Thanks,
Dennis Biggan

Dennis & Beth

We enjoyed our visit and are now eager to make our property more attractive to butterflies.

R Christian

Sheri Kelley

Not enough butterflies

Pamela Wilson

Enjoyed the different types of butterflies but would have liked to see more butterflies.

Mary Cutter

Wonderful Wonderful

Debbie White

Loved the tour and the tour guide. My son learned a lot that he could take back to share at school.

Kathleen Bell

My little girls and I just LOVED your farm, and John was a most informative and amusing guide! A
must‐see if you're visiting Grand Cayman.

Kathleen Herold

Amazing!

sophie

Very knowledgeable and informative, I really enjoyed my visit.

Jay

We were on vacation in October 2006 on Carnival Glory and visited the Butterfly Farm. We enjoyed
it very much and were fascinated with the different beautiful butterflies.

Paul & Patsy Vinson

Thanks very much for a great tour of your facilities last week. My wife and I had a great time. I
especially identified with your comments about Al Gore's GHG efforts.
Too bad he doesn'tt focus on sustainability as he much as he does on GHG...but I guess its not
politically "fancy" enough for him.
Dave Sordi
My wife and I are rebuilding several gardens at our new home so we will definitely use some of
your resources on the website to select butterfly friendly vegetation.
Have a great day!

We visited the farm in Aruba last week and really enjoyed it.

Paulette Avery

The tour guide provided us with interesting facts about different kinds of butterflies and the farm
which to me is like a lush garden proved to be superior to the Butterfly Conservatory in Museum of
Natural History .

Penny Monsanto

Our visit to your butterfly farm has inspired us to improve our garden at home. We want to entice
butterflies to make their home in it.

Kelly W. Gallenstein

The highlight of our two trips to St. Marrten. We plan to plant "butterfly friendly" plants in our
garden.

Art & Mary

Had a very special and wonderful visit to the farm during cruise‐‐ guide and farm were great fun
with interesting information and the farm and butterflies were magical to visit. Thank you.

brain

My wife and I greatly enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm. Both the butterflies and our guide,
Peter, were wonderful. We visited with a tour group from Holland America's Maasdam on Sunday
March 18, 2007. I would strongly recommend a visit to the Butterfly Farm for any visitor to St.
Maarten.
Rick Boone

Our trip to the Cayman Islands was highlighted by a trip to the Butterfly Farm. It was fabulous, just
wish we had more time to spend there. We will be sure to visit our next time down

Patricia Feltham

Please enter me into your contest

Richard Hicks

My sister and I visited "The Farm" in St. Maarten. What a wondeful place. I felt like I was in a
Disney movie. We enjoyed the info talk and we are getting ready to plant a garden for our mother
with the information from your website. Thank you!!

Deborah White

Fantastic time, I am from the valley in Nova Scotia‐really nice to see the buterflys

Cate McCormick

Had a nice time with the kids once again on our visit to the Caymans.
We appreciate your keeping our family pass active for the duration of our stay.
Thanks.
Timothy Beke

My sister and I had a wonderful time at the butterfly farm in St Martin. The tour guide and tour
were very interes ng. The weather was great.

Valerie Urban

My sister and I had a wonderful time at the butterfly farm in St Martin. The tour guide and tour
were very interes ng. The weather was great.

Valerie Urban

We visited the St. Martin farm on our cruise. The host was knowledgeable and entertaining. It was
magical to see all the different colored butterflies flying freely around us. Truly the highlight of our
visit to this island!!

Susan

I was just on the butterfy tour last week, the weather that day was rainy but our tour guide made
up for that with his humor and knowledge. I enjoyed learning about the butterflies and loved
walking around seeing them. I've got some beautiful pictures. Next time I visit will be on my own
time, the tour bus just didn't stay long enough for me.
Christine Young

We really enjoyed our tour of the Butterfly garden at Grand Cayman. We only had time for one
excursion from the princess cruise ship and are glad we picked this one. Our guide was excellent
and clearly loves her work! Great job, all.

Bob And Ann Walsh

Our visits (2) were great. The "french" lady tour guide was fabulous! Give her a raise in pay.

Anthony Cantele

We were in your facility in early March 2007 and enjoyed it immensely. We especially liked it
when you involved the younger people in the learning process of the butterfly's life.
Charlene
Charlene & Chuck
Pix

Just visited the other day(Aruba). Will be back next week again, I got some great photos...right
after the rain. Maybe wet wings, but the posed for me. First picture of the Indian Dead Leaf.
Great... see you soon.

John Williams

After visiting your farm last week, we are now planning a part of our garden just for the butterflies!
We have a summer place in the woods of central New York and have been successful attracting
hummingbirds....now it's on to butterflies! Thanks for all you're doing!

Robin Butler

I think it is wonderful keep up the great work

Jean Lafferty

Great experience !

Wendy Farnsworth

Great, Glad we visited. I am planning on making a small garden at my home in the panhandle of
Florida. Keep up the great contribution to the BUTTERFLIES.

Ken& Glenda
Menees

beautiful jewelry

Richard Deyarmond

My husband and I enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm in Aruba! The guide was so informative
and patient with our questions. I have many beautiful pictures of these lovely creatures. (The
butterflies, not the guides. haha) Thank you for a wonderful experience.

Ann Stabile

We enjoyed the Grand Cayman Farm a lot! The staff was very, very friendly and made us feel very
welcome. The tour guide was very good ‐ we learned a lot. We now have a greater appreciation for
the amazing butterfly! We will visit again when we are back on Grand Cayman.

Annette Cook

The location in Aruba is the best! Our guide was great!
Sallie Levitt,
Suffolk, VA
USA
Sallie Levitt

The butterfy farm was an added delight to our wonderful stay in Aruba, it was relaxing as well as
beautiful :p .

Chavon Reeves

I thought that the butterfly farm was a wonderful learning expirience. I learned alot about
butterflies that were very interesting. I'm only 11 years old and i know more about butterflies than
my parents after going to the butterfly farm. There are lots of different species to learn about, and
each one is wonderful. I'm so thankful that i got to go to the butterfly farm, and i will definentely
be coming back! The butterfly farm was a learning expirience for me and all my family!
Bailey

Beautiful day out, thank you very much

Kathleen Beckett

since our visit (in 2005) we heard that you had a problem with a hurricane. hope you have
recovered and are doing well58

curt kopp

beautiful butterflies,beautiful guides. thanks

Marlene Point

I truly enjoyed my visit with you last month on my cruise. You amazed me when you told us that
when the butterfly is in its crystalis it changes from a worm to a liquid and then into a butterfly. I
have been studying butterflies for over a year now and never heard of this. Could you send me any
research you may have on this? I heard you say that scientists have been studying this. As a former
science teacher I am very interested in this transformation.
Jennifer Gardner Thanks again for the wonderful tour. I wish I lived in Grand Cayman and could come more often.
Jennifer Gardner :roll

The Butterfly Farm was simply outstanding. Both my wife and I loved it and can't wait to return
and share it with our children.

David Turk

The whole trip through the butterfly farm was most interesting. The butterflies landing on us
made our grandsons enjoy it even more.

Marsha and Bill
Cole

Loved our visit,everyone was friendly and very informative.We will tell everyone we know to visit
while in St.Martin

Patricia Kiessling

It was great! Best place I visisted in Aruba.

Mike Worsham

We loved seeing all the different types of butterflies! We had fun finding eggs and caterpillars too.
Our favorite part was the delightfully witty Willy the tour guide extraordinare!

Barb Knighton

Website looks great

Richard Hicks

The tour was very informative and interesting .The butterflies were very beautiful.I will be back
again.

Warren Johnson

I was at your islands in 2004. The butterflies
were beautiful.

Antoinetta J. Sterne

I recently visited the farm after choosing it from an excurision list while on a Carnival Cruise
(Friday, April 6, 2007). I was amazed with the colors and variety of the butterflies and their
freedom in such a beautiful habitat. I want to commend you on your hard work and knowledge
you share with so many visitors througout the year. Thank you!
Cindy Gilfillan

Your tour guide was great!

Judith Cruz

We found the tour in Aruba and our guide Carlos to be facinating. We will definitely spread the
word to friends and family that your farm is a must for any traveller to Aruba.

Josh & Shevah
Faber

[*] I think that what you are doing is great, but I did think that the tour was slightly short &
impersonal for the admission price. Plus, the identification card I received had a small proportion
of the butterflies I saw! I love to identify animals and could've stayed much longer after the tour
identifying if the ID card I purchased was more informative and updated. I would like to have seen
more geographical background (like a big map somewhere) showing the origin of the varying
species.
More information about how to protect the butterflies and how to create a butterfly
Trista Scheuerlein
habitat at home would have been a step closer to achieveing your mission of protection &
education. It's a beautiful protected area you have created! Kudos for that!

Butterflies are both beautiful and free!!

Melvina Jordan

I especially enjoyed the teaching aspect of the tour. It was interesting not only for adults but also
for the children in our group. Keep up the GREAT WORK!

Bill & Nancy
McGuire

We thoroughly enjoyed out visit to the BF in St. Martin. Educational & visually stimulating. It is one
of the best we've seen on our travels. :p

Stuart & Sousan
Care

I CAME AT CHRISTMAS TIME AND HAD A WONDERFUL VISIT. THANK YOU SO MUCH!

Sherry Brown

We were there last thursday, we have so much fun specially my daughter.
Hopefully we'll visit again....
I love it.
Virna Vira

lovely visit, visited a few times while we were there
have planted my own "butterflies" at home

Barbara Hewitt

Wonderful, one of the best things about our honeymoon!

Matt & Leigh
Stewart

This place was the best...

Frank and Suzy
Mendo

the tour guy was so funny and fun...he chased a large butterfly with a butterfly net ‐ it was like
something from a funny british movie.
He described each butterfly with a name and a personality, and told us about all of their
relationships with each other as if they were people.
The butterfly's were absolutely amazing....beautiful...and some very large ones...
we even watched one hatch out of its cocoon and fly away, but this was when the tour guide tried
to catch him ‐ because he just hatched and was blind, and could hurt himself.
A few large ones were also swarming around the red cup I was holding. Definitely a great
experience...we tell everyone about it and would return in a heartbeat.
We loved visiting your butterfly farm. The excursion was probably too short. Thevisit was very
interesting and my kids will definitely remember it.

Trudy Rauch

I had a wonderful time ...

Christine DeAnda

I visited your farm a few days ago while in the caribbean. I was very impressed by what you are
doing. I plan on putting in the plants necessary for my own butterfly farm, right here in Palm
Springs. Thanks for all you do.
Marsha
Marsha Yousef

Rosemarie Byrd

My daughter and I visited your wonderful farm 4/11/07 while cruising on the Carnival Triumph and
absolutely fell in love! We hope to return sometime in the future, and plan to start our own small
butterfly garden. We also have an Aunt who loves butterflies even more than we do, and really
enjoyed the pictures we took. We purchased a butterfly preserved in glass as a souvenir for her,
and you would have thought we had brought her the moon! Keep doing what you're doing, It's
such a wonderful thing, and we'll pray the upcoming Hurricane season is kind to St Maarten.

Alan Carte

I had a great time next week at your farm. I hope I can bring my friend with me when I return in
July.

Grant Roger
Wilkinso

Last week my family and I visited your farm on St. Maarten. It was a wonderful experience and
with my son returning back to school this week he is very excited for us to start a Butterfly garden
in our yard. I hope that when we return to the island in July we can make another visit.
Grant

Best Wishes,
Grant

Just visited the farm last week on my cruise and really enjoyed the tour!!
Thanks again,
Bob
Robert Lefevre

The Butterfly Farm is awesome! Each time we go to Aruba, I visit the farm nearly every morning
after my walk. I have learned so much from all the people that work there! This year I am planting
some Milkweed seeds at my home in Virginia in hopes of helping the butterflies!

JP Babineau

My husband and I were there in March of 07 and thought it was really cool! I loved seeing all the
butterflies and the rum punch was good! I would have enjoyed it even better if I had not got
sunburned the day before, but I still had a good time.

Michelle

Great Trip

Rich Williams

I was at the farm last Friday and I loved it! We had a European Tour (Dutch and English visitors) and
the guide (Mary? sorry I forgot your name) was very funny while she told us about the butterflies
and molds. I put your website on my space, so maybe more people will read about it and visit you
guys. It was fabulous!! See you next time!!!
Karin

The guided tour was very educational and excellent overall. The music selection and the setup is
very good. There were plenty of butterflies and there were a good variety of species. I greatly
enjoyed my experience and I would highly recommend it to anyone traveling to Aruba.

Ferenc Szepfalusy

none

toldy

We will be visiting you again around the end of May. The last time we were there you were
repairing damage from a storm. If you need any volunteer help for a few days I would be delighted
to help out. I am from New York and plant anything that will attract butterflies.
Sincerely, Judy Freiberg
Judith Freiberg

We visited in Mid‐April. It was just amazing, and very informative.
I've told all my friends to plant milkweed, and have sent them the link.
I was truly amazed and impressed with your work there. This was truly one of the highlights of our
cruise!
Melissa Ward
Thank you so much for your work!

I'm looking for infomation on attracting butterfies to my very small garden space in greer, sc. usa.

jack schmidt

Thanks for the fun tour...the butterflies were beautiful and I remember the whole experience
every time I look at my little souvenir (a blue butterfly preserved in glass).
Cheers!
Maryellen

It was a great excursion while on my first cruise. I love butterflies and it was a great experience to
have to see them flying around. It is a memory I will always have.

Suzi Drye

great site! I maintain a butterfly garden in my backyard and have found alot of useful info here.
Thanks!

squid

Great site easy to use

Richard Deyarmond

beautiful species good guide enjoyed it so much think of you now back in england

pam manning

Enjoyed visiting the butterfly farm in Aruba.

Cliomarie

Loved our visit. Wish we would have visited earlier on in our stay, so we could have returned
ofter. The baby loved it!

Michelle Zwicker

A thoroughly enjoyable and informative experience! You have my highest recommendation to
other Princess Cruise visitors!
Mike Ferguson
Virginia Beach, VA, USA
Mike Ferguson

Julie Files

Tour was very informative ‐ learned a lot! Favorite part was just being surrounded by so many
beautiful butterflies. So peaceful just to sit and watch them all around you.

Lisa Popovich

We have a butterfly exhibit at the local children's museum, and it doesn't even compare to you
farm. You have so many different butterflies and the tour is very educational and informative,
even for adults.
Kristen kozody ‐
and

I enjoyed the tour and education. The butterflys were very colorful.

Michael LaBreche

Such a neat concept!

Richard Hicks

It was a very neat experience. My daughter and I are starting our own butterfly garden.

Kathryn Benser

We visited in November, 2006. We had a great time and took lots of picures! Can't wait to come
back!

Dave, Larrissa, & Cr

nothing to say :p :eek :x

tango

I am looking at raising butterflies at home and also providing some for my daughters classroom. I
fould your website very informative providing very good info.

Anthea

I loved the whole experience!

mary wilke

It's just so beautiful to be able to see the butterflies in their life cycle, very educational.

wayne

I was thrilled to come across this site. I am recently becoming faimilar with South American
butterflies farmed in Peru. So I have enjoyed the education that I acquired here today. Thank You!

Jo‐anne Buck

Great Site.

Gonyea

My husband and I visited the butterfly farm on St. Martin on May 9. What a beautiful and
informative tour! We have and will highly recommend it to others.
Thank you so much!
Shirley Jones

Shirley & Steve Jones, Midlothian, VA

I love the Butterfly Farm! It's amazing to see all of the different species. Our tour guide, Carlos, was
GREAT!
Thanks for the fun!!
Meghan Decatur

I have always been interested in Butterflys. Visting the Butterfly farm was so delightful and I
did take many photo's, I intend to put them in my scrapbook of all the many memorable things I
saw on my cruise.
Gladys Dinges
Gladys Dinges

I had a great time. I bought all kinds of things for my kindergarten classmates. Thank you.

Tyler Stevens

I loved the Butterfly Farm and will be planting several of the butterfly friendly plants with my
students in my schools garden.

Rocio Santos‐Carrill

We made a visit to the farm in Aruba in April 2007. We thoroughly enjoyed our tour and the
butterflies. We learned more than we imagined. When we came back home, we told our oldest
daughter about the farm. The opportunity came up for a report on insects; she immediatley said
she wanted to do her's on the butterfly. Therefore, we used your site as a resouce for her report.
Thank you and keep up the good work.
Chad and Amy Clark

Visited thru Royal Caribbean shore excursion. We love butterflies but ad gives impression you
have LOTS of different butterflies when in fact you don't due to the hurricane a few yrs ago. You
might want to revised your PR or try to get more butterflies.

Marcia

It was a great visit! And ‐ you have one more (intended) butterfly farmer! I'm re‐doing the
backyard (slowly) this year, and will plant for butterflies. Thank You!

Shawna Brody

We look forward to seeing you again this year. Thank you

Jamie Stone

Great work!

Suzi

Our family visited in May 2007 and it was one of the favorite things that we experienced in the
Caymans. Wonderful, infomational tour. We will be planting some new plants at our home and
will take special care to include lots of butterfly friendly plants. Thanks!

The DellaPennas

Lenny & Penny
Crowe

My wife and I took a cruise in Feb 2008 and chose the butterfly farm as one of our tours.
As it turned out the butterfly Farm and St. Maartin/St.Martin was the highlight of the cruise.
First I want to thank Dennis (our tour guide/bus driver) for an outstanding job. He is truly a
professional gentleman. NOT Dennis the Mennis.
The Butterfly Farm was very educational and well orgianized. My wife and I really enjoyed it very
much.
We will be spending one week at Club Orient in March 2008. Rest assured we make the Butterfly
Farm one of our stops while there.
Thank you so much for your hard work and dedication making the Butterfly Farm such a wonderful
place to visit.
Lenny& Penny
Very lovely....nice presentation.

Amy Fox

I had a great time there when i was on my vacation in Nov. I love that place, and the butterflies
where wonderful.
Thanks

Wendi King

Thanks for the experience. We learned lots

Elaine Lunn

dear sir,
I am want get free things for butterfly mail activity sheet and pictures and coloring books
send to me. please!!!!!
amber bryant

amber bryant
100 second street.
black mountain, nc 28711

Ericka Jacks

Ericka Jacks

tres belle experience

Dyane

Enjoyed the tour of the farm very much and have been passing on info. regards importance of the
butterfly in our world.

Walter and Pamela
Ma

I very much enjoyed visiting the butterfly farm and can't wait to plant the recommended plants to
attract butterflies to my own yard.

Jennifer Bourke

I visited your butterfly farm on 5/21/2007 but was rained on. so did not get to see too much that
day. I returned on 5/23/2007 and spent about one hour touring and taking pictures. I also listened
to the lecture. truthfully I found the farm to be one of my favorite spots on the island. When I
return to Grand Caymand, this wil definitely be one of the places i will revisit.
Niles L. White

My family visited in April and loved it! the plants and butterflies were beautiful. Everyone was so
nice. A special thank you for the aloe plant you cut for my daughter's sun burn‐‐it was a real help.

Penny Baumgartner

What a neat concept!

Richard Hicks

B. Israel

Best place on St. Maarten

Cecil Knapp

I really enjoyed your farm of butterflies! Dennis was really informative about the life of the
butterflies and what we can do to attract them where we live.

Rita Flynn

First time at a butterfly farm. It was great.

Louise Martorano

It is a lovley place. We enjoied our visit very much. Thank you

Geir Fjeld Pedersen

THANKS FOR THE NICE TOUR. I COLLECT ALL KINDS OF THINGS WITH BUTTERFLIES ON THEM AND
THAT WAS VERY ENJOYABLE. I'M GOING TO TRY A BUTTERFLY GARDEN. 5‐23‐07

donna bernstein

Beautiful jewelry

Richard Deyarmond

I found my visit to the butterfly farm to be very informative and fun.

Angie Roland

francine ciulla

Catherine Fields

we go to grand cayman every year. we stay 7 day and i go to the butterfly farm there at least 3 or 4
times for about 3 hours. it is so very breathtaking. Since the hurricane i heard that the farm was
torn down. I hope it is there in cayman because i am coming next week and i really love to see it
again. i took beautiful pictures of the butterflies and i have 9 of them in one frame. just like a tic
tac toe frame.
i am trying to have butterflies come to my back yard. i have lots of flowers and a butterfly feeder
and house for them.
Thank you for the joy of seeing something so beautiful.
Francine

I had a great time there with my Mom and Grammy. I just finished studying butterflies at school in
Harpers Ferry, WV. I am 7 years old and just finished 1st grade (Mommy is writing for me). When
we got back to our cruise ship (Carnival Imagination), we talked a lot about what we had heard and
seen because it was so beautiful. Thanks for sharing all the information. It was fascinating.
Love, Catherine Fields, my mom Sally, and my Grammy, Joan Fields. (visited June 25th, 2007 in the
morning.)

Hi:
I have visited the farm in St. Martin 3 times and it's always a wonderfull experience having the
butterflies so close, they are so pretty, I love them, and I enjoyed a lot everything in the farm.
I was on a cruise ship and realized that you have a new farm in St. Thomas, it was also excellent.
Nelly Maldonado
I love butterflies, so please take good care of them, as always.

Thank You.

We enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm. We gave you the Valentine Card. Hope your new
venture is successful.

Virginia & Richard
M

We learned alot from our visit. We will be planting milkweed in our garden. We will also be
adding a feeding station. We have several butterfly bushes already. Thank you for a wonderful
tour. Pat

Pat & Steve Ashwell

I visited June 6 & 7, 2007, with my friend who lives in Grand Cayman, and she'd never been there.
We both had a great time and really enjoyed our guide...I'm sorry I don't remember her name, but
she is Colombian. We got some great pictures. I know my friend will be bringing lots of American
visitors to the farm! Keep up the good work!
Machelle DeRon

Machelle ‐ USA

none

toldy

I have a wonderful time at your Butterfly farm! It was informative and the tour guide (sorry I can't
remember his name) was light hearted and hilarious. I would go again the next time I was there.

Hope

We took the tour through Princess Cruises and really enjoyed it. I have ordered milkweek plants
through livemonarch and hope to have lots of success in growing them and helping the Monarch
butterflies to survive in their migration through California.

Sandy Gwinner

My husband and I had a great time on your butterfly farm! We are definitely going to get us some
butterflies!

Ashley Black

Beautiful. Thanks

Janice Peterson

the butterflies were beautiful

Lorraine
Whitehurst

Truly amazed. I took lots of photos.

Marg and Paul
McNall

i love it

jennifer allen

Love the Aruba BFF and try to get there every day during week 10 on my morning walks.
(Hi, Sharon! )

Carl Reuter

Great experience, very interesting to see how butterflys grow. Nice variety of different species.
Quite an informative tour guide.

Carole Dastugue

I Loved it!

Jennifer

My daughter and I really enjoyed our visit on 07/13/2007!!!!!!!! I received the butterfly framed
art, "Pen and Ink", yesterday!!! It arrived in perfect condition and I am more than delighted !!!
Thank you for being one of the highlights of our vacation!!!
Lesley Bandar
Lesley Bandar

Happy Labor Day!

Leonard‐Merritt

Was recently in Aruba and visited the farm. Absolutely gorgeous. Never seen anything as stunning
as the colors on these beautiful butterflies. I'm gonna get my hands on some milkweed seeds and
start my own butterfly farm. Looking forward to coming back again soon!!!!!

Missy

Loved it

Vincie Barber

The tour was very informative. Our visit to your farm was one of the highlights of our trip to St.
Thomas!

Lynn

We are seniors and have planted both sides of our driveway in the front and put in 2 trumpet
vines. Our backyard is full of trees, bushes,flowers & vines. We get many compliments on our
yard but most of all we love the butterflies and hummingbirds & others who come visit. Monarchs
love this part of CA. MME
Marie Esterline

Our visit to the butterfly farm was one of the highlights of the trip! Not only were the garden and
the butterflies incredibly beautiful, but we all managed to learn a few things. Our tour guide was
very knowledgeable and went out of his way to include the little ones. Thank you so much! We'll
highly recommend a visit to the butterfly farm to any one visiting the island.
Kathryn, Jonathan,
E

great

Heather B

Loved the butterfly farm. One of the best day trips off the ship.

Debbie

Our trip was amazing! Hats off to Joanne for a fabulous tour, and her amazing knowledge! I would
also like to thank her for helping me select the beautiful necklace by BoscoDesigns for my mother.
She loved it, and we were thrilled with our choice for her.
We look forward to our next trip so we can visit again!! Thank you!!
Missy Parker

What a neat concept!

Richard Hicks

Thank you ‐ and the free seeds are a great gift!

Joe and Sherie
Labed

The Aruba farm was very interesting.

Emily Haley

I very much enjoyed my visit to the butterly farm and would certainly recommend it to my friends

aggie

Thank you so much for the tour and Happy Birthday to all of today's new butterflies!

The Baker Family

Mary Smith

Thank you so much for the wonderful visit I recently had at the Butterfly Farm. I received more
information, in less time, than I ever received from several visits to the Butterfly World at Florida
State University in Gainsville, Florida. I now look forward to gathering information to begin my
very own butterfly garden in the spring. My husband, who is English, is a wonderful gardner and is
looking forward to setting up my butterfly garden. Again, thank you for making our tour (Freedom
of the Seas) a memorable one.
Cheers,
Mary and Derek Smith

Thanks for a great experience.

Martha Bart

Great experience! Educational and fun for everyone. Loveed the hands on interaction with the
butterflies. Nice staff as well. javascript:gb_smilie(':grin')

Marisol

Peggy

I recently came to St. Thomas to visit with family. I was introduced to many wonderful people by
my cousin Sam and his sweet wife, Laura. I met some of you at The Butterfly Farm and was
touched by your kindness. I was struck by the beauty of the butterflies, the impressive gardens
and the information received from the tour. I had never heard the idea that if a butterfly lands on
you it will bring you good luck! I now believe that could very well be true! Your farm, not only the
beauty of the butterflies, but the gorgeous plants was awe inspiring and a must see for all ages. I
hope to return soon and know I will make a return visit to The Butterfly Farm!!!

keep it up

penelope mcclenan

hello, thought ide check this site out it is pretty cool. thanks,ill defenetly be back

cynthia marie smith

there is butterfly farm near where i live and i ahve been there a few times. there are pictures with
explainations of the stages but not nearly as informative as my trip to your farm. i did not know
about the different types of plants one can grow to attract and help the butterflies. i thought we
were going to be asked to pull out our checkbooks and we were simply asked to plant some plants
in our back yards.
kristi

We visited in April 2008. Beautiful butterflies

Eugene Tripp

Nice web ite
I love the butterflies
I have collect butterfly photos
My web site is AtlanticWing.com
Hanabal

We enjoyed teh farm as always.
We always take our guests to the buuterfly farm.
Keep up the good work.

Sylvia Cloose

We loved the Butterfly Farm! It was one of our favorite places. The staff was also really nice.

Alana& Kevin

I truly enjoyed my visit. I think it is a unique and beautiful place.

Nicole Hughes

Love the site!`

Gann

it was nice.

lyra andrews

Beautiful atmosphere. Loved the information.

Lavelle Peters

loved the butterfly's

melissa gambino

My family and I were very pleased with the tour to your farm. We will highly recommend it to
others

Christie D\'Adamo

Enjoyable visit !

Scott D Peirce

Beautiful jewelry

Richard Deyarmond

Great Site

Gonyea

it was really neat and interesting
i learned alot when i went to the farm in ST.MARTIN

Leslie Ramsey

We enjoy the visit

richard moore

My husband and I visited the Aruba Butterfly Farm yesterday and LOVED it!!!!!! We'll be back
again next year....

Karen & Dave

Just got home from our cruise/trip to the St. Martin Butterfly Farm ... LOVED it!! .... Got some
GREAT pics and really enjoyed the informative talks and the relaxed atmosphere ... we also have a
nice Rainforest Butterfly exhibit here at the University of Florida ... it's wonderful to see the
interest in propagating these amazing "flying flowers" is gaining popularity!! .... I'll be planting my
milkweed soon!!
Tamra

The colors and variety of butterflies were splendid.

Elissa Etchingham

i went to the butterfly farm with a boy, who's name is amoi and the farm was a good experience
for me and him i am plannng to bring my family to the farm so they can see what it is like and it will
be a good experience for them too ok bye until we meet again

nora

[I]Enjoyed my visit in June 2007. The farm is both interesting and spectacular. Is there a farm in
Australia? Regards, Ron.

Ronald Shelley

I love butterflies! this site is awesome!

benko

On our familiy visit to St Martin this year, we spent two days at the Butterfly Farm. It was sincerely
enjoyed.
Thank You for keeping the public informed about the value of butterfarms.
Larry Doege
Larry Doege

The Butterfly Farm was extremely beautiful and tranquil. My family and I enjoyed it very much.
Would you please send me the farms address so I may send you some of the beautiful pictures I
took. Thank You
Shawn
Shawn Connor

My husband & I visited your Butterfly farm in St. Thomas on Feb. 26th 2008, while we were sailing
on the Carnival Triumph. We really enjoyed our visit to your Butterfly farm and came away with an
even greater appreciation of butterflies. Our tour was fantastic and so informative. We definitely
recommend this place to anyone visiting St. Thomas. So conveniently close to the ship! Will be
back again when we plan our next escape from our Canadian winters!
Muriel Schintz
We will make sure to plant more host plants to help butterflies!
Muriel & Ted Schintz

I enjoyed my tour.

john randall

Enjoyed both the wide range of butterflys and the excellent information presented by the guide.

George Jackson

That was the most fascinating guided tour that I've been on! I am in more awe of these beautiful
creatures than ever before. Thank you Tony.

Jolanda Donadelle

very educational & enjoyable. I and my
grand daughter really enjoyed.

George Simonton

I Just love butterflies, I loved learning about them at your buterfly farm

Gloria Hyanes

Last year I visited the butterfly farm on Grand Caymen and this year St. Martin and had a
wonderful time at both. Keep up the great work. Thank you and hope to visit soon.

Ken Adams

Excellent!!! A must for every trip! We are starting our own private Butterfly Farm. Coincidentilly,
we planted 2 full grown milkweed plants before our vacation and now have 22 hungry Monarch
catepillars and very little milkweed ‐ but that is okay. Because of the trip to the farm, the kids are
now into our gardening.
Rob Sinninger

I've been to your Butterfly farms in Aruba and the Grand Cayman. Absolutely one of my favorite
places to visit. Thank you!

Denise

Hi,
Enjoyed our visit in Aruba.

allan ewaniuck

I absolutely loved my experience down in St. Thomas, and I've also been to Moody Gardens in
Galveston, TX, but this past week down in the Virgin Islands was fantastic and memorable!!

Jill K

We had a great time!

Stephanie, Steven
&

Thank you for our wonderful tour in your lovely and peaceful butterfly garden!
Caroline

Caroline

We visited you on 8/16 and hope that you made it thru okay during Dean.
This was one of the highlights of our trip.
Thanks for your wonderful farm!!

The Rossi Family

Visited the farm and loved it. The guide gave us some good information and was fun!

Gayle Kelly

We had a wounderful time and we will return soon. It was wounderful and very educational for my
daughters and I to visit.
We are starting a butterfly garden in our back yard and we will let you know how it is coming along.
Kindest regards, Pam
Pam Dawson

it was a very hot day but the butterflys didn't mind we really love them very much will see you
next year

kim

Can't wait to start our butterfly garden this school year!

Rose Savasta

Your farm was absolutely DELIGHTFUL! I know my daughter enjoyed it, and also learned a thing or
two about butterflies and their life cycle. Special kudos to Peter (not "Pete" or "Pizza") for being
such a wonderful host and educator....DO let me know if you're coming to the states near Atlanta.

Kris Tanner

I put in a good word at Royal Caribbean to keep the farm visit on their excursions menu. May all
the hurricanes miss for the next 30 years......

the guide that took us round['from stockport]was genuinly enthusiastic and enjoyed what she was
doing great trip

ALAN RAWLINSON

I visited w/in the last 2 weeks and it was a very beautiful place. Was a great excursion. Thank You!

Jennifer

Really fun

Kathy Fassbender

Visited the garden on Jan 3, 2008 with my grandaughters aged 9 & 7 ‐ it was so enjoyable and
educational we could have spent all day if the tour allowed ‐ will do it again next holiday ‐ got some
really special pictures‐ even got one of the monarch which migrates from our country Canada ‐
Thankyou
Marie Friesen

We had a great time at the farm. After we got home from vacation my 3 yr old son wouldn't stop
talking about the butterflies. You made quite an impression

Erik Langelius

Hi, We were recently in St. Martin and we were so impressed with our tour that we purchased 'The
Butterfly Gardener's Guide' book. We live in Las Vegas, Nevada and were wondering what type of
plants will we need to get started on our "farm" here in Nevada? Thanks so much for opening our
eyes!!!
Lamarr & Jeannie
Mit

It was a great trip.

lgeowa

Thank you for the wonderful site and all the great photos this is very enjoyable

WanitaGilliam

I understand the excellent tour guide of the Butterfly Farm in St. Thomas is also on the Discovery
channel. The dates he is on the Discovery channel could be shown on the website. I found him to
be very informative and an excellent speaker.

Joanne Canevet

my husband and I visited your butterfly farm march 14 ,2008 and we enjoyed seeing and learning
about butterflies. I plan to add plants in my garden that attracts these beautiful creatures.

vivian and jerry dun

Me and my family liked very much our visit to the farm!! It was like so much fun, the tour guide
was so friendly and knew so much stuff!! I really hope we go back there (we went to the one in
Aruba). Thanks for everything!
Maria Laura
Cordoba

It is a good start. The plants are nice and the gentleman who spoke with us was well informed.

Suzanne Fox

:p Butterflies are so beautiful!! and your site is inncredible. Thanks.

Carol Lawman

Thank you so much for an informative and magical experience. Keep up the great work.
‐‐‐‐Clark and Robert, Chicago, IL USA

Clark Pellett

The guy who showed us around was excellent and extremely knowledgeable. Shame we coundn't
come back again.

Jan Winchester

great job.
thank you

z. Smith

Our stop at St. Thomas last week was highlighted by our visit to your newest facility. The friendly,
knowledgeable staff was a pleasure to talk with and your assortment of butterflies and moths in all
stages of metamorphosis were a delight to behold. If we ever make it back to the island, we will
be sure to visit again. Many thanks, Donna & Allan C
Donna & Allan
Csuka

I visited in Grand Cayman and was very impressed. I've always loved butterflies and I was
wondering what the state of butterflies is in my now home state of Washijngton, USA. Are there
any particular ones in my area that need help, and if so‐what can I do to help? Thanks for all you're
doing. Victoria
Victoria Soza

My 7 year old son and I had a fantastic time and learned so much at The Butterfly Farm in Aruba!
8*

Donna Walker

butterflies are so beautiful

patti p.

what a wonderful idea ‐‐ releasing beautiful butterflies in our gardens. I live in the San Fernando
Valley & we plant for buttlerflies and hummingbirds all year around. MME

Marie M. Esterline

My mother and I had a wonderful time, we were at the butterfly farm in the caymans on August
the 2nd. We pray that you are safe during Hurricane Dean and that your farm will be without
damage :p

Dorinda Robinson

Your garden and tour were great. Gave us lots of ideas on how to incorporate some shady spots.
Looking forward to growing some butterfly‐luring plants.
Thanks again for a very informative and exciting adventure.
Greg & Leonor
Escami

We really enjoyed learning about the butterflies and the humor of the tour guide.

Amy Stapleton

I just adore butterflies!!

Melvina Jordan

A great tour with a knowledgeable tour guide

Linda Wolfe

A very nice array of butterflies in a natural setting. I liked seeing the variows stages of the life of a
butterfly.
Also we had a very good and well informed guide.

Phebe Judson

The butterfly farm was the best part of our Carnival Cruise stop in St. Martin. The guide was
humorous and knowledgeable. The information we received was important and educational. We
will be "Butterfly Gardening" here in North carolina. Thanks for the wonderful time, and for the
knowledge to fill our future with butterflies.
Robert Carlson

Had a wonderful time at your gardens. It gave us lots of ideas for plants for our own butterfly
garden.

Kathy Sinninger

kim and john
tenbroe

Thank you for a most enjoyable afternoon at the butterfly farm. We visted you the 26th of july and
loved everything about it. We are trying now to attract more butterflies to our garden. We have a
butterfly bush and marigolds.. We currently have the monarch butterfly and small white ones.
Once in awhile there is a yellow edged in black. What would be a good idea for us to plant. We live
on Long Island ,New York thanks again for any input.

wonderful butterflies... An enthusiastic, expert guide who brought it all to life.

john coles

I really enjoyed my visit. I hope that I can come again.

Daisy Goggins

Great!!!!

Ken Liczwek

Visted the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin and was so imspired. I have always loved butterflies ‐
butterflies are free. I am redoing my back yard and have ordered millweed to plant as host and will
planting other plants for food. I can hardly wait to see results.
Thank you for the onsite education. Wish we could have stayed longer (this was a Carnival
excursion trip).
Judy Redd

Great Site

Karen Gonyea

This was the first year we went to the farm in St. Martin, we have been to the Aruba butterfly farm
3 times. Both are Absolutely wonderful. I could stay there all day.

Deanna

we go to the butterfly farm in key west, every year. we also collect the wonderful art they sell at
there shop. it is a feeling that is hard to discribe. we will continue to go to any place that has one.
seana and nick

SEANA P SORENSEN

My wife and I visited 3 years ago, and really enjoyed ourselves there, SO much to see and learn !
Ill be on another E. Caribean cruise around the 12th or so of Sept. and id like to bring my dad.

Randy Cooke

I enjoyed the Butterfly Farm very much. My 5 year old daughter was also very impressed and will
be telling her kindergarten class what she learned during her visit.

Kelly Smith

Visited your garden in St. Thomas last week.
It was great.
Our guide "Steve" was just the best! I learned so much.
Myrna K. Woolsey
Wonderful farm.
Thank you for such a great day
Myrna Woolsey
We visited your beautiful farm in november 2006.
Very kindly people and a very good and interesting explanation from your guide.
We look forward to visit the farm again in St.Thomas next october2007.
Greetings from Belgium‐Europe
André Vercauteren

we really enjoyed the butterfly farm it also gave us a few ideas for a small area at home also
checking out your info on which plants to plant in florida
thanx so much for the tour and your time
Michele & Jimmy
Minn

I loved my visit to your farm. I have a great photo on my desk top, which I took at the butterfly
farm in Aruba!

Joan McDonald

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to your farm!!

Joan McDonald

Was there in early July...loved it...our guide was very informative....thanks for what you do!

Paulette Ruppert

We were at your farm couple days ago when Caribbean Princess docked in St. Martin and it was a
beautiful experience. Keep up the fantastic work...we are going to try our own farm inTrinidad
soon I hope.
Sharon & Ian
Palmer

I enjoyed my visit to your farm and was intrigued at the things I saw. Things I bought from the gift
shop are enhancing my home.

Lorna Stanbury

Tracy, our guide was very good. We enjoyed the visit a lot, and are amazed at the short lifespan
and all the work involved in keeping the farm going.
Neil

Thanks

Most enjoyable and educational, keep up the good work!

Pat & Roger Cooke

Loved the butterflies and tour guides. What a peaceful beautiful place! :p

Gina Lavey

Awesome!

Davidson

Great!

Gwen Sanders

visited from cruise ship Balmoral butterflys fantastic hope to return one day.Adrienne carson

adrienne carson

Love it.

Caroline Fanelli

We did visit your farm in Januari 2008, and we liked it very much.
It's a wonderfull garden, with many beautiful butterflies!
We hope to visit it again someday!

Fam. Deleu

I visited a butterfly farm in St. Thomas and I loved it. I LOVE butterflies!

Lexi Bland

we visited your farm on feb 5th, was very interesting, we plan on planting butterfly attracting
flowers this year! your regional recomendation
we live in western NY.

keith perry

Just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed the butterflies and tour. I have to let you also
know I am very interested in butterflies. I live in central FLORIDA and I have a garden that is just for
butterflies.
thanks for keeping butterflies "FLYING"
mary :p
mary henry

We really enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm. Our guide Beverly was terrific!

Sharon Bradley

It was all good! We saw a lot of beautiful butterflies. Upon entering the butterfly area we were
immediately encouraged to join the tour group that was ahead of us. Part way through the tour a
rainstorm approach and everyone took off running for shelter. Which gave us plenty of time to
shop in the gift area. We got a lot of interesting photos!
Jeannie

We visited in December '07. Beautiful!

Marlene Thomas

So cool to get butterfly's.

Robin Hatfield

We really were enlightened at your butterfly farm. We shall be doing as much as we can this
summer to get as many butterflies into our garden as we can. We were fortunate enough to have
your good self take us round and it transpired that when you were living in England you lived just
up the road from us. We are in Dorking. A really great place for all ages. Keep up the enthusiasm
and good work. All the best
Val & Mick Budden

the farm was very interesting for 5 reasons:i got to hold lots of butterflies, got to see how they
lived, i saw pupas, and catapillars.

Nicole

I loved the butterflies we saw in St Maarten

Candy Burnett

I had a great time at the butterfly farm! The tour was very informative and I enjoyed viewing all the
beautiful butterflies!!!! It was a great day!

Jenn M.

I loved it
x
Shakira :p
shakira

Loved the blue morpho and the scarlett swallowtail butterflies

Pascale Robins

My parents own a store and have decided to sell milkweed and set up "Butterfly Picks" .
I REALLY hope it works! we LOVED the butterflies. I liked the orange ones. My mom adored the
blue ones. I hope to go again some day!
Peace,
Leckies
The Leckies

I loved the farm. Never experienced anything like it. It was heaven on earth.

Yvonne Ramos

Wonderful experience. We will be going back.
When I get to my home computer I will post
a lucky shot of the famous Blue Morfo. I'm
not sure I spelled that right.
Jim Klick

Jim Klick

Thoroughly enjoyed the tour and the garden last week!

martha and Tom
Coope

Thank you for the personal tour in January, 2008. The many types of butterflies were a pleasure to
view.

Donald and Bonnie
Bo

The butterflies are beautiful!

Jessica & Thomas

Thank you so much! Our cruise went to 5 different islands and the Butterfly Farm was our absolute
FAVORITE thing about the whole trip! We are already talking about coming back with our 4‐year‐
old daughter! Plus my digital camera was stollen on the boat that night before I got the pictures
off!
Thank you all sooo much! We loved it!
Tina Brooks

We enjoyed our visit and learned a lot about these wonderful creatures.
We will say 'halo' to our friends in Koeningsbosch and let them know you are doing what you love.

JOHN RIDOUT

We really enjoyed your farm on San Martin. The tour was excellent and we learned facts we didn't
know about butterflies.

Bert & Audrey
Ekstro

The butterfly Farm in Aruba was very nice.
Enjoyed it very much. So many different butterflies to look at and enjoy. We would do it again.
Jim & Barb Ruggeri
Jim & Barb Ruggeri

Patrick & Janet
Mull

Thank you for allowing us to visit your wonderful
butterfly garden. We are interested in starting our
own butterfly garden in Cape Coral Florida. However,
we need some help in starting this garden,as to
the best time of year in S W Fl. to start
this garden, type of butterflys best for this area,
name of food plants and where to get the butterflys
and food plants.
Again Thank You,
Patrick&Jan Mulligan

Nice Site.

Karen Gonyea

WE HAD A GREAT TIME ON OUR VISIT IN JAN 2008,THANKS FOR ALL THE GOOD AND SOUND
ADVICE. WE WILL VISIT THE FARM IN ST. THOMAS IN 2009. WE TELL ALL OUR FRIENDS THAT
CRUISE TO VISIT THE BUTTERFLY FARM, KEEP UP THE VITAL WORK. THANKS AGAIN. BARRY & SUE.

BARRY STANDING

On our trip to Aruba this year, we went to the Butterfly Farm three times and finally got a photo of
the blue morphus and atlas. They are so gorgeous, as are the emerald swallowtails. My laptop is
nearly full of photos, but why not?! Hurray for digital cameras, too!

Hattie Kate Howell

We loved seeing all the colorful butterflys that flew right in front of us. One stayed right on my
hand. Thank you for the up‐close experience with the butterflies!

John Stephens

Jennifer
Wiechmann

We visited on 4/16/08. Enjoyed it immensely.
Phenomenal, really! I really appreciate the fact that your presentation is simple enough so that the
kids can absorb the importance of butterflies and moths to the ecosystem without the adults
having to listen to a "disney‐fied" approach! Thank you!
We live in Florida and have previously raised painted ladies for release. Now we are gearing up for
our own butterfly garden!
You guys rock!
Thanks for a wonderfully informational experience!
Jenn Wiechmann

Susan

This was a last‐minute, unplanned stop for us (on the trip from the dock to our stingray tour, we
saw a sign advertising the Butterfly Farm). I would have spent much more time if I had not had to
catch the cruise ship! The tour guide gave a LOT of information about the butterfly life cycle that I
did not know (and I even plant flowers specifically for butterflies at home). There was some hands‐
on learning that was fascinating. You can also just walk around on your own looking at the many
species flying around and the tropical flowers. Shirts, jewelry, trinkets available for purchase as
well. I have a souvenir shirt I love.

Wonderful experience ‐ great tour guide. Glad we found you!!!

Lynne Stavedahl

The butterfly farm in Saint Martin is the most extensive and informative of any that I've been to!

bud gogetap

The butterfly's were so pretty and so large! It was a great experience for my family.

Kerry

impressed!

Edward Lim

Lauren Gould

Terry Woodby

We just returned from our cruise and your farm was a real highlight of the trip.We learned alot
about how important (as well as how beautiful) butterflies are.I had asked about a particular mum
I planted that just attracted butterflies like crazy, and I will be planting more of them as soon as I
find them.They reminded me of wild asters, the flowers were shaped just like that light purple
petals with a yellow middle. And surrounded by a cloud of all different types of butterflies! I will
also plant the milkweed. Thanks for sharing, Lauren Gould

I visited both the butterfly farm in St. Martin and
St. Thomas . I enjoyed the one in St. Thomas better because I had more time to enjoy the flowers
and butterflies. While I was there
the lady at the front got a phone call about
her dad, I hope he is doing better.
I said a prayer for him. Hope to visit again.
Now that I am back home in Strawberry Plains , Tennessee I am going to plant a butterfly
garden of my own. Best Wishes for a great year. Terry

i visited in aug.,loved the tour and the informative talk.also saw a hummingbird my first! thanks so
much!!!!!!!!

myra meade

It was soooo beautiful! Be sure to go, it will be one of the highlights of your vacation. A day you will
always remember!

Ellen Lilly

Great Merchandise

Richard Deyarmond

I vivited your St Thomas location last week and loved every minute of it! Keep up the great work
and I hope you can continue to share the beauty of these wonderful creatures!
Karen
Karen Kesner

Thank you for an enjoyable and entertaining visit . Tony and Kate ( MS Balmoral )

Tony and Kate
Rainbo

I was there in Feb of 2007. Loved every minute of the visit.

frances mcclure

I have always loved butterflies. After visiting the butterfly farm in Aruba I have a better
understanding of their beauty. It was so great to be able to see the butterflies up and personal. I
will defiantly go back on future visits to Aruba.

Leigh Ann

thank you

lucy luster

:‐) We just got back from St. Martin and a first time visit to the Butterfly House! What a GREAT
TREAT! We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and will spend more time there next visit! We'll also
look for more "Houses" here in the U.S. to visit on our trips here!
THANK YOU!
Suzanne

Incredible place to visit several times while in Aruba.

Herb Hoffman

My husband and I visited your butterfly farm while in St Maarten last week. We enjoyed your tour
immensely. We have always had plants that attract butterflies and they have found my parsley
over the years. We plan to add host plants we are reading about on this site.
Thank you for a great experience.
Cindy and Steve
Cindy Higgins

love buterflies!!!

Robin Hatfield

I love your website. I hope to come visit this summer!!!

Jaime Dixon

Absolutely loved it.. went on tour from cruise ship and wish I had more time to spend there.

Sharon Collins

I love butterflies!!!

Carolyn Walsh

I enjoyed my recent visit to the butterfly farm. I am looking forward to a return visit.

Nancy Cochran

Fabulous!!!! Very informative and I brought back great pictures and clearer understanding of the
roll butterflies play!

Sharon Spring

It was wonderful to see the beautiful butterflies enjoying the sunny day in St. Maarten....we loved
every minute of it. Thanks to our tour guide for teaching us so much about butterflies and for
reminding is the part they play in the larger ecological picture of the world.

Laura Saldarini

We loved the Butterflys. It was very relaxing to just sit there, watch and hope one lands on you.
Which one did! We stayed on the Island for a week. The girls in the front office were great! We
learned a lot and hope visit again some day. Thank you!
Gary and Terry
Bayno

how do i get my region list of butterflies that i can try to attract

vinny flynn

My wife & I really enjoyed your buttefly farm on St. Martin. My wife had a great time capturing
the butterflies with our camera. We hope to plant some plants in our yard here in Arkansas to
attract more butterflies.

Randy Shannon

Visiting The Butterfly Farm has been one of the most extraordinary experiences of my life! It is
truly beautiful...Thank you so much!
‐Deborah (Puerto Rico)
Deborah Marquez

I loved my visit to your butterfly farm. The tour guide was very informative, and seeing so many
butterflies was wonderful. Thank you for what you are doing and for helping the environment.

jo wiest

Wonderful butterfly farm and website!
We visited the butterfly farm in St. Thomas, V.I. and talked to everyone there about the butterflies!
(I am the fellow who has traveled to Cuba several times.)
Mike & Ellen Strickl We have gotten excited about attracting and raising butterflies in our yard and are already
planning where we will put the milkweed and other host and nectar plants.
You have created a couple of butterfly conservation enthusiasts!

I think it's awesome, Butterflies are so beautiful and graceful, wonderull site

Darlene McGarvey

I really enjoyed my visit to the butterfly farm in
in early February. Four of us were on the cruise line Royal Caribbean and did my excursion from it.
My favorie was the pretty blue butterfly and the hardest to capture on film! We enjoyed the
owners sense of humor a lot! Thank you for the great visit.
Kathy Whitson

I really enjoyed the tour and all the information I learned about butterflies.I thoroughly enjoyed my
visit.

Ginger Hope

We visited the butterflies last Tuesday, 2/4. Had a lovely time. The young lady who talked about
them was very informative and well‐versed in butterfly information. Our granddaughter absolutely
loved the t‐shirt we got her (and I love the one I got for myself). Thank you for sharing your
beautiful butterflies with us. We had a most enjoyable time! Can't wait until I develop the
pictures!
Rita Foster

it was great and a very good guide!
i made beatifull picture's. If you want too see, use them make contact please.
With greatings,
frieda jansen

Frieda Jansen
frieda.jansen@wanadoo.nl

A wonderful, beautiful and educational experience for all of us. Tour guide (John on Grand
Cayman) was outstanding and funny.

Jack Streckfuss

Fabulous!!!!

Sally Haley

I loved visiting this farm. The owner, our tour guide, made me realize, attracting butterflys is not as
hard as others make it seem. Tob watch a butterfly emerge..and have hundreds of them fluttering
around is wonderful! If you love to take photos..you will be in heaven here!

Louise Urban

Beautiful Jewelry

Richard Deyarmond

WOW!
This was great. We had 13 in our group, 7 of which were children. Very relaxed atmosphere.
Everyone enjoyed sooooo much.

Beth

We visited the butterfly farm in St Martin. Loved the experience.

Jean Dryden

We enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm.
The tour guides were very knowledgeable about the lifecycle of butterflies.

Suzanne Letterer

We were rushed on our tour Feb 15‐08, by the coach driver. We will just have to return so we can
explore the Butterfly Farm leisurely

Peggy Lease

Love it here. Thanks!

Melissa Reeder

Jane Doyle

We visited The Butterfly Farm in Aruba during Christmas of 06. I lost my youngest daughter in 2004
to a car accident and my support group, TCF, uses a butterfly to remember our deceased child.
While walking on the paths I asked Colleen, my daughter, to land on my daughter Megan who was
with me. Sure enough she landed on her hat and skirt. What a joy to know she was with us in
Aruba. Everytime I see a butterfly it gives me a beautiful, loving and peaceful feeling knowing she is
around us. God Bless and thank you for giving us a special gift of butterflies.

thanks

Watson

We enjoyed our visit to your Aruba location on April 9th 2008.

Bob & Kathy
Boschma

We enjoyed the butterfly farm!
thx
Schmid

Jim & Elaine
Schauls

We visited your Butterfly Farm on Jan. 26 and Feb. 2nd '08...... and were very impressed. We
thoroughly enjoyed the tour guide's talk(she did an excellent job)....very informative and
interesting. Since our visit, we have told many people what a wonderful place you have, and to be
sure to plan a visit there.
Keep up the good work !

I had a great time and saw some amazing butterflies! It definatly was worth every penny to go.
Hope someday I can go back.

Stephanie

Wonderful visit in honor of my mom who loved Butterflies.

Robert Davis

Your butterfly farm is perfection! A perfect way to help people understand the connection
between their world and the world within their garden.
We so enjoyed our visit and the chance to be surrounded by so much beauty and wonder. Just
being surrounded by them as they floated around us, darting from flower to leaf, made my soul
feel
light.
Bob & Nia Diebel
Ciao
Nia Diebel

It was great tour and enjoyed spending time at the farm. I went there in the late afternoon, but I
would love to go back there in the morning to see other type of butterfly

Midori Oka

Absolutely wonderful!

The Vandeyachts

Wanda
Tymrakiewicz

I rescentlv visited the butterfly farm while my boyfriend Dan and I was vacationing in St.Maarten.
They seemed to like Dan alot,or maybe it was his cologne.
I work for the school system back in the states.
We study the Monarch butterfly with the children.
They just love seeing the catterpilar change into the butterfly!
Then we release them outside, they love to watch to see where it goes.
Cant wait to revist the farm on our next vaca!
~Dan and Wanda

WE love your site.

Bennie Stauffer

We visited the Butterfly farm in Grand Cayman last week. What a truely beautiful place. Coming
back and seeing the new butterflies hatching was an awesome event. We plan to tell all of our
friends about the farms. Thank you for putting together a wonderful place for people to experience
the butterflies up close and personal. Mickey & Su Johnson from Grapevine, Texas, USA.
Mickey & Su
Johnson

looks great

paula taylor

It was beautiful and very informative!!

8*

Very Nice

Bruce & BJ Kidd

Wish it was bigger! Enjoyed our visit very much

Mary Culbertson

Visited your Aruba Farm. week of 01/21/08 it was spectacular.The tour group rushed us through
and so we reported them. because would have stayed longer...

Linda

I viisted both gardens/farms at St. Martin and St. Thomas. They are lovely. I could spend days
watching and looking for the butterflies. Thank you for protecting, preserving and growing the
populations of these lovely creatures!

Sue Davis

Visited your Cayman Island on 11/2/07 and enjoyed the morning.

Chip Murray

What a wonderful place. The wife and I were crusin on the Caribbean Princess last week. We would
both like to thank Pete for all his information and his presentation.
The best to all and hope you all have a wonderful holiday season
Larry & Karan
Gerber

Thanks
Karan and Larry Gerber
Westminster, Calif

I enjoyed the beautiful butterflies and the information I received while there. I was impressed by
the guide as he seemed very dedicated to the preservation of the butterflies. The facilities were
not as sophisticated as other tourist attractions might be but the hospitality was just as good.

Sandra Caputo

I was at the Butterfly Farm this past Saturday.
I took some really nice pictures and would like to send you a print that you can keep. Would you
please e‐mail me a mailing address? I would really appreciate it.
I was hot and sweaty but the beauty of the flowers and butterflies was worth it.
David Lorenz
Thanks so much,
David Lorenz
www.davidlorenz.com

your farm was fantastic in aruba. just got home and got on line to check out what i need to bring
the butterflies to our pond. thank you so much we enjoyed the visit so much. will let you know
how my butterfly gardening turns out.

lynn rooks

my daughter just saw butterflies hatch in her class. i wanted to bring home the experience for her
two younger sisters. this website was very helpful! thank you!

michael p

Great visit. We really enjoyed being among all of the beautiful butterflys.
It was one of the most enjoyable parts of our cruise. Oct. 11, 2007

Tom and Danita
Brook

Enjoyed our visit to the farm in St. Maarten. Hope to visit again someday.

Darrel Penner

My children and I had a terrific time learning about the butterflies. We are all anxious to add to
our garden to help attract these beautiful creatures.

Kelly Conaway

I was marvelled with the Butterfly Farm. I visited the farm as part of a tour of the Celebrity Cruises
activities and it was an awesome experience. I am a Veterinarian and I am planing to make a farm
to do the same things you are doing in order to increase the population of endangeredbutterflies
in my home town of Mayaguez , Puerto Rico. Thanks for all the beautifull things you tought us that
day and I will be talking about you in a radio program I have here in Puerto Rico. EXCELLENT with
Eric JAvier Pietri P all my regards to you and Happy Holidays

This was TOTALLY AWESOME!!!! I would love to be able to spend more time. We were on a group
tour from the cruise ship. I walked through some parts of the farm with butterflies on my arm and
camera. Truly awesome. Would do it again in a heartbeat. I have a new favorite added to my
hummingbirds. It's the butterfly. They are so Beautiful.
Rosalee

I only wish it was open later :sigh

michelle woolley

Janet

I loved visited your butterfly farm. I especially loved to see the beautiful blue butterflies all around
me. It was truly an informative and spiritual experience for me. Also the location of your butterfly
farm house was in a perfect spot located right across from where our ship, Royal Caribbean's
Explorer of the Seas was docked. My son recently passed away and I could truly feel his presence
there and I'm sure the big blue butterfly at your farm that stayed so still for me to pet was truly a
sign from him. Thank you for the wonderful and comforting experience. Hugs, Janet

We were at the Butterfly Farm on St. Maarten's / Martin as part of a shore excursion for our
Carribean cruise in Dec. 07 We loved it. The viberant colors of the butterflies and the information
we learned has spurred us to try and grow the proper plants here in Chicago to attract butterflies!
Thanks we loved it!
Barry & Karen
Fliche

Tanya was an excellent guide and instructor.

m. johnson

i loved this place...its a must if you come to St. Maarten..

diane

The visit was very informative and interesting. I truely injoyed every minute of it. One of the best
off beat tours I had on my visit to St. Thomas and my Princess Cruise. I look forward to see the
other farms in the future.

Norm Kunesh

We had the best time at the butterfly farm! When we ge around to coming back to the island, we
will definately be coming back to the farm! This time it will be with our twin girls!
THanks!
Becke & Chris
O\'Nei

Thank you for your beautiful facility in St. Maarten. It was a very special part of our recent vacation.

marilena parenteau

EXCELLENT, EXCELLENT, EXCELLENT!!!!!!!!!! Would love to be able to spend more time there.

Rosalee Hilton

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to the Butterfly Farm during my holiday on Grand Cayman recently. I
thought the butterflies were lovely as were the brightly coloured flowers.
Sherry Clarke
Sherry Clarke

the best experience in Aruba!

Kim Peters

I ENJOYED SEEING ALL THE BUTTERFILES AT THE FARM

JUDY FEDAK
JUDY FEDAK

the butterflies were AWESOME!!

Christine

Visited you on St. Marteen on March 4, 2008 via our cruise on Liberty of the Seas. Thoroughly
enjoyed it and hope to be back.

Hyatt Family from
Ca

We had a wonderful time!!! Visited w/ my "sisters", very beautiful and peaceful. Found out alot of
very useful information! Thanks soo much!!!!

Debbie Fellows

Enjoyed the tour and butterflies.
Learned alot and appreciate butterflies more.
Have some in my yard, and want to increase the numbers.
Thank you
Aaron & Judy
Mattes

At my age of 87 I learned alot during the visit to the Butterfly Gardens. Have a better appreciation
for butterflies.
Thank you
Irene & Buster
Heinl

:p we visited last year in december on a cruise and really enjoyed the short time we had. took a
picture of one just born who was not flying when we arrived, but before we left flew a few feet
away, guide was very informative and knowlegeable.

therese oddy

My family had a wonderful time at the ButterFly Farm, we even came back a second time. The tour
was very interesting and we plan on trying to raise some butterflies in our back yard, after I do
some research. Thank you so much for sharing these wonderful creatures with us. Oh yea, your
bathrooms are great too, nice and clean.
Melonie Lanceley

Very impressive and entertaining

Les watson

Great...visited both farms! Need to get the word out in St Thomas....your site is easy to miss when
on board in Port...we were on the Mariner!

Richard & Brelinda

We enjoyed it a lot. Very knowledgable tour guide. The group was too big, however, so many
couldn't see what the guide was speaking about. The butterflies were beautiful.

Mark and Terry
Lekin

this was a awesome experience for me and my son!!! Our pictures are a great reminder of the time
we spent there. Thank you for the wonderful tour!

Beth and Michael
Mar

my visit was awsome and carmen was amazing

itzamar

I really enjoyed your website, especially the information on starting a basic butterfly garden!
Thank you!

Janet Williamson

The Butterflies were beautiful, the guide was very informative and funny. I would recommend the
tour!

Denise Mutter

We had a wonderful time at the Aruba Butterfly Farm!

Roger & Susan Strisi

We visited March of this year. What a wonderful place! We loved seeing all the colorful butterflies
and learning about the stages of their lives.
Thank You!

John & Nancy Vouk

great tour guide,,,, not so great a road to get there.....

Richard D. Reese

We visited your location last week on a tour with the Carnival Glory. This was one of the highlites
of the cruise. We have been telling everone how magnificant it is. We highly recommend this to
everyone and will be writing Carnival personally asking them to promote it more.

Sonny Wilson

We absolutely loved our visit the butterfly farm. Our two boys (6 and thought it was one of the
best parts of our trip. A beautiful setting with so many butterflys. The boys loved putting the
nectar on their fingers and having the butterflies land on them. Do not hesitate to take this shore
excursion ‐ it was well worth the trip!
Vicki

Thanks for such an enjoyable morning! And please keep up the good work caring for the
butterflies and moths and teaching us about them.

Will Stephens

Wonderful guide, loved the beautiful butterflies! Thanks so much!

Cathy Cole

We had a wonderfull time. I have the most beautiful pictures of the butterflys on the flowers. The
pictures are now my computer screen saver so I can enjoy them every day! Oh, and I keep getting
asked "where is that" so I get to tell others how wonderfull our trip to the butterfly farm was.
Thanks!!!
Mary

Loved it!! We visited as a shore excursion off a cruise ship. I wish we had more time. I felt we
needed more time there, but I loved everything about it!!

Mary Siverling

The best side tour we did off the ship Thanks

Jim Aalderink

Had a great time!

Sharon Conrady

It was wonderfull, thank you very much.
We are from france, so MERCI BEAUCOUP

Tom

Carrie

Some cruisemates and I ventured to the Butterfly Farm at Grand Cayman on our own b/c we didn't
want to be restricted to the 1 hour time limit that was given on the cruise excursion package. We
were soooo glad we went on our own. We spent nearly 2 hours walking around and enjoying the
beauty. Our guide was very informative and spent extra time with us after the tour pointing out
butterflies and answering questions. It was a wonderful time and if I ever visit Grand Cayman
again I will be sure to go back. Thank You!

Our family enjoyed our visit to your beautiful butterfly farm on the wonderful island of St. Marten.

Corbett Morris

We went to St. Martin. What a great day. I learned a great deal. I thought if I planted enough
flowers, the butterflys would come. Now I'll start looking for plants they would use to lay eggs as
well. I live in the mountains of Arizona and have noticed the loss of bees. It seems like such a
small thimg but with dire consequences. Its deep in winter right now, snow and ice everywhere
but I want to help, and I will. Thanks for the great day and all the info
Carol Benson
Carol Benson

Visited on St. Martin
It was awsome the Frenchman serving drinks, the British man giving tours what more could you
want.
Very nice place!
Nathan Koski

We visited the farm in Aruba, Josie was great. We were told the butterflies hung out more in the
afternoon, so my daughter and I went back again. It was one of my favorite spots in Aruba

Emily Jackson

i LOVE BUTTERFLIES. tHE FARM WAS ONE OF MY FAVORITE BUTTERFLY EXPERIENCES YET!

Alyssa S.

Hiya!!
I was the young(ish) female doc from the Balmoral cruise ship a couple of weeks ago!
Great tour, great island, great butterflies!!!
Melanie Carter
Melanie x

Raymond & Janet
Bert

This was our 3rd year in Aruba, and our 7th visit to the Butterfly farm. We thoroughly enjoyed
walking in the Butterfly farm and taking hundreds of pictures. We were sorry to see that none of
our photo's were on the website that we submitted from last year. So we will try again. See you
next year!
Ray and Jan

I'm happy to visit your website again and one day I'd like to see your Butterfly Farm in St. Maarten
(the one in Aruba was awesome!!) Until then I'm collecting butterfly postage stamps!! :eek

Lisette M. Miller

This was such an amazing experience for my husband and I!! Very informative and beautiful
butterflies!!! I'd LOVE to visit another location at some point in time. Top notch folks working there
as well.

Karie Thornton

I was inspired, moved, and educated. I never knew anything about butterflies before, barely
noticed them. Not anymore!

Carol Heffler

The tour was wonderful! Everything was amazing!!! Thank you for being there.

Leatha

Loved your new farm. Nice to have it close to the ships.

Janet Graf

My second visit and it was awesome !! Actually got a butterfly to sit on my finger ! This website is
great, too, for learning what you can plant at home to support the butterflies who visit your area.
Thanks, all, for great (and entertaining!) work.

Linda Tobin

Thanks for the great tour.

laura calhoun

It was a wonderful experience when I visited the Butterfly farm in Aruba. I have plans on doing this
again this coming March and when I arrive on a cruise. I just learned about the new one that
opened in St Thomas. I plan on making a tour of that one also.

Beth Dayhoff

Had a wonderful time. Have visited the farm in Aruba & St.Maartens. Enjoyed both of them. Will
visit any others in our travels. Wonderful selection of butterflies. The staff is pleasant and
informative. Thanks for your great work.
Perry&Eva
Perry&Eva
Coppersmit

I completed my second visit to the Butterfly Farm 2 weeks ago and enjoyed it just as much as the
first time. The guides are very informative and the butterflies are amazing. Great for everyone
from 2 to 90!

Carla Shonka

es precioso ver tantas mariposas es un lugar precioso y el tour muy bueno a mi y a mis hijos nos
encanto

Dania J. Figueroa

Katherine T.
Morgan

My husband and myself visited with you in December...It is a glorious opprotunity...We didn't spen
as much time as we would have like...But....next time I am spending the entire day there..I just
loved it adn you guided tour, the flowers adn of course the butterflies...

I loved my visit to your farm. My only regret was that I came on a tour and had to leave before I
was ready!

Lauri A. Smith

Please protect the butterflies a little better. On my visit I noticed several with damaged wings.
John Anthamatten
Tallahassee, Florida USA
John Anthamatten

Visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba, 2007. What a great experience! Very educational and enjoyed
the beautiful surroundings. Just returned from a cruise in the carribean. Went to the Butterfly
Farm in St. Maarten. We were not disappointed and took many photos.

Judy

Visited Grand Cayman 11/19/07 and stopped by the butterfly farm. I was so impressed by all the
beautiful butterflies and the gardens. I really learned a lot by the tour guide. I had the pleasure of
visiting twice during my stay on the island. Keep up the good work.

Luci Sauer

Excellent presentation

Noel Seymour

On March 11th, my wife and I had the pleasure of visiting the Butterfly farm in Aruba (our first port‐
of‐call on our cruise with RCI). We enjoyed every minute of it!

Francois Pellerin

Great Site !!

Karen Gonyea

I really enjoyed our visit during our cruise to St. Maarten in Nov. I learned so much that I didn't
know about butterflies. Thanks for all the great information.

Janet Kersey

We had a great time on our cruise tour of your place. We just did not have enough time!

Timothy & Joan
Sabin

My husband and I had a great time visiting your butterfly farm on Grand Cayman Island. The guide
really knew his stuff! It made a memorable part of our honeymoon.
Debbie Plachinski
Wisconsin, USA
Debra Plachinski

We loved the farm and have ordered the milkweed seeds from Monarch Fndn. Thanks for doing
this important work and making us aware of what is happening on our beautiful earth.

Jim and Linda
Myers

We had such an amazing experience! The tour leader was excellent. He was friendly and
knowledgeable and made the butterfly farm one of the highlights of our entire cruise!

Debbi Fellenbaum

I loved the butterfly farm and am going to try and grow some host plants so that the butterflies will
have somewhere to lay their eggs.

Sara Blough

Had a wonderful informative visit. Coincidentally read a nonfiction article to my class in the 3rd
grade children's literature book, upon my return from Aruba, that was about a butterfly farm. My
personal experiences of the week before proved invaluable!

Lynne Kalberg

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!

LOVE

Our family had a wonderful experience. I homeschool our children and we are researching the
possibility of starting our own butterfly farm. Our tour guide was very knowledgeable and took the
time to explain the stages of a butterflies life in a way that our 8 and 6 year old could understand.
Thank you so much for spending your time with us!
Donna D

It was my wife's idea to visit the Butterfly Farm on our honeymoon in St. Maarten. I had a great
time. Now I hope to do a little butterfly farming in North Carolina. Wish me luck!

Anthony Flanagan

Beautiful, interesting and informative! I truly enjoyed the butterfly farm! It may be the best $12
you'll spend on St. Maarten!

Julie K

Lovely visit to your farm. Keep up the good work!

John Haskell

What a wonderful experience it was visiting your farm in St Marten.
It really was delightful watching all the butterflys and taking the informative tour.
Thanks so much!
Alex & Karen
Juskovi

My visit to the Butterfly Farm was one of the highlights of my holiday. I had planned to visit
because I had already seen the website but it was the most wonderful experience that went far
beyond my expectations. The gift shop was delightful and the staff lovely. I would recommend
this as a must for anyone visiting St Maarten
Josette Wigley

I would highly recommend a visit to the butterfly farm! I'm sorry to say that maybe my original
guestbook entry got lost somewhere in cyberspace...?

Ranjana

If so, then as I settle back into work and home and hear from old friends wanting to hear about my
trip, I now look back fondly at St. Maarten more than ever. I'm truly a Canadian, born and raised in
my "home and native land", and enjoy the change of the seaons. Although we do not have to deal
with the force of a hurricane, trust me, in Canada we have been pummelled by winter weather
since my trip!l So the Monarchs are smart to vacation in Mexcio then! ;‐)

I vistied your farm and really learned from this wonderful experience

carolbfurbush

We loved The Butterfly Farm, and are going to try to raise some butterflies for our grandchildren to
enjoy.
Thanks for the inspiration!
John & Nancy
McIntos

Randy Goddard

John & Nancy McIntosh

Had a great time. Rained initially, but once the rain broke the butterflies where coming out of
everywhere.
Throughly enjoyed the watching of the release of new butterflies and the the women leading the
tour.
My wife and me are already planning another trip to the Caribbean, and The Butterfly Farm is on
our stops.

Brilliant collection, introduced with style and humour

Carolyn Hicks

We had a great time, really enjoyed the guide

Bob and Jill Neiderh

Wonderful visit, you are so enthusiastic, it has rubbed off, we are going to plant the right plants to
help the cause. Thanks again for the visit (and the rum punch)
Lez

Lez Steed

My wife and I were on a Caribbean Princess tour to the Butterfly Farm on April 2, 2008. I wished
the tour could have stayed longer at the Butterfly Farm. We enjoyed the Butterfly Farm.

charles sloger

The farm and butterflies are really something to see. However, the only really negative comment I
would make is that we didn't get to spend enough time looking through the farm at the butterflies.
Beverly, our guide, seemed too concerned and spent way too much time with the adults and
children in the back who were not concerned with listening. I think she simply needs to give her
speech (which is very interesting and informative). If others choose not to listen, then that's their
Darlene Garrison problem. It just wasted too much time (when we didn't have a lot to begin with) that should have
been spent exploring and enjoying the butterflies. Overall, it's a great place to visit!

Enjoyed the tour of the gardens and the lecturer was delightful and explained all the details about
butterflys. Using some of the knowledge I learned with a children's program. thanks again hope to
see you when I return to St. Thomas. Brenda Hart

Brenda L. Hart

enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm in february

Mr harry wheeler

I really enjoed this place. Beautiful flower, music and, of course... the butterflies. Definitle I want a
garden like that in my backyard. :p . A very quite and inspiring place.

Carlos
JavierOtamend

Loved the blue butterflies!!

Susan Rumford

Loved Butterfly Farm Aruba in February '08. Going to St. Thomas in Early June and will definitely
be dropping by there as well. See ya'

Dwayne and
Jennifer

We particularly enjoyed the tour ‐‐ very informative and fascinating! A beautiful place.

Donna Broshek

guide was very informative
enjoyed visit very much

Deborah Lynch

Thanks for letting me take some pictures...it was a wonderful experience

Sara Gennusa

Amazingly breath taking....Kat

Katy C. Ziegler

My husband and I enjoyed the farms in Aruba and St. Thomas when we were in port on our
Adventure of the Seas cruise. It made me even more anxious for summer to get here in Illinois so I
can see my butterflies in my butterfly garden!

Colanne

let me say some thing on the butterfly farm actually i did not visit any buttefly farm but i am doing
a survey on butterflies of the iwokrama forest and the north rupununi wetlands. I am just interest
in butterflies, just wish if i could work on a butterfly farm in the future to come ahead.just a lover
of butterfly u know.ok nothing much until i hear back from you all.bye.
verley jacobus

Thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience, especially your dry sense of humor. The butterflies
where exquisite. Recommended you to the cruise ship. Will visit again.
Thanks for the great work you are doing.
Jennifer Bailey
Jennifer Bailey

We visited the farm on our vacation May 5, 2008. What a eye opening tour with lots of great
information. I live in Southern CA. and plan to add plants to increase the population of Butterflies.

Kaye Lee

was there with mariner of the seas last week. loved it all

ed bielawski

Staff is very knowledgeable and friendly. There is a huge assortment of butterflys and staff teach
you how to get them to come to your own yard, what plants to have out for them, etc. The only
drawback was that it was so hot that day (off our cruise ship). Thank you‐ 05/20/08

Barbara Barlow

An excellent experience!! I got a number of very nice photos as well.

Len & Jill Conway

Patty Reeves

My husband and I vacationed in Aruba from 8/29/2008‐9/6/2008. While he went scuba diving, I
went to the Butterfly Farm. I thought I would only stay an hour or so, and didn't think I wanted to
listen to the tour guide. I did listen to the guide, which was very interesting, and stayed over two
hours in the heat of the day (12‐2. Was really glad I brought water). I came back two days later (
using my free pass) and finally shot the Blue Morpho opening his wings on the fruit bar! The
Butterflly Farm was definitely a highlight of my trip. I will be sending you a few of my better
photos.

I very much enjoyed my visit to your Butterfly Farm. I was one of the highlights of my cruise this
past January. You have many kinds of butterflies I had never seen in person. My children also
enjoyed seeing and learning about them. Congratulations on your hard work in such a remote area.

Elena

I visited you in St. Martin last week with my husband and we enjoyed very much!

Annalisa

Sandy Dunning

After visiting the Butterfl yFarm in April this year, I returned home to Massachusetts USA and
immediately began plans for a butterfly garden for my elementary school. Our school is a PreK ‐
Grade 4 primary school and we have 500 students. Our first step is to till an area in the front of
our school and then the children will help rid the soil of grass and weeds. The students are also
researching to find what plants will work best in our growing region. Next year we plan to use our
Butterfly Garden as an entry into a year long study of the effects of our environment on insects.
Thank you for your inspiration.

This was a definite hi‐lite of our trip to St. Maarten ‐ Just wonderful, a really amazing time!

Janice

Love it! This year was my second time and will probably go again.

Evelyn

We really enjoyed seeing your facility on St. Thomas. Keep up the good work!

Jonathan & Debbie
Bo

Great website. I love butterflies.

Amy Tucker

Very cool!

David Stackhouse

I can't wait to start my butterfly garden!

Denise Norman

August 18 my wife and I visited the farm. Did you catch the skink? Phil

Trapper Phil

Zulmarie Rivera

Hola!! Soy Zulmarie de Puerto Rico
Me encanto visitarlos, esta bella la granja y lo disfrute mucho tome muchas fotos y me senti en un
mundo de fantasia. Gracias a la Guia ( no recuerdo su nombre solo se q hanal español,
probanlemente de PR) es muy buena y la proxima vez q los visite me gustaria ver q mis mariposas
estan en una granja mas grande y q hayan muuchass mas.. Los Felicito y mucho exito!!

Great information on your web pages

Glenn

The St. Martin Butterfly Farm inspired me to write a book, The Not So Silly Butterfly (Xlibris
Publishers) and add a butterfly lesson to my website (with a link to this one). Come visit at
www.awritetolearn.com and go to science lessons!

Barbara Hollander

We really enjoyed our visit last week.
Best of luck to you!!

Kim Duncan

We visit the Butterfly Farm in St Martin this week and we enjoyed so much this place.
The people who work there are very kind and the place is fabulous.
We have made some good pictures and we have a lot of souvenirs in our head.
Thank you very much.
We can only recommend to go there...
LEMENAGER

Dawn Goad

The butterfly farm was the best thing in St. Thomas!!! I loved all the different kinds of butterflies. I
live in Baltimore and can't wait until summer every year for our butterflies. I also loved the dog in
the gift shop!! It was nice to see other people like myself who love butterflies too. I can't wait
untl next time I come back and visit.
Thanks so much,
Dawn Goad

We visited last year and loved it!

Elizabeth White

Tina West

Hi there,
Our visit 30th and 31st July 08.
We visited both butterfly farms at St. Thomas and St. Martins, we somehow booked St. Martins by
misstate but we didn't mind they were both very informative in different ways and we thoroughly
enjoyed them, my husband is still quoting bits to people he meets.
Well done on all the hard work, keep it up.
Len & Tina West

I had a very enjoyable visit to your butterfly farm. I have been to many butterfly farms but yours is
one of the best.

Stephen Liebman

We loved visiting the farm during our trip to St. Martin

Becky Patrick

I was at your butterfly farm in November from a Royal Caribbean Cruise ship excursion. I
thoroughly enjoyed it! You were great at explaining everything and it was just beautiful. Good
luck and thank you for a wonderful experience.
Julie
Julie Waldbieser

Took some great pics.

Richard Johnson

Enjoyed the visit

Sandra Baldwin

We Just returned from visiting your farm and was checking out the website.

Paul G Palmer

This place is Wonderful and a MUST SEE when in St. Thomas. Steve was our tour guide (Eurodam
12‐3). Absolutely outstanding! I never knew how interesting butterflies were!
Terry in Texas

Loved the convenience. Wished for more landscaping.

Manuel Pablo

Love the site!

Stacy Stewart

hallo butterfly people,great job caring for butterfly.lets do the best we can,i live in aruba and try to
do the best,i work at the butterfly farm aruba,and we sugest the guest to log on to this link so they
could find out more about locaal butterfly,but there are only locaal to the usa,not all over the
world. :?
alexander croes

Great site

Pittsburgh Dave

We visited the Butterfly Farm last Saturday (December 13th, 200 and were simply amazed at the
thoroughness of the displays and the overall "feel" of the establishment.
You consistently show you care and concern for the butterflies with everything within the exhibit.
Dave & Kathy Smith What a lovely place you have...now just get bigger signs so more people can discover you.

I just got back from a Cruise and I visited your Butterfly farm in St. Martin. It was great! Keep up
the great work! I loved it! A+++

Charmaine

Make it bigger with more gorgeous creatures. It really made our Tnaksgiving extra special.

Adriana Saunier

Great tour guide! What I loved the most is that we got to feed the butterflies!!! Took great pictures.

Sylvia

David Squires

Paul, Gary and I thoroughly enjoyed our visit to your Farm in St. Thomas! (Gary was the guy we
pulled around in the wheelchair). We also enjoyed reminiscing about Kjell Sandved ‐ he certainly is
a character, to put it mildly. The lepidopterist at the Smithsonian whose full name I could not
remember was J.F.Gates Clarke. He had been at the Institution since 1954!! The yearbook I'm
looking at described him as a "microlepidopterist". A very fine man and genuinely nice person,
dedicated to his profession. Thanks again for a great visit. Dave.

I just got home from my visit to St. Maarten and the WONDERFUL Butterfly Farm. I had never
seen anything like it. I am so appreciative and thankful for the chance to view such amazing
creatures. Thank you for all your hard work!

Kim

Kim
Richmond, Virginia

Enter me into the contest.

Tim Miller

Enjoyed the tour with Steve...Learned lots...See ya next time wer in port. John

John/Diann Hess

Enjoyed my visit when I was in St. Thomas in September 2008. It was very special to me because
my daughter Danielle, who passed away on August 25,2006 suddenly at the age of 26yrs. old loved
butterflies. I have the exact butterfly tattoo on my leg that she had on her shoulder. She loved
everything butterflies. She said she felt free from her illness whenever she saw a butterfly. Thank
you for making my visit so wonderful. See you again soon, Mrs. Debbie Ngai
Mrs. Debbie Ngai

most amazing part of my trip. i came across the butterfly farm in st.thomas while there on a cruise.
everyone that worked there was so amazing. it made me want to pack my bags and move to the
islands to be part of such a wonderful butterfly farm. thank you for making me and my boyfriend
feel so welcomed at your place. next time in there i will definetly come back by.
molly

good website

minerva joshua

Enjoyed our visit in St. Maarten in October!

Kerri Ross

stormy

I just wanted to say hello...my sister, my mother and I visited your farm in St Maarten just last
week and we had such a wonderful time...the pictures I took there are some of my favorite from
our trip. Good luck to you and once again thank you for the unique and beautiful experience. AND
if you ever come to Alabama...we have a farm as well, only ours is a horse farm....much continued
success.
Stormy McDonald

Great Site

Heather Blume

The butterflies were so pretty! We were glad that we found the farm.

McKeown

Laurie Schulman

Visited the butterfly farm ‐Aruba.

Sandra Harrington

I loved the Butterfly Farm! What a beautiful setting to see and learn about these gorgeous
creatures! Our tour guide was very informative and entertaining, too!

Sandra Parker

I loved the farm. it was very pretty and we had a great time.

Donna

Volker Kuenne Schloss Holte Metro AG
Meine Frau versteht sich wirklich sehr sehr gut mit unserem Nachbarn ! Du weisst schon was ich
meine !! Ich weiss noch nicht was ich jetzt machen soll !
volker.kuenne@metro‐mgb.com
Volker Kuenne

We truly enjoyed our visit to the farm in St Maarten while there on the Carnival Valor. We
appreciate the work you are doing and the information you have provided on this site.

Bob and Marcy
Liepel

Congratulations on such a fascinating and worthwhile project run by such a knoledgeable
enthusiast

Graham Staniforth

wonderful visit and learned alot about butterflys. Thanks,

Chris & Patti Mohr

We had a wonderful visit in January 2008. We will be returning January 2009.

Roy Gentzler

good idea

Greg Rice

Very nice! I enjoyed myself

Lisanne

Best shore excursion of the three we took on our recent cruise.

Dick Hollands

We enjoyed our visit in Aruba. Purchased butterfly bracelet and earrings. Ruth Ann

Ruth Lang

I was totally fascinated!

Adrian

i loved your butterfly farm!!

sue kessling

I WAS THERE THE WEEK OF 9/28/08 AND COULD HAVE SAT THERE FOREVER.....

TOM DIPIETRO

Misty Westfall

barbara ortiz

Your facilities were wonderful. I could have spent the day there if time had permitted.

8* Betty Jean Baity

Totally wicked, dude!

Chase Anderson

This was a fantastic experience. Educational, beautiful, and in ways, profound. :p

Caryl Farkas

Hi guys... I just want to tell you how much I enjoyed my 2nd visit to St. Thomas and the great time I
had at the farm. Everybody was great and will visit again next year. Please say hi to Carmen, Steve,
Mimi, Alisha, Cristal, Sharon, Marc, Erick (sorry keep forgueting your name so I call you Erick), and
specyally Tony and Lory, ( if they can read it in Aruba Hiii Guys)> Well keep the good work and keep
loving the butterflyes... PEACE :p
Jorge Fagundo

Had a great visit but was to short of a time. Very imformative.

Anne Wahlund

We visited your Butterfly farm on the 15th of December, with a tour group from the Island Star,
Island cruises. It was great, your talk was very informative, your hard work and perserverance
really pays off, we wished we could have had a longer visit.
Shelley
Shelley Gascoyne

Really enjoyed our visit, our guide was excellent....

Gail Churinetz

The buttefly's were beautiful and I loved visiting the farm.

Lisa G.

Interesting and admirable mission

Iris Todd‐Lewis

Linda & Lindsey
West

Thanks for giving up your Christmas Day to share your beautiful farm with us. We continue to be in
wonder. Using some of your techniques.....
Thanks as well for doing your part for "Mother Earth".........
Warm Regards.....Linda & Lindsey West
Port St. Lucie, Florida

Very nice!!

Connie Johnston

Hello! I cruised to Grand Cayman the week of Oct 12th. And we did your butterfly excursion. Loved
it! I have been breeding Monarchs since Jan of this year. I talked with the lovely lady who did a
great job of narrating them. So I knew about the monarchs, but would love to know more about
others. What plant they host on. Will definetly do it again. Take Care.
Debbie
Debbie Carr

My wife and I had a great time,its to bad some people don't see the beauty of nature that is all
around them.Thank you

Leo & Lori

I liked to visit Aruba and the butterfly farm. I learned about the butterflies and how to take care of
them in the best way ‐ also back home.

Ann Nyheim

I visited your beautiful farm April 2007. It not only was beautiful but very informative. I have been
to other butterfly farms but yours was the most educational. Thank you.

Melanie Tangelder

The Butterfly Farm in St. Thomas is Cute and beautiful.
10/25/08
VICTOR M.
GONZALEZ

We enjoyed our visit with you last month very much. The Butterfly Farm is all you advertise and
then some. Your personal talks and sharing made it especially interesting. You were a bit diffiicult
to find at first, but everyone around Havensight knew where you were ‐ all one has to do is ask
anyone in that area. Highly recommended!
Larry and Betty Ann

I just visited the farm on Grand Cayman Island and it was awesome. The butterflies were beautiful
and the tour was very informative.
Thank you.
Erin Vandervelde Erin

We visited the the butterfly farm in,St Maarten Great place,learned a lot and am so glad
we took the trip to visit the butterfly farm.
Good luck and keep up the good work
Gene & Faye
Brannon

My husband and I loved the Butterfly farm in the Grand Cayman Islands. The host was so nice to
give us a tour and answer all our questions. I can't wait to go back and see hwat new butterflies
are there to greet us.
Thanks!
Heather Cowardin

Mike and I visited you in early November 2008, during our transatlantic cruise. I only wish we'd
had a little more time to look around, although we thoroughly enjoyed our visit to see these
beautiful creatures, particularly getting the chance to let them rest on our hands. The rum was
good too!
Sue Mayes

Willy proved a knowledgeable and friendly host, keep up the good work on this valuable project.
We are so worried about our planet and its inhabitants (particularly the non‐human variety).
We live in Devon and have a couple of acres of land with many fruit trees, a vegetable patch and a
polytunnel. We are visited by deer, wild boar and a plethora of birds, but sadly lack butterflies. If
you have any tips for which plants attract butterflies, or how to create a welcoming environment,

Beautiful.

Annette Taylor

My husband and I had a wonderful time. We visited in April 2008 and we hope to one day visit
again. We learned so much butterflies.

Rose & Marcellus
Shi

Thank you,
Rose Shields

I visited the farm in Aruba in July it was wonderful. I loved seeing all the beautiful butterflies

G. Athena Oliver

I learned alot about butterflies on my recent visit to St. Marten. Thanks for the info
Beth

beth laramore

I attended the Butterfly Farm in Aruba as part of a shore excursion from Princess Cruises on
December 24th. I found the whole experience very enjoyable. Our guide was very knowledgeable
and I was able to get some great pictures too.

Shelly

Thank you for an extraordinary visit! My boyfriend and I had a wonderful time at the St. Maarten
farm, and we look forward to the day when we can return for another walk through the garden.

Kate Siegle

Lori
Many thanks for finally getting my butterfly earrings to me. I really appreciate your efforts.
Again, Thank you for your kind attention to my request.
Regards
kenneth D Hopkins
Kenneth D Hopkins Btw: HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Thanks for the information and the experience of butterflies everywhere!

Jennifer Patton

My visit was on December 7, 2008. I was a guest on the Emerald Princess. I am the guy that is from
Ucluelet, BC Canada. I shot 1 & half rolls of film and had a good time. I am going try to send a
couple of photo's to you.
Best regards from the frozen North. I wish I was back there.
Norman

Love this site, very helpful with great information, and beautiful products

Virginia1029

Many thanks for a lovely visit that we made to you went we came on The Boudicca

ALAN & JANET
ROLFE

The butterflies were beautiful and our guide was so infomative! We learned so much about these
beautiful creatures and were free to roam the garden as long as we desired.

Judith Miller

I visited St. Maartin butterfly farm, if your ever in St. Maartin you don't want to miss it.

Brett Summers

I enjoyed my visits to the one in Aruba very much.

Edith M. Solomon

We visited the farm last week when we were in St Maartin visiting our son who is in medical
school. We loved it! We are interested in doing a small butterfly house/orchid house here in
Northern California. Any info?

Shirley Charpentier

Lovely butterflies!! This trip was defitinitely worth it.

cindy

I was the first to see your "Great Sign" as I came off the cruise ship. I was delighted with the tour.
My tour guide was very informative. The Butterfly Farm had special meaning to me. My
Grandmother was known as the Butterfly Lady. Thank you for a meaningful experience.
Deborah Melita
Deborah Melita

Visited the farm in St. Maarten. It was very educational. The website is great.

Debbie

Fascinating visit.
I am looking for Milkweed plants here in Puerto Rico and can't find them Any suggestions?
Thanks.

Carol MAcAllister

I enjoyed and learned some interesting facts.

junegrassman

I've had the opportunity to visit a variety of butterfly farms in the U.S. and Central America. The
knowledge displayed by the tour guide and willingness to answer questions made this one of the
most enjoyable locations I have visited.

Verna O\'Brien

Dennis Hoey

Love your website, the butterfly pictures are great! We are planning on raising butterflies this next
year. Thanks for the information you provide. Sandi

Sandi Domerese

Have been comming to Aruba every year since 1988 and thoroughly enjoyed our first vist to the
Butterfly Farm last month (October). Have some great pictures to put up on the wall here at
home. Really enjoyed the tour and personal exploration of the Farm. Will definitely promote
visiting it to our friends. Thanks again for the experience and will come to visit you again next
October. Pris and Rod La Croix
La Croix, Priscilla

Virginia L.
Osterman

Enjoyed visit to garden at Aruba.

Jayne Conzelmann

This yr was the first time I had been to a butterfly farm, I was on a cruise and it was a side trip. The
tour guide was amazing with the knowledge he had. We have one in Victoria, B.C. where I live so I
will definately go and visit it. Thanks again.

Sandy Kirkby

Visited St‐Maarten the 1 nov.
Loved the Butterfly farm . I would go back to actually visit it longer .It's a amazing place

Belz

I enjoyed the Butterfly Farms in both St. Marten and St. Thomas on a racent cruise. I certainly
hope that replenishing butterflies native to each of those islands is 1st priority of the farms. I am
active in Florida in these same concerns.
Charlie Fredrickson
West Palm Beach, FL
Charlie Fredrickson

great site

Alice G

Recently (Jan 2009), I visited The Butterfly Farm in St Thomas. The butterflies are beautiful! If you
want to see some photos, please go to www.flickr.com (Nydia Arroyo)

Nydia

Beautiful and very informative. I would love to see more pics folks have taken on the farms. I
haven't actually been there.

Martha Beahm

Hello.
I really enjoyed the Butterfly Farm in St. Thomas. It was very informative and beautiful and
peaceful. I was there last Monday. Thank you. Lori‐Ann

Lori‐Ann

I have visited various butterfly displays but not a breeding farm before. Yours was by far the most
informative I have experienced. Thanks for a hi‐light of our cruise.
J
John Latter

loved our recent visit via cruise to your place, absultely beautiful and fascinating

Tom Berns

I was at the butterfly farm while vacationing aboard the Carnival Freedom, Dec 08,2008.
I did take a tour of the Butterfly Farm with Chrystal, which I enjoyed, and took the tour twice. I am
looking for a Christmas present for my niece, Do you have any more picture frames available for
delivery to the US States?
Kenneth J Kucinsky

enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm in St Martin, it was very edu‐taining.

John & Wanda
Schmitt

Hi everyone, I just want to say Happy Valentyne's Day and I miss everyone of you in a different kind
of way,like for example I miss Carrmen way of think, Alishia's voice, Mimi's spontaneusnes, Steve's
jokes, Cristal's calm, Mark's happynes, Erick's simplicity and the way Sharon takes care of
everyone. Xoxo to all and hoppe to seeya soon Peace and keep the Butterflys alive!!!
Jorge

Jorge

Beautiful & facinating place. Staff very knowledgeable.

Shirley Chriswick

Thoroughly enjoyed the tour. Had no idea their lifecycle was so complex! Fascinating!

Billie L. Todd

visited 2/5/09; have been to at least 6 other butterfly farms, and THIS WAS THE BEST; the
information given was more than I ever received before. THANKS

Coleen Burch‐Cline

I have traveled to St Marteen and visited the Butterfly Farm and it has changed my aspect on
butterflies.

Kat Williams

We had a visit to your butterfly farm on Jan 20th and realty enjoyed it and the work you are doing
there. And hope that you get the govements to listen.
We now live in Toronto Ont. Canada Was born in Nova Scotia

Bernie & Jo Snyder

fascinating visit ‐ we were shown round by a very knowledgable and delightful young man who had
an obvious love of butterflies.
well worth a visit if you are intrigued by these beautiful insects. Wish we had such colours in the
UK!
visited Jan 2009
Jenny Booth

great tour,informative, would like to have spent more time there marilyn

marilyn kandel

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit and hope to visit again. I visited last week 2/11.

Alan DeCrane

I had a wonderful time at your butterfly farm! We actually were supposed to go on another tour
while we were on our cruise, but changed our minds at the last minute to come there. Were we
glad we did! We got some wonderful pictures. We would like to try to plant a butterfly garden of
our own in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Thanks for your knowledge and hospitality. It was one of the
highlights of our trip!!!
Cheryl Priano

We visited on St Maarten and loved it. It was the highlight of our recent cruise. We wish we could
have spent more time rather than going shopping in Marigot. Keep up the great work!

Cliff and Cheryl Sac

Nice Family Time!!

Lorrie Miller

We brought our granddaughter to the farm in November. It was very informative.
We learned alot. I am going to make a scrapbook page with the pictures we took that day!
Thank you
Debbie Ron and Morgan
Deborah Tolson

We hope we can help increase the butterfly population.

Charles Bringle

I just spent 3 weeks in St. Maartin. Stopped at the Butterfly Farm 3 times. Everytime I went I saw
different and beautiful butterflies. Very well done, organized and explained.
Thanks for a wonderful trip

Debby

My mum and I visited The Butterfly Farm in January when we stopped in St Thomas on our cruise, I
have to say it was wonderful! A real must do if you are going to visit St Thomas. A beautiful place
and very friendly staff! Highly recommended!!!!!

Vanda Wallace

beautiful buttefly farm we enjoyed our visit on jan 2oth

Jo & Bernie Snyder

Visited last week with Princess Cruise. One thing wrong was the visit was too short. By the time
we got our punch, it was too late to go back in the sanctuary.
Great place, great work!
Mary Lou Poremba

My Husband and I visited the Cayman Islands we were on a Carnival curse. When I saw that we
could visit a butterfly farm I couldn't wait to get there. It was an awesome experience. The guide
was very informative but I was more interested in taking pictures. I would highly recommend this
pleasurable enchanted place to anyone.
Lady SunShine

Kelly Gibson

valerie

I visited your farm on feb 3 2009. I couldn't stay longer, but this wasn't your fault. I was on tour
with Liberty of the seas. I loved your farm. You were very informative; I learned a lot, and got a
couple of giggles! Thank you so much for sharing.I have many gardens in my yard, they are my
sanity, and I love all my winged visitors! I'm going to check out your web, so perhaps I will attract
more. Again thank you, Kelly from Long Island, N.Y.
P.S. Won't mind having your job, I throw my scissors, and blow dryer to the wind in a heart beat!

c'est un endroit incroyable, quan on rentre une atmosphere relaxante , par son decor d'arbres , de
petit bassin remplid des gros poissons rouge, quand on s'installe sur un banc, la musique douce ,
les papillons de toute les couleurs ,vous emerveillent, on se sent ailleurs, tres detendu, c'est
vraiment un endroit a aller as st martin, de plus les personnes qui gere cet endroit sont super
sympa , je suis aller a st martin 2fois ,et ds mes sejours je suis aller plusieurs fois a la butterfly farm
, ils sont a l'ecoute et repondent volontiers,en tout cas si ils ont besoin de quelqun de passionne
des papillons , je veut bien y aller et m'occuper de l'entretien de cet endroit unique bravo a vous

I could have stayed in there all day. There is something magical and spiritual about being around
so many butterflies

Kathryn

a great place full of information some fab butterflys worth the visit very friendly staff enjoyed it :

mrs jayne hinchliffe

What a lovely place. We were there the second week of February, 2009 and my wife couldn't get
enough. Came back three times. Thanks for all your hard work!

Steve Spicer

Was surprised by the location of the farm but enjoyed the butterflies.
Thanks

Paula Blessing

Our visit to the Butterfly Farm in feb. of 2009 was a lovely experience for me & my family. The tour
guide was so pleasant & informative. We left there feeling we really learned a lot about the cycle
of butterflies. We live in Florida and see lots of butterflies so it is especially nice to know more
about them.[I]null[/I]
Diane Carlos

Hi ‐ visited farm on Aruba in February. Plan to visit the farm on St. Thomas in April. Can't wait! Our
3 girls loved it!

Susan Pieczonka

We had a wonderful visit together with our 3 grandchildren ‐ the fellow's introductory talk was
most entertaining and very informative, and we were positively enchanted by the sheer numbers
of butterflies and their beauty. Thanks!

Pat Caudwell

Thank you for a magical visit to your farm in Aruba.
I do hope I can come back or visit one of the other farms.
Keep up the great work
Lynn
Lynn Whyte

I visited the farm with my mother Carmen only because she wanted someone to go with her. I am
so happy that I went. This visit was very educational and very pleasurable. To see the butterflies in
their different stages was most incredible. Our tour guide was informative and patient with our
questions. I took the most incredible pictures. I will definitely visit again and will visit other
butterfly farms. :p
Fior Ramirez

Greatb place to see !!!

Louis & Pat Stoltz

We snapped beautiful pictures during our recent visit to the butterfly farm in St. Maarten and
recommended to others on our cruise ship. Your website is great and we can't wait to buy the
larval plants/flowers this spring. The presentation was very informative and wonderful, thanks to
the guide! Thank you!
Deb and Dave

Thanks!

Michelle Benedetto

We have now gone to all farms except St. Marten. We loved them all. Thanks to the BFF's, we are
now a Monarch Waystation (#263 and now rear Monarchs, Black Swallowtails, American Ladies,
Fritillaries among others. Thanks BFF!
Dwayne and
Jennifer

Martine

I visited the Butterfly garden twice during my stay in Aruba ( only the first visit has to be paid,
others are free).
I had the chance to have the explanations in english and also in french afterwards, as Lorenzo, one
of the guides is a french person (canadians who speak french too do appreciate his being around).
The place is interesting for adults as well as for children... everybody can enjoy the visit. I had
visited Butterflies gardens before ‐ in Australia, New Zealand‐ but never had the chance to get all
thos good explanations I got this time... makes you feel more "clever" when you leave this place
Congratulations to all the team, and thank you for the nice fresh water which is offered in the hall
of the place... allways wellcome on the island!
Martine D.
Truly enjoyed our visit to the St. Martin facility in early February.

Don Norris

I'm looking forward to visiting the butterflies when I come to St. Maarten

Kareem Smith

Thank you for saving the butterflies!

Tracy L. Opsahl

My wife and I were there on our honeymoon in Sept . 2001 every morning after breakfast. We'll
never forget it. The peaceful serenity of the place will be forever in our hearts. Despite the events
that transpired in the US on 9/11, it was that place that calmed us. thanks

Charles Taylor

we spent a very informative and facinating time at the butterfly farm in St Martin ‐ 270209.
Thank you to our guide Kim

Julie & Glen Hunter

enjoyed my visit, learned alot.

Margie Johns

hola!

ryan, tara and
reece

Visited the butterfly farm on 24th Feb with group from Island Star. Most impressed by the number
and diversity of butterflies to be seen. We also had our first sighting of humming birds in flight.
The educational and humerus talk was also enjoyed by the group. A most memorable visit.

Jean Gable

Very informative lecture. The butterflys were truly beautiful, although hard to photograph!
We visited the farm in Aruba. Perhaps, one day, we'll get the chance to visit one of your other
farms!
Rodney & Lola
Chapma

Enjoyed the butterfly farm on St. Martin on Mar. 11, 2009. Magnificant colors and textures. Great
for close photography.

Gary & Gill Krueger

visited whilst on cruise xmas 08. One of the highlights of the holiday. Willie fabulously entertaining
as well as informative!

lynn and john

I am a butterfly lover, so display more butterfly pictures and update me whenever there's a new
change in this site....

Lea \"GHING\"
Dizon

I love it......it is very nice...

Super

Carol Franklin

Hi Willy,
My husband and I had a great time visiting the Farm. We look forward to starting our own Butterfly
Garden. We'll keep you posted on our progress!

Annie

All the best,
Annie

:roll
Enjoyed the visit.

Pat Griffith

We visited the Butterfly Farm in St. Thomas on our last cruise. We found it very interesting and
very informative with the fellow that explained everything to us. We learned things we did not
know about butterflies. Will not hesitate to visit another Butterfly Farm again.
Walter & Donna
Scott

We really enjoyed our visit. The butterflies themselves were gorgeous and the setting was lovely
...at least to us "northerners" from Canada. The guides were well informed and interesting and no
one in the gift shop was pushy.
Great!
Gladys Hamilton

very informative guide, beautiful butterflies, beautiful setting, unfortunately as part of a trip from
the cruise ship we did not have enough time, I'd like to be able to spend a few hours there.....
maybe next time xxx

Barbara Laugharne

What a wonderful experience our visit to the butterfly farm was when we visited with a group
from the Island Star. There were so many different types of butterflies to be seen and
photographed ‐ and the amusing and eduacational talk was much enjoyed too.

jean gable

good

lionel

I think it went a little fast.. 10 minuts in and the the refreshment and then back to the bus... I
would have liked the guidt to have been more inside the farm with us.. there was so much more
we would have liket to learn more about!
Kind regards The Kristensen family, Denmark
(Freedom of the seas)
Trine Kristensen

AutoCAD 2008 software

PaulSmith

I visited your web site and loved it,one problem though,your link on usa butterfly gardens in
massachusetts doesnt work,can someone fix it,i have family in ma,they might want to vist,I have
sent them your url,sherry

Sherry

Shah

Zahid

We visited last October while on a cruise. Your lady who gave us the tour was very knowledgeable
and we thank you for have such a wonderful place to visit and learn about butterflies.

Joe & Judy Hill

I was at the butterfly farm last week in St martine Was a very nce tour Thank you Now I want to
plant things that will bring the butterfly in to the yard .the cirties does a pretty good jobwhen it is
in bloom whitch is now

NANCY kINCAID

Had a wonderful time learning about these beautiful creatures..Thank you and we look forward to
starting our own butterfly garden as soon as NY weather starts cooperating.

Joanne/ArtiePosillic

We visited the Butterfly Farm on St. Maarten and absolutely loved it. We will return in the fall and
enjoy the butterfly farm again. Thanks for a great experience.

Michelle Lake

I loved the butterfly farm. I really liked the blue butterfly!

Kylie Ash

I a great time in this little paradise..Its like a magical world all by itself ..Love y'all

Hema Balkaran

Thanks for letting us play with the butterflies. I really enjoyed the day but wish we had more time
with our tour, and the butterflies.

Wendy Harlton

I enjoyed my visit very much, especially the talks given by the guide.

Patti Bass

I loved my visit to the buuterfly farm, my husband and I were in Aruba for 7 days and visited the
farm 3 times. I found it beautiful, peaceful and very educational. We plan on getting a host plant
and encouraging the growth of butterflies in our area

Karen Adamski

we learned alot when we were there this feb.we are going to do some butterfly gardening up here
in ohio this spring.thanks.

rod and judy byers

The Butterfly Farm is a must see!

Jennifer Farrell

Enjoyed my visit to the farm in Aruba. I learned a great deal!

Linda Montgomery

One of the true "must visit" places on St. Maarten's

Chris Bauer & Kathy

My wife and I have been visiting St. Martin for the past three Christmas/New Year seasons, but
only this past year (200 did we visit your "Farm". What a mistake! It inspired me to put the photos
I took on a new web site.
www.weisslightwriting.com
Glenn Bilek
Please take a look and let me know what you think (the site is still a work in progress). Hope to see
you in December.
Best regards,

The guide was great. She took time to let the children see everything. Many beautiful butterflies fly
around. I would love to visit again someday.

Kimberly

The Aruba Butterfly Farm was wonderful; the butterflies colors were gorgeous! Bring your camera
for the abundant photo opportunities!

Debra Scala

This was my 2nd visit & it was an amazing experience.

Arline

Each year I come to Aruba for 2 weeks. My favorite place in Aruba is your Butterfly Farm. The
employees are all wonderful & this year I had the opportunity to meet the owner as well!
Each day I visit, I learn something new
JP Babineau

God willing, I will see you all next year!

a very delightful introduction to St Marten ‐ my visit was most informative ‐ can't wait fo the
opportunity to visit again

denise venzor

Our guide that told us about the butterflies was a great young girl!!

carolyn hankins

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba while cruising on the Coral Princess last week. Found it a
place to chill and enjoy the beautiful butterflies. The staff is very knowledgeable and answered all
of our questions!
Chuck & Jo‐Ann
Venab

Regards,
Chuck & Jo‐Ann Venable

I enjoyed the butterfly farm very much! It was interesting, and we learned a lot! We would like to
visit it again!

Sherri and Jim
Mertz

The Butterfly Farm visit was a highlight of the cruise for me! The host was delightful and the
butterflies were enchanting. I am checking out your website so that I can add the right host
plants to my garden on which butterflies may lay their eggs. Thanks for a wonderful experience.

Sherri Hudson

My daughter especially enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm. I found it to be very educational and
informative.
Thank you!
Carla Luigs

still lukin forthe plants that attract butterflies

kavanagh

thanks so much for the butterfly farm.

jesse and sue allen

Visited St. Martin Butterfly Farm on 5/18/09 (my birthday) and it was beautiful!!

Jen Steurer

Very beautiful!!!! Amazing!!!!

Janessa & Scott
Eckm

I have the best pictures from my trip and I tell everyone about it. Will plant plants this year!

Heather Schuh

visited the butterfly farm in Aruba, took the tour and had a great time ‐ took nice pictures. I
returned the next day early to see the butterflies come out and dry their wings. Great experience.
will definately return.

carolyn

The farm is wonderful. I really enjoyed my visit and the cynical wit of your presenter.

Alan Bender

I was there recenly when my ship ‐Adventure of the seas‐ docke. What you lack in size you make
up in enthusiasm... your guide obviously enjoys his work... and the butterflies. I bought both types
of Milkweed seeds and have already planted them... hope to see them come through soon.
Thank you for sharing and for the work you do.
Henry Cobb Gorbea

Very nice garden but small. Guide seemed very knowledgeable. I've seen larger ones here in the
states.

Donald Perusse

sue kessling

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba and loved it!! The butterflies were beautiful. Can't wait to
visit again.

Gretchen

I recently visited the butterfly farm in St. Martin and it was wonderful. I was happy to see so many
of the butterflies that are disappearing from California.

nancy douglass

We had a great visit!

Eileen Salmon

loved the experience. It was on of the cruise highlights.

jeri gragg

I really loved walking round the Butterfly Farm and felt it was one of the highlights of my Caribbean
cruise and have already recommended a visit to other people.

Angela Money

We had such a wonderful time at the butterfly farm last week on our cruise! Thank you for such a
great place to visit!

The Nolph\'s

Great Farm, I come back every year(8 years).

John Williams

I visited the Butterfly farm last Christmas, very beautiful!!

Laura

This was part of our honeymoon and it was wonderful!

sally stancliffe

We had a great time there despite the rain on Thursdays, 4/23/09. St. Maarten is just beautiful!

Carrie Harding

My husband and I really enjoyed the butterfly farm. Our guide was very knowledgeable which
helped us learned more about the butterfly. Thank you!

Felicia

Visited 5/13/09. Was on tour from Disney Magic ship.

Thomas Keffer

Had a great time at your place there in St Martin.Would like info on starting out attracting
butterflies in cejavascript:gb_smilie('')ntral florida .

tim mooney

I enjoyed your butterfly farm so much. On my first visit I learned so much from your employees.
My second visit let me see the huge moths that had just opened! It was a thrill I 'll never forget.
THANK YOUU.
Charlotte Seth
Charlotte B. Seth

Went on a tour of the farm through a shore excursion when I went on a cruise. The tour guide was
great and very knowledgeable about butterflies.

Julie Coleman

april

Peter ‐ Loved our visit a few weeks ago. Got some great pictures, and enjoyed your talk immensely.
The 45 minutes was just not enough time. Let Celebrity Cruises know how much we enjoyed our
visit.
Vincent & Carol
Deib

Hi! We are from Windsor, Ontario, Canada. We visited your website and thought it was very cool!
We will be emailing Erin Gray to tell her about us and to learn more abut the butterflies!
Thanks!
Mrs. Fairley's Class
Mrs. Fairley\'s Grad

Marcelo

Hello, im Marcelo from Buenos Aires, Argentina and visited the butterfly farm from grand cayman
and made a grat experiece. The place was amazing and the english young guide tour, was very
clear on her explanations and very funny.
I talked on the cruiceboat abut this place, its a very nice place to see.
i´ll hope come to this place agin.
regards
MG

Thankyou for a wonderful day at The Butterfly Farm!

Christine Lane

Late April visited St Marten's Butterfly Farm
Awsome!!! I loved it and thanks for your card so I could look up what flowers for my yard this
spring to attract more. Thanks again for the most imformative visit. Keep up the good work you
all do!!!
Elizabeth Burns‐
Koiv

The kids loved it!! A great educational experience!! Worth pulling ourselves off the beach for. ‐ The
Festa fanily from NJ, USA.

The Festa Family

We enjoyed the farm and the tour. Thanks.

Mike ans Jeri Lou
Ma

Thoroughly enjoyed our visit last month (Celebrity cruise tour)!

Rita Raponi

Recently visited the Butterfly Farm as part of an organised visit from Explorer of the Seas and
thoroughly enjoyed it.

Charles Gilbert

Just visited the one a aurba, had a great time, wonderful tram ride.
thanks for being there.

Phil

Just visited the one a aurba, had a great time, wonderful tram ride.
thanks for being there.

Phil

I have been to the farm and I had a very good time with my kids we really enjoy ourselves.Hope to
visit again

Brenda

very interesting

Janet McLellan

We visited your butterfly farm in Aruba today and had an outstanding young female tour guide.
We will be visiting your web site frequently.

Zeno & Diana Pfau

We really enjoyed our visit.

Glyn Leach

I visited the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin last week and I really enjoyed it. Here is a link to some
pictures I took of the butterflies.
http://www.pbase.com/jimbenet/butterfly

Jim Benet

We very much enjoyed our visit to the Farm in March 2009. Would recommend it to our friends.
GREAT JOB. Keep up the great work!
Sincerely,
Keith & Joyce
Courno

Keith & Joyce

excellant time

kathleen
schoenbeck

The explanation was great, made beautiful pictures, keep going this way.

Janwillem Tak

awesome

Debbie Cranmer

Love the butterfly farm on Aruba. Marlon gave us a great tour and the butterflies were beautiful.

Lisa Matthews

We visited this last March and had an enjoyable informative time at the farm.
Thank you

Carole Chitty

My wife and I have just returned from Aruba today (22nd May 2009) and called in to visit your
Butterfly Farm during our holiday stay. We found it very informative and thoroughly enjoyable.

John Brailsford

I visited your farm in February and was very impressed. Your tour was very educational and the
butterfllies were plentiful and beautiful. I will be back.
Maggie

Maggie Miller

I was particularly impressed with the gentleman at your Aruba farm during our March cruise, who
quite rightly pointed out the significant problems inherent in the Genetic Engineering of crops,
including those that butterflies, and ultimately we ‐ depend on.
Good stuff!
P.Bergerson

Ellie Witwer

Hey guys! Your place is fantastic.Now I am a total supporter of what you do! I was just looking
threw my vacation pics and was amazed at how wonderful my shots of your beautiful butterflies
are. I have a degree in photography and am amazed that the rare and beautiful butterfly pics need
no attention other than to be looked at. Thank you so much for all you work and I plan on posting
some fun pics of your hardwork soon. Happy Earth Day and thank you again for a once in a lifetime
day. Ellie Witwer

What a wonderful tour. I learned so much. It is a beautiful place. Will be trying to attract butterflies
here in S.Florida with seeds I brought home.

Nan Gebhart

We visited with you on May 6th,and had a wonderful time. There part I could see or get to, as you
are not very handicapped friendly/
But, it is a lovely place just the same
Kim & Bill

Saving and learning more about Butterflies.
Is very cool !!
Lets all do what we can to save them. I recently visited the Aruba location.
WOW !!!
Bruce Locke

Saving and learning more about Butterflies.
Is very cool !!
Lets all do what we can to save them. I recently visited the Aruba location.
WOW !!!
Bruce Locke

we visited the farm at grand cayman, thought it was lovelly, not enough time to take everything in(
we where on a trip from a cruise ship). just found your card in my camera case, hence the late
message. would definately visit the butterfly farm again the next time we are in the vicinity. many
thanks. 85
michael hutley

What a beautiful place.... I visited the Butterfly Farm on April 15,2009 and it was beautiful. We
were on a cruise to St. Maarten and decided to go and I am so glad we did. I have made another
memory. Thank You So Much....

Sharon Burgess

Thank you so much, was a great experience and Crystal gave an excellent tour, very informative!!!
Well worth the visit and I would love to come back again!
Christie, England
christie Bristow‐Dia

Your farm was magical. I had a wonderful time there, and learned a lot. 2 tree nymphs followed me
around the whole time, and often rested on my hands and my legs. Visiting your farm was one of
the most exciting parts of my honeymoon! Thank you!

Samantha Cooper

It was beautifull and good explanesion in Dutch. Very pleased to see that this is on Aruba. I live
here now for more than 3 years and my mom was on Holiday and wanted to go to the farm, we
joined every minute of it
Thnks keep on the good work
Rudolf van Tol

Rgds Rudolf van Tol/ Mevr Niekus

We recently visited the farm in St Maarten and thoroughly enjoyed it. The tour guide was very
knowledgible. I learned so much, that I plan on creating my own butterfly garden in my yard.
Thank you
Tina Russo

I plant Zinnia's for the butterflys. I'd like to try other flowers too.

F Brady

We visited The Butterfly Farm in St. Thomas recently. We really enjoyed it. We are now going to
try to plant some flowers so we have our own butterflies.

Terry & Lisa Counts

richard & june singl

VERY INFORMATIVE

KIM OUELLETTE

We had a wonderful visit last week on your St Marteen's Day celebration. May i suggest you add
some info about the birds drawn to your plants and feeders. I was the one who asked abouth what
tyoe of hummingbirds visited . I saw 2 different species. not sure what they were. Pretty sure they
were the ones your assistant named. Thanks again, Lee
Lee Ellsworth

javascript:gb_smilie i wonted you to know im so fond of butterflys i collect them my self i enjoyed
your web page and i will be visiting again

vanette
vanette Hines

enjoy the farm at st marteen

Phyllis Hurley

Very beautiful garden. My wife and I enjoyed our experience there ‐ me not really wanting to go
but... I did enjoy it after being on the tour and hearing the guide talk about the different types of
butterflies and how they reproduce, etc.

Dave Himbert

i just love all butterflies. your pics are beautiful. im 61 yrs old and never thought of raising
butterflies. but you have inspired me to give it a try.thank you

pamela lopez

My husband and I thoroughly enjoyed our trip to the farm in Aruba at the end of October '09. We
left with an even stronger appreciation of these small wonders. After visiting the website and
reading how endangered some have become we will now gear our small urban garden in the U.S.
more towards plants that will sustain them on their long journeys.
Thank you!
Betty P.

Beautiful, enchanting, a qiuet lush oasis in the otherwise arid landscape of Aruba.
Not to be missed.

David & Lynette
Tarr

Judy Clayton

:grin
Our group of 6 found The Butterfly Farm while searching for Loterie Farm/Zipline and we're so
glad. This place is smaller than Niagara Falls Butterfly Arbor and the University of Florida Arbor but
it had all the necessary ingredients to make it great. Tito demonstrated accurate skills in handling
and great knowledge. The visiting schoolchildren were so sweet and the whole staff was nice. We
loved finding this in the paradise of St. Martin. Thanks.

A pleasent informative, yet relaxing visit.
we were glad we came.

Ron and Mary Latin

Hi i love to see butterflies

Lani

nice tour

Mike Gabello

Awesome and beautiful...

Alisa Guffey

I have babies on my curly parsley for first time‐I have read how to put them in container and feed,
however, I brought in whole plant pot. Is this ok?? They seem to be doing fine‐but what do I do
when they eat all the leaves?? I have not been able to find anymore curly parsley in the store and
out of all the hosy plants I put in pots this year the parsley was the only one they went to.
Sandra Smith

Visited Butterfly Farm in St. Martin in June 2009.
Remarkable experience!

George Kotova

I visited the butterfly farm in Aruba. The man who gave the information was very interesting and
informative.

Mary

Visited your farm as a excursion from a Princess Cruise, in March 2009. I just wanted to let you
know it was a wonderful experience and I personally appreciate all the work that you are doing in
educating the public.

Sandy Faulconer

Thank you again
Sandy

We really enjoyed our tour and learned much we didn't know about the butterfly life cycle. Our
boys really wanted to help you with your lizard problem and next time we come for a visit, we will
bring better lizard‐catching utensils!!! Thanks again, from
Isabel, Vinny, Lex, Remy and Brynne.
Isabel Hetram

Had a wonderful time visiting your butterfly farm on St Martin last week during our cruise. We
have lots of Butterflies on our Buddleia bush in our garden but will now do our best to 'grow' some
butterflies as well!
Thanks to Will for the entertaining talk!!
Julie Oldale

We visited you twice this week. The farm is absolutely fabulous. Thanks so much.
Jason and Priscilla Young

Jason Young

I enjoyed the time at the butterfly farm and learned a lot

Jacqueline R

My husband and I just got back from our cruise, where we visited the Butterfly Farm on St Maartin.
We were very impressed with the work being done and the information that we gained. Thank you
for all your hard work towards keeping these beautiful creatures alive in our world.
Colette & Dennis Molumby
Colette L Molumby

A very interesting and enjoyable visit ‐ I never knew there were so many species of butterflies.
The lady who showed us around was very knowledgeable and obviously enjoyed her work.

Molly Beever

What an experience of life this was, beautyfull tour, very interesting

Afke

Thanks so much for your dedication towards education and nature! It is so inspiring to hear
someone speak so passionately about a speices that we share this planet with! My children were
touched and we are grateful that they had the experience to see others who care so much.
Diana Lankler
diana lankler

This was a very educating experience. Never knew so much about butterflies and they are just
beautiful to watch. Our guide was awesome especially after the tour when we sat on the bench
talking about dogs. What a wonderful soul he is. Thank you.

Birgit

I visited the butterfly garden in St. Maarten.
I really enjoyed it.

Mrs. Mildred Roper

It was a rainy day and the butterflies hid, but not until after we had a wonderful presentation. The
punch served was delicious, and we had a wonderful time!

Cathy & Bill Murray

Came and visted your farm last week and loved the place. Learned alot and order some milkweed
seeds to help out the monarch butterfly. Thanks again.

Bill Moffat

thoroughly enjoyed our visit in April

Pauline BUCK

we had a very enjoyable visit in April.Look forward to returning another day.

Pauline and Brian

WE VISITED ARUBA LAST APRIL..AND WE HAD A WHOLE NEW EXPERIENCE LEARNING SO MUCH
ABOUT BUTTERFLIES...WE LOVE IT !!THE GUIDE WAS AWESOME WE DID LEARND A LOT !!
MY KIDS COMPLETLY IN LOVE WITH THE FARM...WE CAN'T WAIT TO COME BACK NEXT YEAR !!
WE LOVE ARUBA !!!
DOEI , MARY.
MARY MC CARTHY

We enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm. Our tour guide who was a young man (sorry I don't
recall his name) was very delightful! Please advertise your location and directions to the farm, we
are repeat visitors to the island and had no idea there was a Butterfly Farm.

Cathy

WOOWWWW the butterfly is a nice farm.... beautiful butterfly's I loved it!!!!!

Genevie

Love it love lots

Lori

Had a great time there. Came back to florida & started my own butterfly garden with monarch's
,sulphurs , & swallowtails

tim mooney

We really liked the many varieties of butterflies and moths. The best was the really huge moth
that just emerged from the cocoon.

Linda Svazas

Really enjoyed the farm. It was a nice break from the heat and very relaxing setting.

Leigh Theofanous

We were amazed at the beauty, loved the visit

C atherine
Theobald

We enjoyed your garden last week.
Wish we had more time. There was a lot to see and just not enough time.

Anthony Anderson

went with my daughter in Aruba and it was awesome!

Angela Connolly

thank you for the beautiful gardens

Jeanene

Our visit to the farm in St. Martin this past week was fabulous! Informative and absolutely
beautiful. Will definitely stop back again whenever we visit the island.

Eric Parker

Mary Elesa Miner

ENJOYED YOUR PLACE VERY MUCH THANK YOU

JANET BENNETT

We have been visiting the farm in Aruba every year and this year we will be back in 2 weeks.
Looking forward to that

grethe

My family and I visited the Buuterfly farm on St Marteen as part of an excursion from the Disney
cruise ship. Very enjoyable visit ‐ my daughter particularly liked handling a large hairy caterpillar.

Kevin Neale

My family and I had a wonderful time at the Butterfly Farm in St. Maarten. It was like a butterfly
sanctuary =) I can't wait to breed butterflies in New Jersey.

Lauren Bambara

Yes, I was fortunate enough to get to go to the Butterfly Farm. It is absolutely breath‐taking! I
promise when you (have to) leave you'll want to plant Butterfly bushes when you get home! I
would go again and again and again......................

Paula Akins

Loved it!

Michalann Archey

The wife and I enjoyed our visit to the farm this past January.

Bobby

I loved it I would go back for sure

Nicolas Bravo

Very interesting. Easy walk from ship's dock.

J. Combs

My husband, another couple and I visited both farms: St. Martin & Aruba. Georgeous, learned a lot
from each. The guide at Aruba was exceptional in his knowledge of butterflies.

Susan Nichols

We went to the Aruba butterfly farm. At first I didn't think that a facility as small as the one in
Aruba would be much to see, but I was very wrong. The guide was very informative, and we
learned a lot. I have been to the island every year for 7 years, and this is the first time we went to
the farm, and wish I hadn't waited so long.
Paul Kramar

I am now in the process of figuring out how to make my own "Butterfly Farm" at my house. One
option is to enclose an area of one end my patio, and use the sliding door to the house as entrance
to the "farm"! The area would be about 12' by about 15'.
Thank you for starting the interest in butterflys in me..........

We recently visited The Butterfly Farm in St. Martin and had a fabulous time. Our tour guide
Fernando was charming and filled with lots of information. We loved being surrounded by nature's
wonder and having the opportunity to witness the life cycle. Keep doing what you're doing!

Nicole and Jean Vict

Very interesting and enjoyable visit

Stephen

This is my 2nd visit to the butterfly farm. I had a great time, the folliage, flowers, the fish pond was
very nice. The butterflies were so beautiful. It was a great way to spend the afternoon. Don't miss
this on your trip.

Erica

Awesome place! Lots of butterflies fluttering about at 9 AM.

Irina Richardson

Was a good visit especially for our young grandson

Tom & Ritva
Bowman &

looking forward to the newsletter

david b stroede

We all really enjoyed our visit to the farm in Aruba. The guide was extremely informative. I
learned more about Aruba from him than I did anywhere else. Thanks so much for the wonderful
experience.
Lorraine
Zimmerman

Loved the Butterfly farm, was just there on July 21st, 2009. It was great seeing all the different
butterflies in one place.

Keith Thorman

VISITED THE ST. MARTIN FARM AS PART OF A CRUISE SHIP TOUR. GRAND EXPERIENCE. TOOK
MANY PHOTOS AND VIDEO. STAFF VERY HELPFUL AND PROFESSIONAL. ENJOYED THE LECTURE. IF
WE COME BY ST.MARTIN AGAIN, THE FARM WILL BE ON OUR ITINERARY. A MUST SEE FOR ALL,
ESPECIALLY CHILDREN.
JOE AND JANET
BILBAO

I love this site!

Alex

willy, i sent you an email, but if you dont get it, we enjoyed our visit in aug 2008!
keep up the good work!!!

Rob & Jodi

My family and I visited The Buttefly Farm in St. Thomas July 28, 2009, and we had an amazing
experience. I have loved butterflies all my life & hope to one day have a butterfly garden of my
own. When I found out about this place, it was the thing I was most looking forward to of all the
events planned on our 9 day Caribbean cruise. It more than lived up to my expectations. Krystal
Lake was our tour guide and she was so knowledgable and friendly! We were so fortunate to be
Carleigh Cappetta the only group in there the morning we went, and we had Krystal's undivided attention. We
could've stayed all day asking questions.
You guys have an amazing & beautiful place! Keep up the good work! I will definately be telling
everyone I know, if you're ever in St. Maarten or St. Thomas go visit the Butterfly farm! :o)
Love it every time I'm there

John Baltich

Visited the farm in Aruba...Loved it!

Todd Bond

Dave Frame

I visited the butterfly Farm last week. I found it very interesting. I had a great time, I learned a lot
and the staff was amazing.
Thank You!
Cristina Dos Santos

My daughter and I had a wonderful time at the St. Martin butterfly farm.

harold furr

We loved the garden and then English chap was a funny guy yet enlightening who gave us the tour
and situation about the Monarch Butterfly. We will definietly be back and hope to plant some
milkweed in our backyard soon.
Christopher
Wilkinso

My wife, my grab=ndson and myself were very impressed by the farm in St. Martin,
we highly recommend it for one of your stops in St. Matrtin.
Phillip Czuk
Kalamazoo Michigan USA
Phillip Czuk

My Kids Love Butterflies

Joe Bober

On Monday October 26, 2009 my mom, grandma, and I visited The Butterfly Farm in Aruba. We all
enjoyed ourselves very much. Our tour guide was Marco Jacobs and he was great! On Wednesday
my mom and I went back to the Butterfly farm. After my mom left I stayed a little longer Marco
showed me a trick to get a butterfly to land on me. By rubbing your finger in a banana.
Stephanie Durinda

Enjoyed your farm very much ‐ my first time to visit St. Maarten

Martha Petrisky

It was so amazing and the staff was very nice and answered all my questions. My husband I visited
the farm in Aruba and we ended up going back a few times.

Heather

I visited many years ago but it worthed it. Kds wll love it.

Milton Faro

thank you had an awesome time at the butterfly farm...My Wife loved it...visited oct 19, 2009.will
be back to see ya

tom morton

we came on the disney cruise oct 2009 it was really interesting to learn about the different
butterflies, and Beverley was a real good explainer, we went to the one in st martin

melissa saia

We loved the Butterfly Farm! Our tour guide was AWESOME and it was a really great experience!

Becca

had a graet time there

tim mooney

I like this site

Gov

Thank you for allowing us to visit! Our children learned so much. Our 7 year old son is so excited
to take what he learned back to school and share with his classmates‐‐ especially about butterfly
DNA stew! What a day! You all were great hosts.

The Bishop Family

Nice site We will stop there on our tour
TOM

Tom Pratt

We had a lot of fun in late Sept. when the Disney Magic was in St. Thomas. All of our legs got bites
all over them from something there at the Butterfly Farm.

Jim, Pam & Chad
Bjor

Had a great time when I visited in October 2008! I have great pictures and wanted to sign the
guestbook since returning to the states, but lost the business card and found it today!!! Great
educational information.
Continue to do what you do! God Bless.
Angelina King

Roy DeBoer

Visited the farm in Aruba last week, and it was outstanding. ...we went twice.
I am a Landscape Architect, and hope to be able to include aspects of butterfly habitat in coming
projects this year.
Would be interested in finding out about purchasing bulk amounts of wildflower and host plant
seeds if possible.
Thank you.

was nice, wish we were given more time to look around

Christine Andro

Thoroughly enjoyed visiting the farm in Aruba. Fantastic instructor...wish we had had more time.
Maybe next cruise?!

Sharon and Danny
Tot

Three weeks ago i visited with my sister and friends the butterfly farm in St. Maarten and we loved
it.
You have the opportunity to interact with the beautiful butterflies and learn everything about
them.
Loraine Peña

But the most important thing of all is that you learn how to create the right garden for then to
raise.
Thanks !!!!
A friend from the Dominican Republic.
I absolutely loved the butterfly farm.. For one, I loved to take pictures, and that was a great place
to do it.... So many colors, sizes, ect.....I believe I took 3 rolls of film, plus what I took on my digit
camera... Wow that's alot of pictures.. Still waiting to get those 3 rolls developed... If anything
good, I will send them...Hope to visit Aruba again, and for sure will come back and visit the
butterflys again...

Rtia

im interested in butterfly farming, where do i start, what is the requirement

romeo ciriaco

I had an excellent time! and would recommend it anyone and everyone.

Hope

Wow. This site is great~

Kimberly Balderas

Helen Bentley

wkkwpkxpxxxk

I spent an amazing morning with Tito,the Butterflies and my sister.
I can't wait for my next visit to St.Maarten so I can come again. I am also recommending the farm
to the Vacation Village Voyages time share I have. I'm sure they will enjoy your place as much as
we did.
Thank You,
Helen Bentley

òðåáîâàíèå îá óïëàòå òàìîæåííûõ ïëàòåæåé Òàìîæíÿ ïðèâëåêëà êîìïàíèþ ê àäìèíèñòðàòèâíîé
îòâåòñòâåííîñòè çà íåäîñòàâêó òîâàðîâ, ïåðåâîçèìûõ â ñîîòâåòñòâèè ñ âíóòðåííèì òàìîæåííûì òðàíçèòîì,
â ìåñòî äîñòàâêè. Îòñòîÿòü ñâîþ ïðàâîòó ôèðìå óäàëîñü òîëüêî â ñóäàõ ïåðâîé è àïåëëÿöèîííîé
èíñòàíöèè. Ïåðåâîç÷èê îñóùåñòâëÿë äîñòàâêó àâòîìîáèëüíûì òðàíñïîðòîì òîâàðà. Â õîäå ìåðîïðèÿòèé
òàìîæåííîãî êîíòðîëÿ âûÿâëåíà íåäîñòàâêà òîâàðà â òàìîæåííûé îðãàí íàçíà÷åíèÿ, ÷òî è ïîñëóæèëî
îñíîâàíèåì äëÿ ïðèâëå÷åíèÿ çàÿâèòåëÿ ê àäìèíèñòðàòèâíîé îòâåòñòâåííîñòè, ïðåäóñìîòðåííîé ÷àñòüþ 1
ñòàòüè 16.9 ÊîÀÏ ÐÔ. Íà ïåðåâîç÷èêà íàëîæåí àäìèíèñòðàòèâíûé øòðàô â ðàçìåðå 300 òûñÿ÷ ðóá.
Ñóäû ïåðâîé è àïåëëÿöèîííîé èíñòàíöèè ïîñ÷èòàëè, ÷òî òàìîæíÿ íå äîêàçàëà ôàêòè÷åñêèå
îáñòîÿòåëüñòâà, ïîñëóæèâøèå îñíîâàíèåì äëÿ âûíåñåíèÿ îñïàðèâàåìîãî ïîñòàíîâëåíèÿ. Îäíàêî
êàññàöèîííûé ñóä ïîñòàíîâèë, ÷òî ñóäû îáåèõ èíñòàíöèé íåïðàâèëüíî ïðèìåíèëè íîðìû ïðîöåññóàëüíîãî
ïðàâà, à èçëîæåííûå â îáæàëóåìûõ ñóäåáíûõ àêòàõ âûâîäû íå ñîîòâåòñòâóþò ôàêòè÷åñêèì
Ê
We loved visiting the Butterfly Farm, learned a lot, and found it a peaceful refuge. Everyone was so
nice!

Emily Mintz

We went as part of the Adventure of the Seas tour two weeks ago and I would like to know which
trees i can plant in Ponce, Playa area in Puerto Rico to help the butterflies reproduce.

luis a diaz jimenez

I like butterflys and dont forget thaT

olivia

We enjoyed our visit very much, the photos we took were spectacular in color and will always be a
reminder of our visit to the island. Thankyou so much.
Diane & Terry
Diane & Terry
Fitzge

My friends and I was truly after with our visit. The place is excelent!!!!!

Fatima Kharimna
Pena

I wish that I hadn't forgotten to buy the butterfly magnet with the bible verse on it. Something
about God making everything beautiful in it's time! Hope I can somehow buy it on‐line!!
Thanks to Willie (younger). Terri was right, it was a great time!

Leona Peterson

My wife and I visited the butterfly farm a few weeks ago while we were on a cruise and we loved
it! The butterflys and moths were so beautiful and the tour was very educational. A must see when
your in St Maarten!

Dave Crites

I visited The Butterfly Farm in Aruba . I really enjoyed myself !! ‐‐‐‐‐‐ excellent and unique !!

Richard Giddes

we loved the farm in st thomas

Debbie

We enjoyed your presentation at the butterfly farm.

LuAnn Prudhom

Helen & William
Stri

Had a wonderful tour of the farm last week from the Emerald Princess Ship.
Loved every minute of it.
We were the ones on the wrong bus !!!
Thanks a lot
Helen

Bit crowded when I visited as I was on a cruise ship excursion ‐ enjoyed the talk and the butterflies.

Janet Andreasen

i like the butterfly farm

carolun duncan

had fun,thxs kml

kathy lawler

love the colors

Rosanne Morrison

I had a wonderful time photographing all the different butterflies. I only wish it were a larger
facility with even more butterflies! javascript:gb_smilie(':p')

Michelle Oliver

We really enjoyed a very informative & interesting visit. Keep up the good work.

Craig & Sue Walker

:p

fred lawrence

Had a great time, wish we had come in the morning for more activity. You have a wonderful job
there, wish I could come and do that.

Diane Lingenfelter

We visited your farm on the 8th November 2009, and found your talk very informative.
We will be planting more butterfly firendly plants in our garden from now on.

Pam Annable

Loved the farm in ARUBA!!

R. Johnson

A highlight of our visit to the Caribbean. Many thanks to the guide who showed us around ‐ wish
we could have stayed a lot longer to enjoy the butterflies, the flowers and the humming birds
outside.

Pamela Verrier

it was beautiful and amazing even had a butterfly land on me.

brianna mcneese

Kids loved the Farm in Aruba

nancy swope

I enjoyed my visit at the butterfly farm. Our guide was well informed and interesting to listen to.
Unfortunately I had to wander away from her talk in order to take some picutres because we only
had a short time there. We had to leave before I could visit the gift shop. I hope future tours will
allow more time.
Joan Lease

We loved our visit to the Aruba Butterfly Farm last November and will try to encourage butterflies
to visit our garden next summer.

Ron Hausner

Sent "bleu" butterfly photo and most amazing experience!! Tjank's for you'r expertise in St. Martin
French! Michelle Flowers

Michelle Flowers

One of the best tours in The Caribbean.

Ronald Needleman

hi everyone at the st. thomas BF farm! (and krystal) i miss you terribly and i am on my way to
befriend you through facebook. dont forget me admist all that rum down there...

Aleesha

Had a great and informative time there

Dan Malone

I think your site is pretty.

Suzanne Leavitt

Very impressive and informed staff.

tom jones

Fun Site

Mika Ibarra

hello

kjhllj

We live in Largo, fl, you said you had been in the area this year. I asked about our area for
butterflies

Rick and Carol
Whale

I was tehere 2 times, and it was amazing! Thank You for the great experience! I was in "pink" shirt,
which is "the new black"

Ellák Kubanek

loved the farm. it was so interesting and beautiful. unfortunetly i lost all of the pictures i took
when i was there so i guess i will just have to make another trip to see you!

jeri mccallister

Amazing new world for me. A world of colors and joy.The guides are great. We all went back it was
so good.

Bruno Demey

Thanks for a very interesting and educational experience.

Marilyn Osbourne

We really enjoyed visiting the Butterfly Farm and learning a lot from Willie. Will be planting
butterfly friendly plants in the backyard this spring!

Phil Hsia

Our visit to the Butterfly Farm was very amazing and much enjoyed. We had a party of 9 attend
just last week and we're still talking about it. Our guide was very knowledgeable and personable.
Thank you for a wonderful memory ‐ Go Butterflys !
Melissa & Jerry
Cole

I visited on the 18th December 2009 the farm in St Martin. I was impressed with the excellent
knowledge and the work done by the staff knowing that a hurricane can whipe this away and they
have to start all over again.
Well done.
Hans van Lit

PS. It was good to meet Andre (the cat)

I am from indonesia....thank you for all..

amy hari prabowo

Jimbo likes butterflies

Jim Richards

Really enjoyed visiting your St Maarten farm. Beautiful butterflies wonderful GREEN Message

Dave & Marilyn
Erwin

Hi, Willie:
I'm home in Lexington, Kentucky, ready to begin seeding host plants around the neighborhood. I'll
let you know how things progress.
Steve Swift

Cheers,
Steve

visited you in st. thomas it was great

ron clay

The wife and I, were in the WI the first part of November, enjoyed the experience greatly. Just
about a month ago we went to a "Butterfly Palace" in central part of USA and we were astonished
they had NO info for people to develop a habitat for butterflies in America. The offered NO info on
the importance of insects in the world. No info period, on anything! They only wanted peoples
money. “Thank you for coming, next…”
John

The Farm is fantastic! It is great for both kids and adults alike. There are so many different types
and the tour is very informative.

Matthew Walton

The visit was great, very informative and well presented on the english tour. Any plans for a
bautterfly farm on Dominica?

andrew goldsmith

my family had the opportunity to visit in St,Thomas. It was a great time. I would highly
recommend a visit to everyone. it was a very enlightening experience in the life of butterflys.
Don't miss the opportunity.i

Ron Clay

This is a must see in St. Thomas. The guides and friendly and very knowledgeable....we had a
wonderful time and the butterflies are AMAZINGLY beautiful.

Amy

I am going on my first cruse. Sofie and I will visit to learn about butterflies. Sofie is 4 years old.
Thanks so much for the information.
Janice

Janice Williams

We had a wonderful time

Mark Flitman

A very interesting tour by a very pleasant young man. Thoroughly enjoyed our short visit. HOw can
I send you a photo ?

Stephen Bell

Very exciting. Learned a lot

Nia

This was the brightest part of my visit to St. Thomas! Soooooooo lovely and educational! Thank
you all at the farm!

Marsha Faulk

hello....ik was zeer blij om Cindy Augusta weer eens te zien na lange tijd...
kan ze me terug contakten op dit adress...

Ricky D

My daughter and i visted the farm in St Marten and had a lovely time ‐ its a beautiful place and the
Butterflies were very photogenic! we were made very welcome :‐))

Sandra Moxey

highly recommend! lots of interesting varieties and great information in the tour. don't miss this
place. it is worth the trip.

Laura K from Staten

We visited on Jan 29, 2010 & had an excellent tour conducted by Peter. I would recommend any
visitor to St. Martin (on the French side) to definitely take the time to visit this wonderful spectacle
of nature! I also had 3 butterflies land on me during the tour; the last butterfly we actually had to
"coax" him/her off my arm (I think it wanted to come home with me!)
BA Buckley

Very informative. Wonderful variety of butterflies. Website looks very nice. Looking forward to
raising some butterflies here soon.

Nancy and Mark
Metca

Thanks for the offering

Gloria Luongo

We were in St Marteen with a cruise on the 7th and we have visited the farm.
It is very wonderful and impressive to see a lot of butterflies.
You can spend a lot of time or come again !
We congratulate for this initiative and wish you a very big succes.
JACQUIN Robert et
No

We visited the butterfly farm last thursday and we enjoyed a lot.
The farm is a place of tranquility and we have spent a lot of time there.
We recommend this great place and thank you for your explanations.
Robert & Noëlle
Jacq

Enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm and your presentation. Aruba was a fun island and we really
enjoyed ourselves. We must find a way to return. Take care!!!
George and Bea
george bowser

i wanna c farm

nooreen

We would just like to say how much we both enjoyed our visit to the butterfly farm in St Martin. It
was highly educational and a very intersting time. I am sure the butterfly I feed with Rum would
agree with me. Thank you so much. Gazza and Jacs.

Gary and Jacqueline

It was really beautiful ‐ just wish we had more time

John Soronen

Was there as an excursion from the cruise ship. Really enjoyed the presentations and information
provided. Great photo opportunities.

Steven Thimling

Visited the St. Thomas farm and thought the whole experience was great.

Kathy Thiming

Thank you for what you do . Sharing nature is a good thing and you do it well.

Dave Moehnke

Was fun to visit and great to learn about butterflies.
Thanks for the tour!
BA Willey and EH
Hof

I visited in 2007 ... the Aruba Farm it was heavenly.... I have even taken more butterfly tattoos
after this experience love it love it loveit
must do it again

Roxanne

We visited your farm on the 2nd Jan 2010 and thoroughly enjoyed the exeperience. We did not see
as many vaieties as we had hoped but this didnot detract from the visit

vivian whittaker

A GROUP OF NINE OF US VISITED YOU IN ST.THOMAS OVER CHRISTMAS AND WAS VERY
IMPRESSED WITH YOUR FACILITY ANDALL THE LOVELY BUTTERFLYS. THANKS FOR SUCH AN
ENJOYABLE TIME. YOU HAVE A SUPERIOR RATING FROM ALL OF US.O

RONALD E. CLAY

Great visit to the Butterfly Farm in Aruba a couple of days ago. The staff was very
knowledgeable...we learned so much from them.
I will definitely recommend others to visit.

Barbara

I visited your butterfly farms on Aruba and St. Martin in December 2009 and was really impressed.
I myself breed rare British Butterflies. I thought the farms were beautifully and naturally laid out
and could have spent a day there just watching, but sadly only had about 35 minutes in each. Your
guides were exceptional ‐ giving very good information for people who had no previous knowledge
but were equally interesting to people like myself who already had the interest. Well done and
Christine Watson best wishes for the future.

We were in St. M the first week of 2010. Really enjoyed your farm. Hope to do plantings here in
New Hampshire USA to attract butterflies next summer.

Robert J. Murray

Aruba Butterfly Farm was nice but expected it to be larger.

Marge & Earl

Rene Best

Thanks for a entertaining informative tour jan 15th‐‐‐it was amazing‐‐‐the man frm Columbia was
terrific‐‐wish i could remember his name,the farm is blessed to have him represent your
collection....love frm virginia,usal

maura tierney

Norma Simmons

I have been to your butterfly farm there in St. Marten about three times. We used to vacation
there in St. Maarten for two weeks every year and we did that for about ten years. We didn't
know about the butterfarm until about the last three years we came. After we found it, we had to
come and visit every year. It is a wonderful place. Butterfly's are my favorite little animals. I have
pictures of them all over my house, some of them yours. There is something about a butterfly
that everybody loves. They are so colorful, happy and free. We used to come to St. Maarten every
year for two weeks for about ten or twelve years. There is no way to tell you how much we love
the Island and the people there. Just as soom as the plane touched down, I felt like I was home,
and that's the way people treaded us. My Sister‐in‐law & I had so much fun there every year. We
got to know so many nice people from the Island. Cheri's was our hang out @ night. We loved
going there, listening to the band. Everybody seemed like family. We have so many wonderful
I loved my visit, it was the highlight of my vacation. Such a special place!

Sandi

Pity it was raining whilst we were there. Couldn't take as many photographs of the butterflies as I
wanted to, however, I still enjoyed our visit.

Maargaret
Westerman

Enjoyed our visit to your farm

John Carpenter

interesting

Eileen Duncan

Would have been fabulous but 10 minutes on arriving and it rained and rained so dissapointed
never next time we come a cruise we will certainly visit :p

Sheila Edwins

I visited the farm in Aruba about 2 weeks ago and thought it wonderful. The guide shared much
information with us. I am excited for spring so that I can use some of the helpful information he
gave us about host plants and the evolution of the butterfly. Thanks for being there. Trish

Trish Hartline

Very enjoyable. Hatching butterfly landed on my blouse!

B. Lewis

Really enjoyed our visit!

Tony Gish

Was at the St. Maarten farm first week of Feb. 2010. A very informative and comical description of
the life cycle. Fantastic job. Was able to take some great macro photo shots of various butterfly.
Thanks.
Michael & Deneen
Eva

Lon and Linda
Barkdo

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba during our vacation the week of January 10, 2010. Besides
the beautiful weather, trips to the Butterfly Farm was the most satisfying part of our trip. It was
truely a beautiful wonder. Not only did we enjoy the butterflies, the owner and employees, we
loved watching the people coming in, all with a smile on their face. We plan to return to Aruba and
definitely will return to visit our friends at the Butterfly Farm. Thank‐you! Lon and Linda

We were at the Butterfly Farm Feb 6, 2010. Absolutely beautiful. Wish we had more time to stay
and wander around. What a wonderful experience. Thank you for sharing your life's work with us.

Madeline
Donaldson

My visit to the Aruba Farm was a treasure! Tracy, who conducted our tour was exceptional! What
a treat!

Susan Corona

was a lovely day out as a party from thomsons detany thanks

colin hubbard

We recently visited and toured your farm on
Aruba. We Were on a shore trip with Royal Caribbean. We can say that the stop at your farm was
the highlight of the entire trip. Thank you for allowing us to visit.
Les & Miriam
Preston

Wonderful part of our trip to St. Martin.

Judy Looby

Wasn't aware that something we all take for granted was in trouble and needed are protection.
Excellant facility in breeding and carimg for some of the most beautiful butterfly's I have seen.
Well done
Mandy Hubbard

Keep up the good work of educating people about what plant life butterflies need to reproduce.
I visited in St. Martin last Wednesday‐and enjoyed the farm and your educational information!

Marla Doddo

WE realy enjoyed our visit!

clarence&brenda
mayo

Visited the St Matin Farm with the Boudicca ‐ have not experienced such dedication and
enthusiasm for nature since meeting David Shepherd and his locos and elephants. A truly inspiring
experience ‐ keep up the good work

Roger Gedny

...we had an awesome time visiting your farm...it was very informative ...we had never visited a
butterfly farm before..we learned lots...we'll be visiting again next time we're on the island..

Silvana and John
Che

Visited your farm recently. It was a truly wonderful visit. I learned so much.

Linda Cash

We enjoyed the many colorful and unusual butterflys

Michael S King

The tour we had at your butterfly farm was very informative. We are very glad we saw it.

Tema Brodsky

Sorry we could only pay a flying visit ‐ from the Budicca but really enjoyed it. Thanks to the guy
who gave us such and interesting and entertaining talk we really learnt a lot.

Lucille Chesterton

Thanks for educating people on the easy and enjoyable way of bringing these beautiful creatures
into our lives.

Cynthia Trescott

I have visited the Farm many times and each time I learn something more. Thank you.

Suzanne Madden

My husband and I enjoyed the butterfly farm when we visited Aruba.

Joan McAndrew

What a waste of $30. There were NOT thousands of butterflies. There were less than 100. Very
small enclosure, uninterested guides. We will be very vocal about the misrepresentation and
making sure no one else gets ripped off!!!!!

John

the butterfyl farm was the best trip i've ever wnet on. Butterflies are my favorite animal there's a
movie called the "bluebutterfly. it's a good movie. my favorite part was watchimg all the littel
magnificent creatures. if the vote went from 100‐1 i would put a 10

markas kates

Captivating, Amazing, Beautiful!

Allison Horst

Visited during cruise to the Caribbean October/November 2009
Enjoyed the visit very much

Miss A> Hughes

i love butterflies

bridgette Hayes

Really enjoyed the visit

Randy Delp

I just visited your wonderfull establisment, my only problem was that I was not able to spend more
time there. Please thank the guide for me and keep up the wonderfull work.
Chris
Chris Charles

We've been to the Aruba Butterfly Farm and it was great. Here you can find some of our butterfly
pictures: [URL=http://www.teresniak.de/aruba/index‐aruba_english_0003.html]Butterfly
Pictures[/URL]
Jana & Jens
Teresnia

[I]they are all very beauitful we are looking for one that we can release on weather thats in
between we my friend lost her 13yrs old son on feb 12,2010 nd his serives is on feb 27,2010 that s
what she wants to do release some butterfly on that day or on his b‐day which is 03/26/1996.
please help us... thank you[/I] :? :?
katrina maestas

Thank you very much Karen for having our children from no kidding with our kids aftershool
program today February 26th 2010. All you staff are very friendly and nice, but tumbs up for our
tour guide Patricia.
Thanks again, loking forward for our next tour.
Beverley

Thank you for my great experience at the Butterfly Farm. My only negative is that I would have
loved to spent the whole morning there. We were on a tour bus and only had 45 minutes. But the
time was well worth it. Thank you for bringing joy to my trip!
Kim
Kim Nielsen

Candy

What a wonderful experience! Had I known how much I was going to love it, I would have booked
the whole day.
I have already raised praying mantis, lacewings and other beneficial insects, but butterflies have
now moved to the top of the list for spring! Thanks for all the information and ideas for my yards
beauty and plant health.
C'mon springtime!

we visited on Feb. 17 2010 off the cruise ship Coral Princess. we were lucky enough to have a very
knowledgeable young man explain your operation. thank you

dick and jan
hokanso

Wondrous, beautiful place! Staff in Aruba is great ‐ including Marlon!

Rosie Walisever

I visted the Butterfly farm on the island of St Thomas and although it was a small place it was very
beautiful. The people who work here are very informative and it was a lovely soothing experince
and I would recommend it to anyone who has a passion for butterflies.

Laura

We really enjoyed our visit, and Willie was the highlight. What a great sense of humor, very
knowledgeable, and really made our time there a pleasure.

Yvonne Carney

Enjoyed our visit a few weeks ago. It w.as sunny, warm, and the butterflies made excellent hosts.
Thanks for the education.

Charles Blaine

wonderful free feeling. One with the butterflies. Very special when one lands on you. Worth the
price to visit. Learned how to have happy butterflies that live in my garden. thanks!

Sandy Willoughby

My favorite stop in Aruba! The biologists, ecologists, and other employees of the Butterfly Farm, I
think, have the BEST job on the whole island! Thank you all, especially Tony and Tanya, for the
hospitality and friendliness. Give Oscar a big belly rub from Clint and me.

Becky

Signed,
The Failed Zoologist

Awesome spot! We're so glad we made a stop at the Farm while on your beautiful island.

Melody Greenley

a very enjoyable visit,
thank you,
ps
the rum punch was also very good
phil

most enjoyable and very informative,
thank you

phil savage

Wow. I was just amazed when I was able to visit Saturday the 6th of March. I now have the bug
"no pun intended" to attract butterflies to my yard when the snow melts here in North Dakota. I
already have my milkweed seeds on order and will be starting them inside as soon as possible.
Thanks again for the wonderful time.
Dave Aberle

Had a great time at the farm in St. Martin. Wish we could have stayed longer!

Debbie Anderson

Very pleased with the farm. Was wonderful to see all the butterflys there.

Matt Donagan

Great tour ‐ GREAT message! Impressive.
John Albert

John & Patricia Albe

Had a lovely visit when our cruise ship was in town. Thank you

Rosy Warburton

Wonderful. Well worth visiting. Will definitely recommend to others who visit Aruba!

Pegge Mirus

Loved it. Have been to Butterfly farm in Albuquerque, NM. This one was better.
The collection of moths & butterflies was very nice.
The farm was very tranquil. Much attention given to education, koi ponds, plant placements.
Robin Martinez
Down the road is Galleon beach which was very nice & no waves‐‐perfect for littlies.

We had a great visit.

John Moser

Our family enjoyed our visit to your farm. It was enlightening for all of us to learn so much about
butterflies. We look forward to starting butterfly gardens at our home and cottage this summer.
thanks so much....
Todd Grierson

No one that visits S. Martin should miss this place. I thoroughly enjoyed visiting and photographing
there.

Peter Kromayer

We visited during our honeymoon in July of 2009! We loved it! It was hard to convince my husband
to go, but once we got there we were both in awe! Can't wait to visit again!

Jene & Derek
Elwart

I have traveled to the butterfly farm and love it. I plan to visit again in the near future

Betty Halstead

We had a very good visit and enjoyed it very much. Keep up the good work.

Charles Ward

Loved your farm‐‐made me want to raise butterflys in my area(Michigan)

Susan Kern

What a great experience! And we learned so much.

Bob and Jeannette
Ba

I recommend everyone to visit this butterfly farm. If God created this beautyful butterflies to live
between one week and up to eight months. How much more does He not care for you. Think about
that when you visit this place.

Curt Larsson

I am looking forward to creating a garden to grow butterflies this summer! Willie really got me
excited about this aspect of my yard.

Cathy Teague

Our very best tour stop! Great Docent ‐‐ very informative!

The Martins from
Rub

It will be a good thing to translate your site in French. Thank you

alain warmé

I was just there and learned a lot about butterflies, I can't wait until I get the right plants for my
own yard to start helping. I also enjoyed Pete the British accent is great and he was very
informative and funny.

Vallarie Perez

We very much enjoyed our tour of your Butterfly Farm! We arrived for our tour in the AM we were
on a cruise ship. It was pouring rain we still had a great time.We saw many beatiful butterflys and
learned how to create a garden at home N.California to attract butterflies.
We both highly recommned the tour!
Wendy & Gary
Hromada

Kind r‐
Wendy & Gary

My visit to the butterfly farm has inspired me to raise butterflies.

marion roumo

Just wanted to let everyone at the butterfly farm know that i am thankful for the opportunity i had
to work with them and that i will forever cherish the time we spent together.
Greeting to everyone!

Manuel Dammers

Excellent facility, with very knowledgeable guides, who obviously love their work. We loved the
Atlas Moth and the emerging butterflies. Pity they don't always sit still for photos, especially the
blue ones. Keep up the good work.

Martin Cheshire

What an awesome farm to tour! So many varieties of butterflies to see up close. My favorite was
the large winged blue one. I can't remember its name, but the color was spectacular. I could tell a
lot of time and care has been taken to ensure these beautiful creatures all exist happily together in
their environment there at the farm. Thanks for the experience! I hope to return one day.
Linda Havens

I loved the butterfly farm in St. Maarten. We took about 1/3 of our vacation photos there. Our
docent was very knowledgable and funny. We purchased a framed blue morpho butterfly as a
souvenir. It was very interesting and beautiful. Great for kids too.

Shana Lesch

Visited your Butterfly farm on an excursion from a Royal Caribbean cruise on March 8. It really got
me excited about growing my own butterflies in Michigan‐‐‐I'm going to give it a try !

Susan Kern

Really enjoyed the visit, highlight of my trip to Aruba. Very informative & am using information
from site to plant flowers conducive to attracting butterflies. Thank you very much.

Sue Simpson

the farm was the best part of our visit to St. Martin

pam mahany

My husband and I enjoyed the up close and personal visit with your butterflies we are still talking
about it to our friends and will revisit the Aruba farm in November again.

Mardi Robinson

Thanks for a wonderful tour of your farm on 4/1/10. We will do our best to preserve the bees and
the butterflies. We visited your farm via Princess Cruise Lines. Best of Luck to you and your farm
in the future. Eric & Colleen
Madison, WI.
Eric Sprague

I meant to sign the guest book as soon as I reached home after leaving a butterfly farm in Aruba
2005. Here's my chance to recommend visiting the butterfly farm if you're an outdoors, nature
enthusiast kinda person or even if you just wanted to get away from the normal tourist
destinations! Great place! Would like to go back again!!!
Just peachy,
Derwin Bowen
DB

We really enjoyed the tour to the butterfly farm,....we were on our honey moon.
thanks,
Neil and Reta
Neil and Reta
Carpen

John Ford

My family visited the St. Martin Butterfly Farm in beautiful Quarter D'Orleans in St. Martin. It was
the highlight of our vist to St. Martin! The farm was so interesting and wonderful. My daughters
had a great time and enjoyed all the beautiful species that were present. We will tell all our friends
about the farm so they will visit when they travel to St. Martin. The British gentleman who
conducted our tour was excellent! He was so passionate about the farm and how we must all
wake up to the global issues that exist surrounding the plight of the poor butterflies. We should all
do our part to ensure that the butterflies thrive, not just survive. Thank you for a wonderful tour
and experience that we will always remember. We reside in south Florida/USA and will do our part
to create a butterfly garden. We will be in touch for tips and advice as we begin our garden in the
coming months. Thank you so much and we wish you continued success in your beautiful habitat!
Visiting the butterfly farm just added the perfect touch to make my vacation one of the best of
all!!!!!!! Loved every minute of the visit and i will definitely return upon my next trip. A must day
trip for all that want to have a wonderful memory of their vacation.

christine from New
J

I LOOOOOOOOOOOOOvvvvvvveeeeeee Butterflies!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kendra Pinkney

The butterflies were beautiful, and we received new information about them. We didn't know that
butterflies needed specific plants for breeding, so now we're going to put some plants in our yard
to help the butterfly population.
Thank you for the great tour!
William and
Caroline

This was our second visit to the farm and we enjoyed it as much as we did the first visit. We will
probably go again next year when we go back to Aruba. Your staff was very friendly and
knowledgable.

E & J Pettigrew

I simply loved it! It's in my top five of the trip my boyfriend and I did to Aruba. It has something
magical..looking forward to visiting the other farms and congratulations for making this amazing
place.

Lauri

We thoroughly enjoyed the Butterfly Farm in Aruba. We had no idea what to expect but was
pleasantly surprised. The only problem....not enough time to sit amongst the gardens and enjoy
the butterflys longer. Got lots of great pictures. Thank you so much for the opportunity to learn
about the butterfly and actually see them "not in a glass case".
Mrs. L. Johnson

I really enjoyed your farm. Inspired me to do a little more to enjoy these beautiful butterflies.

Brenda Murphy

We enjoyed our visit in St Martin. We found the presentation informative and the butterflies
magnificent ‐ an activity for all ages.

Judy & Kerry
Klinger

Like your site but needs more pictures

Chris Fernandez

Visited in St. Maarten in April and we had a very nice 'guide' who gave us a lot of information. She
was especially good with the children in the group in catching their interest. Took some nice
photos for our album. Thanks

Suezanne Gaddone

This is a must see. It was an amazing and fun attraction in St. Thomas. Very much worth the time
and money! We learned a lot and got some wonderful pictures.

K.S.

We thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the farm. In Nova Scotia, we don't often see such colourful
butterflies. We are planning some planting to draw more butterflies around our property. Thank
you for the tour.
Nancy/Ian
Worthylake

Fred

Bonjour,j'ai adoré votre ferme a Saint ‐ Martin. Quand j'ai vu tous ces papillon cela m'a fait
réver.MERCI!!!

juliane

bonjour j'ai adoré votre ferme a saint‐martin

juliane

We visited the farm in Aruba, and found that it was a better experience than we had expected.
Learned a lot about the life‐cycles of butterflies, and what they need to survive. It was very
enjoyable. I will plan a butterfly garden for my home.

Edie D.

I went to the butterfly farm in November of 2009 and loved it I had a great experence

Donna Shaver

Was one of the highlights of our trip. Our daughter loved it and it was fun for the adults too.

Rocco Musolino

Thnak you for your great advise on my butterfly farm. Regards....

Barbara R. Carusi

I have been to the farm twice and each time was fascinated. Keep up your great work. I hope to
visit again in the near future. Meanwhile I am working on making my own butterfly garden.

Linda Lloyd

It was a very educational experience and has encouraged us to want to work with keeping the
species alive! Thank you!

Richard Ghazarian

pam burgess

I was at your Butterfly Farm in Aruba on April 18th, 2010 while on a cruise. I love butterflies and it
was amazing to see them flying freely....Thank you.

Michelle V. from
Mid

Had a wonderful time.

Linda Fischer

We visited your wonderful butterfly farm in April. Your talk that you did was very informational
and enjoyable. Our tour guide was Jose. He gave us his Facebook address and his email address. In
all the traveling I have misplaced them. If possible could you send them to me. Thanks so much.

Janet Krpata

We really enjoyed our visit,, it was informative and fun..we purchased a wooden butterfly
decorated wind chime which reminds us of our time spent with you every time the wind blows
here in Holymoorside,Derbyshire UK :roll

gillian robinson

Visiting the butterfly farm in St. Martin was an amazing experience! I am so glad we decided to go!

Keli Melchiors

just check your web site for the first since visiting the st.maarten butterfly farm in april. i found the
site very useful; i`m desinging a butterfly garden for my home. I left the butterfly farm very inspired

hilarie wright

Had a memorable time when my sister and I visited the farm on a shore excursion during our cruise
Nov10. A butterfly actually landed on my yellow cap! It was a pleasant surprise. My thanks to the
friendly and knowledgeable staff.

Pam Francis

beautiful and educational

Renee

I love going to the Butterfly Farm everytime I visit St. Martin. I purchased a shadow box of multiple
butterflys and each year in Science class I bring it out for Life Cycle and Camouflage lessons. The
kids and even the other Teachers love it!
Keep up the good work!!!!
Karen Murray

My wife and I had a wonderful time at the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin. I wish we would have had
more time to spend there, but the tour bus driver was rushing us. Too bad because there was so
much to see and so much to learn. Our next trip to St. Martin will definitely include another stop
at the farm, but we will stay longer.
Mark

On Sunday 23, 2010 we visited the Butterfly farm with 7 kids as our daughter celebrated her 8th
birthday. We had a wonderful time and were amazed by the beautiful butterflies!
Thank you for your hospitality and the tour!

Y. Kilsdonk

My husband and I visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba and really enjoyed it. The tour guide is so
informative! When the Monarch butterfly migrates to Mexico City, they pass through my yard in
Texas. I never knew the milkweed plant was vital to their survivor so I am now planting the seeds
Thank you for a wonderful experience.
Sherry Black

K. Griffin
Our Girl Scouts here in the U.S. Virgin Islands visited the butterfly farm and had a great time! Thank
you for making this a experience they will remember!
K. Griffin

i like this

Steven Wise

I visited your farm in April 2010 and was absoultely amazed! My only regret is that I did not allow
more time for my visit. I was there from a cruise and booked too many excursions. Tour was
fabulous! Looking forward to coming back again.

Debbie

great place to be

loretta huizenga

great site

freda gerrish

Enjoyed visiting the butterfly farm especially because of the international examples.
I might add that we have in Belem, Para, Brazil a large butterfly farm with brazilian examples.

Eduardo S Prado Jr

I visited the butterfly farm last week in St. Martin and had a wonderful time learning and see the
beautiful butterflies and how they grow thru the various stages of life. I will certainly visit again in
the near future.
Thanks again!
Leo Fong

shonna coleman

My husband and i visited the farm 2 yrs ago. It was a lovely experience as well as educational, so
sad the butterflies have such a short life span. we must do all we can to encourage and protect
these beautiful species, they are simply stunning. I rated my vote a 5, truly it should be 100.
I certainly see a butterfly in a different light since my visit to the farm. Thank you to all concerned
at the farm.
Carol Williamson Kind regards
Carol & Adrian Williamson

Visited St. Martin's location. Our guide (British) was great; informative and funny. Sorry there
weren't more butterflies up and around. Had pictured "clouds" of them flying around, but such
was not the case. Anyway, it was worth the stop.

Andrew Chambers

I got very interesting information and help for my school project. Thankyou

Mandy Yarzagary

Wow, what an education. Keep up the good work.
We really enjoyed the Aruba Butterfly Farm

Craig and Paula

sooo fun & beautiful! thanks guys!

heather cruse

My canadian sons loved making sand hills in your butterfly farm.
Loved it.
From a cold place in Canada.
NY
Nancy Yee

Most exquisite butterflies to be seen. Not to miss shore excursion. i could have spent more hours
here!

Nadine Grzenda‐
Brite

This place is a must see if you care about Mother Earth and ecology. Very great learning experience.

Jane Branam

Hello / Bonjour Butterflyframers, we have visited the Farm several times last week and we LOVED
it. Beautifull trees, flowers, pops and enthousiastic guids. Good Luck too you and the farm, Make
good publicity, I'll do also.
We asked for the Milkweedseed....we spread it in the Netherlands ‐ Hilversum and surraunding.
Kind regards, Tukkie and Ger [LIST]
Tukkie

You would get a 10 in our book! We so enjoyed the beauty and the great tour guide. We hope to
do it all again soon.

Jim & Marybeth
Planc

Just visited on Sat. June 5 from cruise ship Victory. Family enjoyed the farm and education. I am
planting parsley to add to my flowering plants, vines and hummingbird feeders.

Lanie Bunch

Hi I like the idea of a butterfy farm for educational purposes.I have 7 acres of land in arecibo
puerto rico.could you give me more ideal on how to start a butterfly farm?

Ruth

very informative.

Jody Burch

Very interesting !!! With relevant informations!!!

Gloria Zanotta

Love your site

kathy wierzbinski

We had such a fantastic time!!!

Kim & Michael
Sulliv

Save the butterflies!

Erika

Great tour ! Willie is a hoot !

Scott Churchill

it was awsome, my husband says that the guide we had was like my twin, i had the paperkites all
over my leg!!!

kristen bilbruck

Nancy Alexander

Very informative

Lana Condon

We visited in April and had a wonderful time. As a kid's librarian here in New England, I've been
reading lots of books about butterflies , and the caterpillars they grow from, and all the interesting
things I've learned at "the farm" for our outdoor summer storytimes. Kids are loving this! Really
great visit. Thanks so much...
Joyce and Jennifer
K

Jill Epstein

the tour was awesome mimi! thanks! i loved it!

Maggie Vitale

Visied the Butterfly Farm in Aruba a couple of weeks ago.
It ws very educational and wonderful to watch the butterflies in their natural environment.
Thank you!
Anne

We visited your farm on July 23rd via a Carnival cruse excursion and thoroughly enjoyed it. We live
in Maryland in the USA and have a rather large rock/flower garden in our backyard which attracts
many butterflies. We are always interested in seeing more so we are going to order the milkweed
seeds shown on your website. Thanks
Steve & Donna
Brown

Great tour. Came back again the next day.
Thanks

Richard Bonczek

I had a great time learning more about butterflies and just being surrounded by them was a great
experience. Thank you.

Maria Caballero

Love it !!!!

Lea Chandler

I Love this place!

June Cox

Had a fabulous time! Thanks!

Jessica Hill

We are trying to plant the right things at our house to help bring as many butterflies as we can. We
live on the gulf of Mexico in Florida any suggestions on the best plants would be helpful.
Thanks much,
Byron
Byron NorrieJr

Love your website!

Delilah Martin

Thanks from my family for a great and beuatiful time. We will tell all our friends and family about
our trip to the butterfly farm. our guide was very good!

Diana Ploof

We thoroughly enjoyed our visit!

Keith Kalinowski

Thank you guys for a wonderful knowledgable visit in Aruba, I am so glad we stopped off.
Tony was very welcoming and we look forward to visiting again on our next visit to Aruba. :?
Keep up the good work guys xxx
BROOKSY

Very beautiful to see whether you adore butterflys or not! Wonderful what you all are doing there
and cant wait to stop back in our next cruise!!!

Stan & Tina
Shropshi

We had a great time at the Butterfly Farm in St. Maarten.

Laura & Tony

Great photos and great advice on starting us a butterfly farm! :p

Maura

hi my name is monepha and i hade visit the butterfly farm on tuesday and it was a nice expirience.

monepha

I truly enjoyed my visit to the farm. I was surprised to learn so much in such a short time.
Everyone was so pleasant and I appreciated the calm, relaxing atmosphere. I believe this was one
of my favorite shore excursions.
Thank you for being there.
Shirley Gaughan

My husband and I enjoyed our visit to your butterfly farm very much! I'll be sure to plant milkweed
this coming spring. ‐Cathy. Atlanta, GA

Cathy Newton

I JUST RAISED A FLOCK OF BUTTERFLYS 90 % SURVIVED

DAVID KROMER

A few weeks ago, my grand‐daughters, daughter and daughter‐in‐law visited your garden at St.
Martin. What a wonderful time we had...The Owl Butterfly sat on my grand‐daughter's
hand...needless to say, she was thrilled. We thoroughly enjoyed our visit seeing all the beautiful
butterflies. Thanks for a fun day. Margie Jennette
Margie Jennette

This was such a magical experience! I enjoyed it thoroughly. I even was moved to tears when I
went, which was unexpected. I did not think I would feel like that. The overall experience was
peace‐filled and calming,and a wonderful reminder of how precious and short our own cycle is
here at this moment on our beautiful planet we all share. Many blessings and thank you for this
gift!
Karen Hernandez

My husband and I visited the farm in St. Thomas while on our cruise. The tour of the farm was very
informative and the guide was very friendly. She was so willing to answer our questions and give
us tips on how we can help and save our butterflies. Thank you so much for our tour and for this
website.
Teresa Owens

I think that this is an amazing site, one I will bring all 12 of my
gjavascript:gb_smilie(':grin')randchildren to.

Belinda Epperson

Visited Aruba site twice last August(2009). Learned much, and happy to report the our church in
NJ, USA has a 13,000 s.f. butterfly wildflower habitat in the central part of the state. Loaded with
birds, bees and butterflies!
Thanks
Roy DeBoer

My family just visited your farm on 6/28. We had a geat time. Loved the Owl butterflies.
We learned a lot during the tour. We just purchased milkweed seeds to plan in our garden.
I'm sorry to hear you are closing.
Scott Russo

Great butterflies and guided tour but why no moths and a twilight tour?

Karl Knight

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba and loved it. We didn't expect to learn something new
about butterflies, but did. Thank you for the fascinating visit!

Cyndi Norris

My husband and I just returned from our honeymoon in St. Marteen. While we were there we
visited your butterfly farm and it was a beautiful experience. We couldnt wait to return home and
try our hand at raising butterflies. Thank you for the unique experience!

Beth Raque

I enjoyed the tour. Our tour guide was very well informed. Took lots of photos. Such a peaceful
garden. Learned a great deal about these lovely creatures.

Catherine

Visited your farm in February. Enjoyed it very much.

Carolene Keeling

Visited from Celebrity Solstice on our 30th anniversary cruise. Enjoyed tremendously! Only thing
we did not do was take a picture of the man that talked about the butterflies. He was not the
owner, but a friend of the owner that worked there. He made it a very interesting experience.
Loved it. Love butterflies. Have yearly pass to Butterfly World in South FLorida. Thank you again!
Dennis and Peggy
Roy

My daughter, grandson, and I were sad to learn that the farm in St. Thomas had closed. However,
we were thrilled with the visit to the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin. Mikal, our guide, was extremely
knowledgeable and had a real passion for butterflies. It was a wonderful tour.

SHEILA HURDLE

I have been to many Butterfly farms as I am a very big fan of butterflies. and this one was the best.
I have never been to one that actually took you on a tour and you were able to ask questions to
someone who actually new about the butterflies. It was a great experience. Thank you!

Stacy Ludwig

Mason

Hello,
Visited you in St. Maarten, just looking for a list of host plants for Northeastern US

Lorri

Visted 7/15/2010 and enjoyed it. Tour driver was fantastic, as was the visit to the farm.

Hank Hartz

love your site!

Sharon Shope

Enjoyed

Sandra Salyers

Can't wait to visit the butterfly farm

Mitchell

Adrian Cokayne

good

lori terena

Loved it. Totally awesome!

Emily Mann

Visited Aruba farm twice in July 2010 with my family. We loved the tour, and found it a magical
and beautiful experience. The gift I purchased will be a lovely reminder, and I really hope we will
return one day
Jacqueline
Roughley

We had a wonderful time thank you

Tim and Vonda

Wonderful butterflies and well taken care of.

Adam Taylor

We just returned from Aruba a few days ago, our 4th time. I visited the Butterfly Farm twice while I
was there & have each trip. As usual everything was fantastic. I love watching the butterflies,
photographing them & just relaxing. The gift shop is amazing, especially the jewelry. Each time I
wear any of the jewelry I've purchased at the Butterfly Farm & I get compliments & inquiries. I'm
looking forward to another visit next summer.
Sue C

Loved the butterfly farm at St Martin!

Laurie

Was very informative.

chris warrington

I visited the farm in Aruba on August 3. Very nice and enlightening visit, got some good pictures
too. Thanks for the fruit punch, and I will recommend to friends.

Kay

What a beautiful farm. I had no idea that butterflies were going extinct, and I'm purchasing
milkweed for my garden now!

Carrie Fair

We really enjoyed our brief visit and the butterflies are beautiful! Keep up the good work.

Terry W

My Husband and I visited your St. Thomas farm on our honeymoon. It was wonderful and
unforgettable. I will never forget our trip and hope to return one day.

Rebecca

Susan Dembowski

Hi all miss u all coming down this year so if you need things to get done put ur list's togather.
I will be @ ur service.
Rich

Richard Rogers

Aruba´s Farm excelent friendly people... we went more than ten times

Aldo Bianchi

visiting soon

brenda fernandez

I had a lot of fun and learned many interesting facts. Thank you.

Allen Woiwode

Wonderful

kim lee

The visit was amazing and truly educational. The staff was great and made our visit very special.
My brother was able to get photos of the elusive blue butterfly. We look forward to visiting the
farm on our next visit to Aruba.

Verrilline Turner

Megan TRotman

It was awesome! I am 13 years old and I think my trip to the butterfly farm in st.maartain was cool.
I cant believe that at one time there were butterflies roaming around outside like they were when i
went.I think it was a really good experience and that not many children my age will not be able to
see such a sight because of the pollution.I find unfair for the next generations not to be able to see
their environment the way it should. I want my children to see a sight when they get older.
Megan

nice

mcgee

We recently visited the farm in St. Maarten.Gorgeous! However, I couldn't get any to land on me!

Denise Schwab

would like to visit soon

dee easley

very nice visit!

trina

love butterflies

Steve Kanya

i visited the butterfly farm for a school trip and it was great. i hoe i get to go back sometime.

kana

Went to the farm on our honeymoon in St Maarten ‐ it was so good we visited a second time!

John Stephens

Wonderful experience for people any age; this is my son's favorite place in Aruba he loves it
Tour guides are very kind and the fruit punch was good at the end of the tour

Fernanda

It was an awesome visit. Loved the butterflies up close. Thanks.

Thomas Kiley

cabrina

great site

Kristina

Loved our visit!

Anne Whitten

A worthwhile stop during our nice vacation on Aruba ‐ we learned a few things about butterflies
and their real life struggles, and spend plenty of time (two visits) snapping a pictures
[URL=null]http://www.flickr.com/jurgenlisonl[/URL]. We can definitely recommend this as one of
the "to‐do" things while you vacation on the island of Aruba ! [read more on
[URL=null]http://www.jurgenlison.com/Aruba_Island_Vacation_2010[/URL]
Jürgen

Had a great visit! Too short though! It was great seeing all the varieties and being shown the newly
emerged butterflies. I got to feed one on my hand!!! Great talk. Thanks for the drink!

Sandy

Katherine Logan

I visited the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin in Oct of 2007. My mother and I really enjoyed ourselves.
We wanted to do something fun on our cruise. We love butterflies.
I seen on tv that you were hit by Earl. I hope that you have not sustained any major damage. I am
going to let my friends on yahoo and facebook know about your Butterfly Farm please send me
your address so I can email them and they may send donations. I have an address on a card I just
wish to make sure it is correct.
I live on the North Carolina coast at the mouth of the Pamilco Sound and Neuse River. For the past
2 days there have been butterflies every where. Even very large ones that I have never seen in this
area. Bigger than the Asian Tiger Swallow Tail. Same colors but different markings. More brown
than yellow. All I could think about was you guys
Now we have to batten down the hatches and lower our sails and prepare for the worse. The cold

Visited the farm in Aruba on the 27th of July and just loved it!
What an oasis of tranquility and beauty! Please give that big, black lazy dog lounging in the front of
the building, a big kiss from us.
Tom & Yelena

What happened? This is one of my most favorite places; my mom and I were there in fall of 2008
and planned to be there fall of 2010... sad to hear that you have closed. Need details if you have
time.

Jen

we loved our visit at your butterfly farm

kenneth minton

We totally enjoyed visiting the butterfly farm on August 22nd. It was educational and the great pics
I got of the butterflys. I hope the farm survived the recent tropical storm!!

Wesley & Mary
Beth E

This was one of the best parts of my cruise!!!! You guys are awesome, and my wife loved the rum
punch! thank you for having us, and I will tell everyone who visits St. Maarten/St. Martin to come
see you.
Stephen & Kaylee
Wre

Sorry to read you closed St Thomas farm. We enjoyed it immensely this Spring. Only wished we
had been there by ourselves and not on 'rushed' "Cruise Tour".

Velma Baker

lovely time had by everyone

jill

Elizabeth L. Morriso

Butterflies are good.

Tyler

Had a great time two years ago. Looking forward to going again this week with my new grandson!

Cindy Raheb

Hopefully visiting soon.

Linda

I enjoyed the farm! thank you!

Tash

We visited the butterfly farm Sept 13 of this year. There were not alot of butterfly s around due to
Hurricane Earls fury . We did however, enjoy it to the fullest!! The butterflys were beautiful &
fascinating. We want to return with our children!

pamela Lane

On a recent cruise, a friend and I had the opportunity to visit your Butterfly Farm. We were both
facinated by everything we saw, from the cocoons to the caterpillars to the flighty beauty swirling
around the garden. A beautiful experience! Thanks!

Shaun Waddle

Love It!

Katherine
Bernadette

This was a wonderful activity. Our guide clearly knew a lot about butterflies and moths, and was
very informative. I would recommend this to everyone!!!

Andrea

Was so sorry to see all the damage done by the early Sept hurricane. and so good to see the
recovery you are making. thank you for all the wonderful information you offer to the world. cant
wait to do my spring planting the draw all those beautifull butterflies. thanks again.

Cathy Stallworth

a great place to see they were very informative about the butterflys.would go again next time in St
Maarten. thanks for a great day.

STEPHEN & NANCY
BUMB

we visited on sept 14 after earl, still a nice visit

John MacDonald

Get there first thing in morning when they open 9:00 am to watch the butterflies emerge from
cocoons ( AWESOME ) then head over to Pinel Island for the day !!

Lynnie Heltne

I have a couple questions about my polyphemus moth cocoon:
How should I moisturize it? It is covered with green leaves; are those sufficient?
Does keeping them in a dark garage cause them to loose their sense of daylight time, thus delay
their emergence?
Thank you :D
didi

Hello,
Visited the butterfly farm in St. Martin approx 14 yrs ago. I was thrilled and the experience has left
a lasting impression. Hoping to visit again!
Grethel Joseph

Thank you, for the experience.

Candida Pilkington

[url=http://av‐keys.ru/]eset nod32 êëþ÷è[/url]

Dafna6661

For a really interesting and colourful trip you can't do much better than a guided tour round the
butterfly farm. The knowledge of the guide was exceptional and his 'inmates/residents' certainly
didn't dissapoint.

Jim Milligan

I loved the farm. It was a highlight of our trip as I brought home something more than a souvenir.
Thank you for warmly welcoming, provocatively informing and thoroughly entertaining us on our
visit. If we do revisit, I will most definitely return. But in the meantime I will make a more
intentional effort to create a home for them in my garden as well. Thank you.
Frances Fisher

Lovely experience at farm on St. Thomas. Sorry to hear it's closed. Looking forward to visiting
farm on St. Martin shortly!

Jean Walters

We were very impressed with the Butterfly Farm.

Pat & Greg Morin

I have visited the Butterfly Farm on two occasions and have been impressed both times. It was a
lovely experience.

Linda Baxendale

We really enjoyed visiting the Butterfly Farm. One of the highlights of our vacation.

S. Lewis

What a fantastic place. A real oasis and really informative. I will be getting milkweed seeds for
sure and handing them out to family members as Xmas pressies this year. Spanning Czech
Republic, France, Spain, Caribbean, Ireland and England it will hopefully be a small help towards
the Monarchs plight ‐ thank you so much!!
Caroline Barden

I would have rated a 6 if I could have. Me and my husband visited The Butterfly Farm in Aruba and
it was our favorite part of the trip!!

Shannon Kutcher

The butterfly farm is a beautiful and magical place. My family loved visiting it in St. Maarten on our
vacation. It has inspired me to help raise more butterflies at home!

Mary Barts

Very nice place and the staff is knowledgeable. But a t $15.00/pp ($60.00 for a family of 4) is a bit
much. There were not enough butterflies the day we went.

Robert Raheb

I ATTENDED YOUR BUTTERFLY FARM IN ST. MAARTEN WITH MY HUSBAND AND DAUGHTER AND
WE ABSOLUTELY LOVED YOUR FARM. WE WILL DEFINITELY BE BACK NEXT YEAR!!

JENNIFER HODNETT

Beautiful and the staff was so knowledgable!

Michele Parrish

While petite, it was very educational and beautiful.

Patty Ellsworth
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We had a fantastic time! It was very interesting and very informative. Keep up the good work!

Bill & Diane

I really enjoyed the beautiful butterflies! They are amazing. I had the black one with red spots on
my finger tip‐ great picture

Deboraha Mor

Had a great time, loved it!!

Kelly Earl

I was there last year just before Christmas and loved it.

Helen Lair

I enjoyed my visit to the butterfly farm on Nov 10th. Thanks also to Freedom of the Seas for
having this wonderful exploration.

Kathy

We were just at the Butterfly Farm in St. Martin and loved it. Our daughter talks about it every day

dave oxley

Thank you for an informative talk in a beautiful space. I'm going to find a place to plant some
milkweed and other butterfly food plants!

Pat French

My husband and I were in Aruba last week and visited your farm on our tour. It was wonderful and
my favorite part of the tour!Our guide was very polite and made a great teacher. We Learned so
much! We will make sure to tell everyone we know who will be visiting in Aruba to visit. Thanks for
all the hard work you do for the butterflies and putting up with all of us crazy tourists.
Karla Light

A very informative talk. A beautiful place to visit. Would defintely recommend to others. I'm
going to make sure there is milk weed in my garden. Thanks

Terry Lastowka

I had awesome time.

Lily

What a beautiful place to visit! We really enjoyed the informative tour and got lots of awesome
pictures! I will email you a few of the best!
Thank you so much for a great experience.
Kari Monty

~Kari & Paul Monty

My wife is a super bird and butterfly garden person.

Fred L.
Knickerbocke

The Butterfly Farm in Aruba was the first butterfly farm I ever visited. Now I'm addicted. I just
visited (last month) the Butterfly Conservatory in Key West and Butterfly World in Ft. Lauderdale.
I'm sorry to hear the farm in St. Maarten closed; I would have liked to have gone there too. :eek

Lisette

I was very impressed with your butterfly farm. It was beyond my expectation. I could see
everything from larvae to cocoon to butterfly. AMAZING experience!!!!

Joel Barish with
Dea

I really enjoyed our guide. We gave information that I have not gotten at other butterfly gardens.
Enjoyed my visit.

Brenda Shealy

Very beatiful butterflys. Guided tout was very interesting (Aruba)

Inge Smoes

We have been there 3 times and the most recent was 2 weeks ago. We want to now plant a
butterfly garden in our front yard. We live in Fort Myers, FL, really south Florida. I got your
suggested plant schedule and we contract with a local to redo the garden. If you have any other
ideas please forward.
Matilda & Jim
Wilson

I visited you butterflyfarm, Oct.2010 we were on carvinal cruise.I really enjoyed and loved your
talk and all the many kind of butterflys. I took some beautiful pictures. Thank you and God Bless

joan robinson

Hello. I visited the farm on November 16, 2010, and it was my favorite place of all. I am a long time
lover of the gentle butterflies and enjoy watching them each summer.
Thank‐yo for sharing your farm....it was a wonderful adventure!
Sue Manke

Cindy Hotchkiss

We thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the Butterfly Farm last week! (Dec1st 2010) The farm is under
new owners and re‐opened about a month ago. The young woman who gave us our tour was very
informative and personable! I regret I did not catch her name however. We are really glad we saw
the sign at the edge of Havensight Mall, otherwise we would not have known such a treasure was
in St Thomas! Thank you, be blessed with prosperity in this endeavor to show God's beauty to
others and show His creativity and order!

We really enjoyed the Butterfly farm on Sint Maarten last weekend!

de Haan

my sister and i cruised with the celebrity x mercury a few weeks ago. We visited your farm and
loved our tour.. i took one of your business cards and when discussing the cruise have told
everyone about our visit. Thank you so much for making it a wonderful experience

Karen Bauer

Beautiful

Carolyn Barnett

We had a greate time at the butterfly farm while visiting St. Marteen. The butterflies were
absolutely beautiful. The guided tour was very interesting and your staff is very knowledgable.

Paola, Warren and
Is

woukd like some free milkweed seeds thank you

connie smith

Please let me know if I win the "Prize Draw"
Thank you!

JGUYTON

Very interesting!!! Lovely Farm on St Martin/Maarten. We have a great time. Early in morning is
best. Keep up the good job.

Shelagh & Kirk

Enjoyed our visit. Your presentation was especially enlightening
Thanks

Bob Allison

A really nice visit from the comfort of our P & O cruise ship, would love to visit again one day.
Happy Christmas!

Maggie and Zoe
Yates

Always nice to see people interested and active in helping to preserve and teach others the beauty
of nature. You are doing a great service to others and our wonderful planet. One of the most
beautiful and delicate creatures on our earth is the butterfly, thanks for all you do......

Wayne & Lois

Very nice!

Stacy Derrera

I love butterflys!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

olivia

Harry & Suzanne
Mill

We greatly enjoyed our visit to the Farm in St. Maartin on Thanksgiving day, this past Thursday,
Nov. 25, when our cruise ship visited the island. We particularly liked meeting and listening to our
host, Willy, probably one of the funniest, most witty pesons we've ever met, one with whom we'd
love to share a few pints. We passed on our hearty endorsement to the Shore Excursion folks at
Royal Caribbean, also.

I really enjoyed my visit, I got some great photographs and enjoyed the talk

Fiona Betteridge

Very interesting. English guide was excellent.

Gaskins, Rose M

We really enjoyed seeing the butterflies on December 9, 2010. I took lots of pictures. While taking
my camera from the case I lost my camera battery. Did anyone return the flat battery? I would
appreciate if you would write me and let me know.
Thank you. Sylvia Finker
Sylvia Finker

Just visited the one in Aruba last week. Absolutely loved it and our tour guide was very
informative. Totally enjoyed the experience. Thank you so much!

Dotty Randazza

I ahd a great time at the Butterfly Farm. It was my second visit, this time I brought my 3 children ‐
they loved it!

Kathy S.

Really enjoyed being at the farm last week

Sherry Rudder

Thank You for allowing us to visit the farm recently while on our cruise on The Ruby Princess.
We really enjoyed talking with you about everything except the way the Poms were whooping the
Aussies in the Cricket.
Continued success.
Bernie Sherry and Madelynn from Pittsburgh.
Bernie Stibbard

Best part of bus tour in Aruba.
Very informative , great tips on creating environment to atract and breed butterflys

Mike Gallagher

Hebben de vlindertuin bezocht tijdens ons verlof op Aruba een paar weken geleden. Wij vonden
het zeer interessant en mooi. Tijdens onze bezoek kregen wij ook een leerrijke uitleg over het
ontstaan en leven van de vlinder. Wij vonden het tof om daar een paar uurtjes voor vrijgemaakt te
hebben tijdens ons verlof. Een aanrader , zeker als je natuurliefhebber bent.
Marc Ceulemans

jo & I HAD A GOOD TIME VISITING ON OUR CRUISE
ED & JO WINDLE

ed

Looking forward to visiting on March 1, 1011.
Thank you for the preview.

Jan Yost

I was the Photography speaker on Fred Olsen's Ms Black Watch and visited in Nov 2010
I loved every minute of it. I was able to incorporate my new found knowledge within my talks back
to the UK.

Lucy Holden

Keep up the good work
PS. It is now snowing in UK

Our visit to the Butterfly Farm was the most memorable, enchanting part of our trip to the
Caribbean. It is truly magical and should not be missed!

Jennifer Tripp

Visited The Aruba Farm December 2010. Very nice and interesting tour. Learned a lot. Some great
pictures.

Michael Forker

greetings to the turtles, too!

Auli Ström

Love my visit to the farm. Butterflies are so beautiful and fun to watch.
Thanks to our guide for an informative talk and education of these wonderful creatures.

Tina Robinson

Un bellisimo lugar , muy armonioso y cuidado. Un lugar que recomiendo. Muchas Gracias.

Cernotto Maria
Elena

Absolutely some of the most beautiful butterflies we have ever seen.

Robert and Dixielee

I have been to the butterfly farm quite a few times when staying at my time share at Maho beach. I
have seen it grow and have brought my granddaughters there to enjoy the beautiful butterflies. I'll
be in St. Maarten on a cruise in March of 2011 and I plan on taking the people I'm cruising with to
visit and experience the farm
Ben Milazzo

Loved it! Beautiful butterflies.

Debbie DeSantis

Just loved your butterfly farm and the tour we received ‐ so entertaining and informative. Our
party of eight was enthralled by the information and all are looking on how to attract the
butterflies and to further help them multiply. Thank you for doing what you do.

Melissa Cole

Wonderful and informational tour. Loved the opportunity to get a butterfly on my hand to view
up close. Lots of butterflies and a lot of information given.

Terry J Thomas

Great time, very educational.

The Grandels from
Al

A must see for anyone coming to St Martin. A beautiful unique experience you will not forget.
Bring your camera for a rare photo opportunity. Meet and learn about butterfly life from a truly
dedicated and knowlegable host.

Dennis C Gerdes

The kids (and adults) really enjoyed the time there. Very interesting presentation as well, sprinkled
with some very good humor. Good luck.

Bob K

This is one of the best butterfly farms a ver seen.
The setting is so beautiful, you can witness the hole evolution of butterflies in a myriad of colors.
Juan Carlos
Robertso

The souvenir shop is great!
Congratulations for such a good project.

Juan Carlos
Visited the butterfly farm in St. Marteen Sunday November 14, 2010. It was small but very
interesting and informative . Enjoyed it. I passed the website on to family and friends who might
want to know more about butterflies and attracting them.

Mary Morgan

Thank you for an excellent guide tour!

Kajsa Ödling

What a wonderful visit my wife and I enjoyed. The ship pulled in .... off we went (2 countries at
that).... you made the cruise for me........ loved your "farm".....
thank you
michael

It was such a wonderful experience...
We will begin our mini farm this spring

Alex and Brenda
Fand

Absolutely great to see all those beautiful butterflies and flowers. And also a very interesting and
amusing explanation by 'mrs guide'. Too bad the big blue butterflies were too drunk to pose for
our photocamera!
Bram and Kitty
(from

Simone Perch

My parents, aunt, toddler daughter, five‐year‐old son and I visited The Butterfly Farm as part of a
shore excursion during our Celebrity cruise. We found the docent to be cheeky, informative and
immensely entertaining. He was delightful and his material was compelling. We thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves. We saw varieties of butterflies and moths we hadn't seen prior to our visit. It
was FANTASTIC! We gave The Farm an excellent review on our excursion evaluation forms before
our cruise ended. We have continued to recommend it and share our photos since we've returned
to our respective homes in MIchigan, Seattle, WA and the Washington, DC area. Thank you for a
lovely and fun learning experience.
null[*]nullFANTASTIC

Our visit to The Butterfly Farm was a memorable part of our vacation to St. Maarten. It was both
beautiful and interesting. I just hope you fix the road getting to the Butterfly Farm before my next
visit!

Zoltan Toth

Myra Adaman

January 13, 2011
Holland America
Nieuw Amsterdam
Loved this tour! From our bus tour guide Josie to the Butterfly Guy (Peter?) not sure of his name.
My husband and I enjoyed the garden..beautiful flowers/plants and oh yeah~ BUTTERFLIES!
Would come back on our next visit!
I highly recommend this tour in St. Maarten!

I am so sorry to hear about the closing of the St Thomas butterfly farm. I am looking forward to
visiting the farm in Aruba in Oct. God Bless

cindy

visited on 2/211. Just a beautiful experience to be among all the beautiful butterflys. Very
interesting tour. Would defintely visit again. Keep up the good work.

Susan DellAringa

Visited St. Maarten's Butterfly Farm on a tour from Carnival Victory in January. Enjoyed every
minute of my visit and hope oneday to come again and spend more time. The butterflies were
beautiful and a joy to watch.

Brenda

Really enjoyed our visit!

Pam Whitmire

I didn't know what to expect, but this was one of the best trips we took on a recent cruise. Thanks
to you I will be planting a butterfly garden in Maine this spring, if Spring ever comes.

Elaine Staples

I though that a trip to a Butterfly Farm was a dumb thing to do on our trip to St. Maartin, but the
Bus driver (a fellow from Texas) and the farm and all the butterfly's made this day one of the best
on our 14 day cruise. Thanks
Bill & Marilyn
McCal

Absolutely awesome. Had a great time.

JACKIE
ROCKENBACH

Pamela

The best place on St Martin I have ever visited in all these years.
It is magical as well as medicinal.
One can gain the energy lost simply by admiring the beauty of nature and these magnificant
butterflies as they waft past you.
Fantastic and Thanks to Karin and William as well as Molly for being the reason the Butterfly Came
about.

We enjoyed the farm VERY much. The tour was very informative and I learned a lot about what I
need to put in my own butterfly garden. Can't wait for spring so we can plant the right type of
plants that the butterflies need. Thank You for a great experience!

Molly

this is wonderful. i'm so glad I've been introduced to you guys!

rebecca nixon

the talk was very good ‐ especially for beginners

Robbie Siemon

Enjoyed our visit while in Aruba.

Dave Manley

glen pollard

glen pollard

Carlos Eduardo
Rodri

Hi!
It was very interesting to visit the farm with my wife and daughter. We got very nice pictures of the
butterfly and moths besides interesting information about them.
Thanks!!!
Carlos Eduardo, Magali and Larissa

The butterfly was an my legs ‐ we really enjoyed it.

Barbara Wagner

Great!

Holly Parrott

Beautiful butterflies

Charlene Dickes

The Aruba farm was afbulous! Only drawback was that my granddaughter was only 4, and was
scared of the butterflies. Can't wait to bring her back someday when she can appreciate
everything more. Bought a bracelet for my wife while there. She gets compliments on it every
time she wers it!
Keep up the good work!
Paul Rowe

We were there last week and enjoyed it very much. L especially liked the talk about how the
ecological system interrelates, as in the Monarch butterfly needing milkweed to reproduce.

Lynda Avram

Everyone needs to help. They die so do we

Mary Jones

Wonderful site, not to be missed. We had visited the island ten years before and failed to visit the
farm. So when we found this trip would stop at St. Martin, we scheduled a side trip to the Butterfly
Farm and it was well worth it. Our guide was very informative and welcomed questions ‐ then had
the answers. Don't miss this stop!
LeRoy Sample

We enjoyed our visit to The Butterfly Farm so much! The beauty of the butterflies and the tropical
foliage was breathtaking and we all learned something from the guided tour. We also liked that
we were able to return the next day and see the "newborns" take their first flight... an experience
we won't soon forget! Thank you.
The Schoenly
Family

You have a an abundance of butterflies of many different species. Personnel at the farm are very
polite and knowledgable. It is indeed a pleasure to visit the butterfly farm.. This was our fifth visit.

Peter M. Noyes

it was a most enjoyable visit. We took some spectacular pictures.

John and Geri Leslie

One of our favorite spots on the island! Fun and educational and we were treated wonderfully.

scot and karen hart

Last week we visited the "farm" as a side trip from our cruise. It was the highlight of our cruise. A
butterfly even landed on my chest and we did manage to get a photo of it. The butterflies are such
beautiful colors and the education on butterflies has inspired me to make my property more
butterfly friendly.
Elaine G

Now I'm doing more research on butterflies. Of course, the first place I'm looking is your website. I
wish the side tour would have spent more time at the farm in Aruba and less time on useless
tourist rocks.
I applaud you for your piece of paradise and your home and care of butterflies.
A very interesting visit

Leslie Ballard

I'D VISIT YOUR FARM ON THE FIRST DAYS OF JANUARY

JAIME

I just loved visiting the farm when we were there and the gentleman that gave the tour was very
knowledgeable and answered all of my questions very well.

ann heisler

The Butterfly Farm was one of my favourite places to visit while I was in the Caribbean!

Maria McPhail

Hello Andretta, I very much enjoyed your guided tour back in July 2010.Your butterfly farm is a
must see destination when in Aruba.Something that I tell all my friends.

Perry Friedrichs

We visited the farm while on a cruise with the Princess Ruby. Since butterflies are my favorite
things I loved it.

Joan Huff

Looking for information

Rachel Straus

I visited the farm in November 2011 and had a wonderful time. It was a wonderful experience.
The staff was extremely knowledgeable and friendly. I would definitely recommend this is your
ever in St. Martin

Melanie

This visit to St Martin was a high point of a long cruise for my wife as one particular butterfly
variety kept landing on her arms and legs and, apparently, no‐one else ‐ she was thrilled ‐ Thankyou

Geoff Stone

Very imformative gentleman that did the presentation. The butterfly were beautiful. Wish our
tour would have lasted longer. We got delayed getting started from the ship. Looking forward to
coming back!

Linda

So BEAUTIFUL! Great work. I cannot wait to plant my own butterfly garden.

betty

Willie: Hi. Thanks for a wonderful visit to the Butterfly Farm. It was one of the highlights of our
trip. I appreciate your encouragement when I asked about attracting these little guys to my garden
in Charlotte, NC. I'm going to go for it. The farm is beautiful, calming and peaceful to ones soul.
thank you again.
claire

neat

Jorge Fess

Just visited your butterfly farm in st. maarten on a cruise was interested in getting some milkweed
seed for here in upstate ny also what would be the plant of choice for swallowtail?

karl schillawski

Iove your place

danny Weyer

C.MILLON et JF
STEF

Superbe visite que j ai pu faire lors de mon séjour sur l' Ile St Martin pendant les fëtes de fin
d'année. Visite inoubliable dans ce jardin exotique où le calme règne. Très bon accueil et
explications ludiques et un petit plus : l' autorisation de revenir le lendemain assister a l' envol des
"nouveau‐nés". J'aime revenir sur le site admirer encore et encore .......
Merci a toute votre équipe

It was awesome and such a magical experience :p I can't wait to start my butterfly garden this
spring!

Barbara Johnson

Wolfgang Blume

We took the tour and enjoyed it. You will too.

Roger & Susie

we enjoued it so much we went twice.
Beautiful and educational as well.
Tim & Alan from St
P

My sister and I visited last week on an excursion from the Neiuw Amsterdam and thoroughly
enjoyed the butterflies and the presentation. I look forward to using plants in my garden that will
attract more butterflies for me to enjoy. Thanks!!

Karen Estby

Enjoyed visit very much. Tour and education program very good

Robert thompson

We just visited your butterflies in Aruba last week and were very impressed with the
knowledgeable tour guide. We learned a lot! The garden was very beautiful and peaceful. Thank
you!

Marianne

I truly enjoyed my visit to the butterfly farm. I would certainly visit again when in St. Maarten.
Our guide, Willy, was wonderful. So full of knowledge about the butterflies.
I can't wait to get started on trying to plant things that will attract butterflies to my own garden.
Thank you for a great experience.
Cheryl Mott

Delightful! I even got a photo of a Blue Morpho in flight. Thanks.

Jim Hatcher

Intriguing to say the least!

Mariann

I loved the Farm, very relaxing and interesting.
The tour was wonderful.

Sharon Streck

I visited the butter fly farm in Aruba on vacation with my sister and LOVED it! i saw and learned
some amazing things

Jenna Eiholzer

We visited the farm twice while on vacation last week. It was magnificent! We were able to see a
different variety of species each time. Seeing the newborns emerge from their chrysalis/cocoons in
the morning was simply fascinating. I have been inspired to rethink my gardens at home. Thank
you for a wonderful experience!
Laura O

I really love your place and the butterflies too!! Keep doing the good job!

Angenita

Very nice farm. I enjoyed the presentation and the rum punch. I am here now for information on
what to plant in central Indiana to facilitate the propagation of butterflies.

Ted Sommer

Tour was great,guide was awsome,butterflies were unbeliveable. Must see

Len Zakrzewski

We had a marvelous time at your Aruba farm in February. Unfortunately it was overcast and cool
the day we were there so the butterflies were torpid but your interpreters were very good and
informative.

Randolph Murray

Really great place! I visited on a tour from a cruise ship and we spent less than an hour. Can't wait
to go back and spend as much time as I want!!!

Peggy Phillips

We visited the farm last year and cannot wait to get back this month. We really enjoyed the tour
and knowledge of the workers.

John and Debbie
LaGr

I totally enjoyed the butterfly farm in Aruba. Our guide (Therwin was very knowledgeable and did
a wonderful job.

kathleen brunaccini

very educational

j keith broadbelt

I ENJOYED THIS TOUR MORE THEN ANY I WENT ON. I LOVE BUTTERFLIES & WAS IMPRESSED. I FELT
AS THO I LEARNED ALOT ABOUT MORE THEN I KNEW. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TOUR & BEST OF
LUCK TO YOU IN THE FUTURE. I HOPE I'LL GET THERE AGAIN IN A YEAR OR TWO,

Patti Seiple

we enjoyed our recent visit to the farm and found
it very informative and well presented

massheder

I visited the farm 2/18/11. Your farm is very nice.

Jeff Bruton

The butterfly farm was great. Pete gave a very informative lecture. I thought I knew a lot about
butterflies, but I was wrong. There were also some adorable birds. I was very pleased with our
tour. Can't wait to return.

Cathy Escherich

Tiffany Hinora

Best thing about Aruba...My wife and I enjoyed it best of all in Aruba...thanks for taking good care
of God's creatures...

Fred McDaniel

We recently visited St Maarten and the butterfly farm. Not only was it beautiful but educational.
Thank you for sharing a little piece of your world to us!!
Kim and Killian Brennan
Killian Brennan

An enjoyable, interesting and learning experience

Tim & Maureen
Marcin

ty

JoAnn Fortunato

We visited the Butterfly Farm in St. Maarten last week and enjoyed it thoroughly! It was an
altogether wonderful experience I was fortunate enough to share with my granddaughter and
grandson. Thank you for the experience. We all learned a lot!

Vicki Hess

Just there as part of a cruise so informative just loved it. Could have stayed all day. :roll

Dorothy Kappers

Anita Bartram

If I could rate this tour a 10, I would.
Thanks Pete!

Valerie Mickewich

liked your farm visited on feb 23

leon baker

Tony

We just visit the Farm,it is wonderful and relaxing walking thru.Anyone visiting Aruba should visit
the Farm.

Erne Grete
McDaniel

Very Interesting and great fun

Vicki Woodard

Visited the Aruba site Saturday, March 5, 2011, on a sight seeing excursion from our cruise ship
Noordam.

George Allen

I can't wait to seed my garden with butterfly friendly plants!

Maureen Seim

Your farm is spectacular! If I get back there again, I would definitely visit again.

Linda Eppihimer

cool

Amy Tushoski

Teena

Awesome!

lisa

Thank you for your good work! We´lll send you our best photo.
Katarina and Jan from Sweden

Katarina Elvin

We loved it!

Robert Gragg

lovely experience !!!

Jack

It was a wonderful, magical place! Keep up the good work.

Mary

I was at the St Martin Farm last week as part of land excursion from Silver Seas Cruise Ship.
The Butterfly Species "Tree Nymph" were attracted to me either from my After Shave or
my flowered shirt. What a unique experience!

Henry Puccinelli

I was sorry that we could not spend more time at the farm as we had a wonderful time watching all
the butterflies!

Lee Georgia

hello

bill

Visiting on Saturday, March 5 while cruising on Carnival Victory. Enjoyed it very much.

Kathleen Oakes

We were so excited to visit the Farm in Aruba! It was more than we expected! We were very
pleased to be notified that we could return for the duration of our honeymoon! I will recommend
this as a must do to all that i know that will be traveling to Aruba! Thank you for all the hard work
and great staff!!
Amanda Michaud

We enjoyed our visit very much. Excellent guide and beautiful butterflies.

Diane Young

Best place ever to see butterflys! Only place that wasn't afraid to let you touch them! Every other
place I have been to was very strict about not touching the butterflys.
Love it! Best part of my cruise!

Teri Giercyk

Very exciting

Ruth Smith

Coming to Aruba soon and this is first to see on my list of things to do/see

carolyn foley

Thoroughly enjoyable visit.
Logn live British eccentrics. Where would the world be without us.

Jan & Bob Holly

I ejoyed my visit.

Sharon Ward

hello, I am fascinated about butterfly. Someday I wish to have a butterfly farm here in the
Philippines. Thanking for sharing this opportunity
Regards,
Malu Cedullo
malu

Great tour,excellent tour guide,amazing variety of butterflys. A must visit.

Len Zakrzewski

It was wonderful visiting the Butterfly farm last week on our cruise to the Eastern Caribbean. I
did not realize that so many species were becoming extinct. I am going to plant several varieties
of "butterfly friendly" plants in my yard this weekend in Florida.
Wendy Verink‐
Terhune

Thanks for your work guys!

Krisztian

Keep up the good work ... nice site

Peter Levy

Beautiful place. Very informative ‐ although it's impossible to have a butterfly garden where I live.
High in Northern Canadian Rocky Mountains ‐ no soil, no growing season, etc. Plus our Town is
overrun with feral rabbits which munch everything remotely green. However, if the opportunity
ever arises, I'll do my best ‐ really loved seeing the butterflies and the gorgeous plants. Thanks for
a lovely afternoon.
Cherill Shannon

Great and knowledgable guides and amazing varieties of butterflies.

Peter La Barbera

We loved the butterfly farm. Absolutely beautiful! Tropical, Serene! Fresh and Full of Wonder!

Terri Bartlett

I visited the butterfly farm while on a cruise vacation.

Sarah

the butterfly farm is soooo cool how the butterflies just come up and land on you

Nicolette Carty

A beautiful, peaceful, informative break from the
usual Aruba beach experience.
I can easily recommend to any and all ages.
Lovely personnel adds to the overall positive experience.
BG Lazzati
BGL

This was one of my favorite tours during my last trip to the Carribbean. A must for anyone that
loves butterflies.

Kelly Arens

Each year I love visiting with my friends at the Butterfly Farm for my entire two weeks! I learn
something new and interesting with each visit.

JP Babineau

Very good job guys!

Marc et Geneviève

I HAVE BEEN THERE IN YOUR FARM AND IT IS LOVELY AND WANT TO VISIT AGAIN AS SOON AS GET
A CHANCE...

UMESH cHHATLANI

The garden and the butterflies were beautiful! My 6 year old son loved it and now wants a
butterfly garden at home

Charles, Shea, and
C

The family and I had a great time at your butterfly farm. My two year old son is still talking about it.

Jeremy Greer

We went to St. Martin on our honeymoon and I LOVEEEEEEEEEEEEED the butterfly farm. Thank
you for such a memorable time. ANd Loved our tour guide that took us there. An ex marine from
Texas Awesome man.

Stephanie Jones

Aaliyah

WE VISITED YOUR ARUBA LOCATION ON MARCH 31ST AND FOUND IT TO BE VERY INTERESTING.
WE TOOK MANY PICTURES.

ROBERT S SIMS

I loved the variety of butterflies and moths we saw as well as the information we received from
our guide.

Chantal Gallant

i loved this place, the guy in aruba was the best tour guide ever!

danny glickman

Love it!

Vicki Easley

"Great place. Learned a lot. I am now growing parsley and carrots on my roof garden in central
London in an attempt to attract butterflies. Trouble is they are rare beasts in these parts...

Michael King

What a great visit and educational opportunity. Weather was not cooperative but only slightly
dampened the experience. A recommended shore excursion for cruise ship passengers.

Ken Jones Ft.
Myers

I loved visiting The Butterfly Farm in St. Martin! It was better than I expected. Our guide was kind,
knowledgeable and very patient with all of our questions. I learned more than just the basics about
the butterflies. It was fascinating to actually see the actual eggs, caterpillars, cocoons and the
adults of so many different butterflies. They were beautiful!
Janet Coughlin

Thank you for the wonderful time at your farm. The butterflies were beautiful and it is good to
know that there are people like you trying to keep the beautiful creatures alive in our world.

Marion Beckett

The most beautiful place on earth!

Beth and Ivan

An enjoyable experience which we will always remember.

Rose & John
Gaetjen

Thank you so much for such a grast experience in St. Martin! My family and I had a great time with
the butterflies!

Heather

iT WAS A H=GREAT EXPERIENCE WHILE VISITING YOUR LOCALE

JOSE M DIAZ

Had a wonderful time Wish it was longer

Don

During the last week of March 2011, I had the wonderfule pleasure of experiencing the beauty of
the butterfly farm. Our guide qwas knowleagle and quite personable. And thansk to the butterfly
that landed on me!
tERRY
sTASIUKIEWICZ

Enjoyed the tour, thanks!

Sharyn Fuller

My family will like to thank you for a wonderful time to look at the different kinds of butterflies.
My son loved it.

Ginger Morgan

Had a great and informative Visit.

Gary R. Williams

We visited the Butterfly Farm in Aruba. The butterflies were beautiful!!

Sandra Davis

We visited yesterday in St. Marten and really enjoyed it. Your daughter was great teaches us the
whole butterfly process. I will go home and surely plant flowers that will attrach our butterflies. I
forgot to get some milk weed seeds, but we do have tons of it growing wild. I will transplant some.
thank you for the wonderful time
Deborah Morin

I love your place! I could spend hours there every day. It is so tranquil and beautiful. I really loved
the cd that was playing. It gave it a "ZEN" feeling. The people who work there are very friendly and
helpful. THe next time I'm in Aruba, I'm definitely coming back! Thank you for such a beautiful and
educational place!
Terri Jamros

I love Butterflies.

Susan Smith

Very interesting visit, and will study your website now I have time. Keep tornado‐free!

Gordon Hawthorn

Thank you so much for the great time at your farm. Both Lily and Olivia (6 & were so excited about
the butterflies and can't wait to start their own garden! We all loved it!

Olivia Coe and Lily

I love butterflies

Odoom Gerald
Eramino

I had an amazing time. Loved having the butterflies land on me. Great experience, very
educational.

Nahtanya
Williamson

Had a wonderful time at the Butterfly Farm last week. My 20 month old son didn't want to leave. I
have a great photo of one of the big black and red butterflies crawling up my face.

Tred Parry

We visit the farm before the crossing to Lisabon. very informative and well looked after. Why dont
you breed native butterflies and let them go as there are very few left on your island? Still, I hope
nature will recover one day for the sake of all animals.

Esther Weidmann

Very relaxing and most beautiful!

Judy Garza

WE visited your butterfly farm on a tour when
our cruise ship landed at St. Martin. Found it
very interesting as butterflies have always
been one of my loves.
Shirley Shaffer

I had a great time! I love your butterflies and moths!

Kathy

What a wonderful place. This was our best excursion from the ship. Great Job Molly!

Roberta Moore

loved your farm. and the cute kitty that was out front. would love to come back soon even though
the butterflys scared me alittle. if u ever need more help on the farm i wouldnt mind moving there.
it was beautiful there on the french side.

michelle kennedy

We though that the butterfly farm was the most enjoyable excursion on the island.

Kathy & Danny
Penn

We enjoyed having the beautiful butterflys land on our hands. Expected the enclosure to be a bit
larger.

Pauline Byron

I visted your farm in St. Maarten in march (5) 2011 and enjoyed vary much.
looking to start a garden to attract them here.

Marc Shaffer

Thank You
Marc shaffer

Loved the Butterfly Farm in St Maarten. Will try to email pics of Monarch pupa on Garden Sage
plant. And series of pics of the emergence.

Sherrie Prosch

Thank you for sharing your butterflies. We really enjoyed the visit. PS..the rum punch afterwards
was even better

Mike Moran

We visited The Butterfly Farm last week and were overwhelmed. We couldn't wait to get home to
begin planning our own little paradise. We wished we had been able to stay longer to just sit and
enjoy.

Katherine Griffin

Loved the butterfly farm!!!!!

Kristin Berry

Loved the butterfly farm tour and the great information. I can't wait to plant some flowers in my
garden to attract some butterflies.

Nina Gut

Love the Farm! Our four year old loved it so much he didn't want to leave, so we had to go back
during our vacation! Great work!

Amaya Family

My 7 grandchildren and our group loved our visit in St. Maarten. Very educational and I told many
people about the experience. "Butterflies are Free"

The Albert Party

We had a wonderful time visiting the Butterfly Farm and learned a great deal. Thank you for
having a place like this for us 'tourists' to visit!

Denice Rudlaff

GREAT FUN, ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATIONAL, GREAT TOUR FROM A BRITISH EX PAT
GENTLEMAN,,, NICE GOING@!!

JIM YOST

I cant wait to plant my milkweed seeds

Anna

Good Day, I visited the beautiful farm on May 11th upon my visit to St. Maarten. Thanks for the
wonderful experience and wealth of information. Sharon

Sharon

A very informative tour.

Patricia Waite

Looking for Painted Lady Catepillar pre‐made food. I have the powder to make it, but it is in grams
and I have no idea what I'm doing We have eggs that will hatch in less then five days. Help!

Wendy Willett

The tour guide was friendly and knowledegable. I could tell he really cares for the place and
butterflies. The owner is friendly and very welcoming. I enjoyed my visit to Aruba and the farm.

Tracey

I love butterflies. This was the first time that I ever visited a butterfly farm and I had a wonderful
time and took many pictures.

Patricia Bryant

Enjoyed your informative talk and the beautiful butterflies!

Sheila Deacy

I took my 5 year old son today and he loved it! A black and white butterfly landed right on his foot.
We were able to take a quick tour and learn all about the butterflies. We are looking forward to
going back tomorrow to see some butterflies being born.

Michelle Davide

